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Abstract
Robots are steadily becoming one of the significant 21st century learning technologies that
aim to improve education within both formal and informal environments. Such robots, called
Robots for Learning, have so far been utilized as constructionist tools or social agents that
aided learning from distinct perspectives. This thesis presents a novel approach to Robots for
Learning that aims to explore new added values by means of investigating uses for robots in
educational scenarios beyond those that are commonly tackled: We develop a platform from
scratch to be “as versatile as pen and paper”, namely as composed of easy to use objects that
feel like they belong in the learning ecosystem while being seamlessly usable across many
activities that help teach a variety of subjects. Following this analogy, we design our platform
as many low-cost, palm-sized tangible robots that operate on printed paper sheets, controlled
by readily available mobile computers such as smartphones or tablets. From the learners’
perspective, our robots are thus physical and manipulable points of hands-on interaction
with learning activities where they play the role of both abstract and concrete objects that are
otherwise not easily represented.
We realize our novel platform in four incremental phases, each of which consists of a develop-
ment stage and multiple subsequent validation stages. First, we develop accurately positioned
tangibles, characterize their localization performance and test the learners’ interaction with
our tangibles in a playful activity. Second, we integrate mobility into our tangibles and make
them full-blown robots, characterize their locomotion performance and test the emerging
notion of moving vs. being moved in a learning activity. Third, we enable haptic feedback ca-
pability on our robots, measure their range of usability and test them within a complete lesson
that highlights this newly developed affordance. Fourth, we develop the means of building
swarms with our haptic-enabled tangible robots and test the final form of our platform in a
lesson co-designed with a teacher. Our effort thus contains the participation of more than 370
child learners over the span of these phases, which leads to the initial insights into this novel
Robots for Learning avenue. Besides its main contributions to education, this thesis further
contributes to a range of research fields related to our technological developments, such as
positioning systems, robotic mechanism design, haptic interfaces and swarm robotics.
Keywords: Robots for Learning, Human-Robot Interaction, Mobile Robots, Swarm Robotics,
Tangible Robots, Haptic Interfaces
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Résumé
Les robots deviennent progressivement un des outils pertinents des technologies modernes
de formation qui tendent à améliorer l’éducation, qu’elle soit formelle ou informelle. La
principale valeur ajoutée de ces robots, appelés “Robots pour l’Apprentissage”, a jusqu’ici
reposé sur une vision constructiviste combinée aux vertus de l’interaction sociale. Cette thèse
cherche à révéler de nouveaux atouts éducatifs des robots, au-delà des scénarios utilisés dans
les autres approches de robotique éducative : Nous visons à développer une plate-forme
entièrement nouvelle qui est “aussi polyvalente que papier et crayon”, c’est-à-dire, qui est
maniable, familière, et utilisable dans des nombreux domaines de formation. A partir de ce
principe, nous dessinons les contours conceptuels de notre plate-forme qui est composée
des plusieurs robots tangibles contrôlés par des appareils mobiles répandus (tels que les
smartphones ou les tablettes), produits à bas coût, de la taille de la main et qui évoluent
sur des feuilles de papier imprimées. Ces objets physiques et manipulables permettent de
représenter des objets concrets ou abstraits, que les apprenants ont autrement de la peine à
visualiser, et d’interagir avec ceux-ci pendant les activités d’apprentissage.
Nous développons cette plate-forme en quatre phases itératives, chacune composée d’une
étape de développement et de plusieurs étapes de validation. Premièrement, nous dévelop-
pons des interfaces tangibles positionnées avec précision, caractérisons la précision de cette
localisation et testons l’interaction avec des apprenants lors d’une activité ludique. Deuxième-
ment, nous intégrons la locomotion dans les interfaces tangibles afin de les transformer en
robots mobiles, caractérisons à nouveau la performance et testons la notion de déplacer le
robot par rapport à suivre le mouvement du robot et/ou de le déplacer alors qu’il oppose une
résistance. Troisièmement, nous ajoutons la réaction haptique à nos robots, mesurons son
degré d’utilisabilité et testons les robots lors d’une leçon complète exploitant cette nouvelle
fonctionnalité. Quatrièmement, nous développons la possibilité de former des essaims avec
nos robots et testons cette version finale de notre plate-forme dans une leçon co-conçue avec
un enseignant. Nos expériences, au cours desquelles plus de 370 écoliers ont été impliqués,
enrichissent nos savoirs sur l’utilisation de ces nouveaux robots pour l’apprentissage. En plus
de ses contributions à l’éducation, cette thèse contribue aux systèmes de positionnement, aux
mécanismes robotiques, aux interfaces haptiques et à la robotique en essaim.
Mots clefs : Robots pour l’Apprentissage, Interaction Humain-Robot, Robots Mobiles, Robotique
en Essaim, Robots Tangibles, Interfaces Haptiques
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1 Introduction
At least since Ancient Greece, an effective scheme was used for formal education: A group of
learners being instructed by a teacher in a classroom. Over the course of humankind’s history,
not only its repertoire of knowledge vastly expanded and its civilization greatly developed,
but many reforms and improvements were also made to the environment, methodology
and philosophy of education: Learning was secularized, institutionalized, governmentalized
and standardized. Despite these improvements, the teacher/classroom/learner scheme was
sufficient in transferring this body of knowledge to the new generation and it remained, for
the most part, the same until the end of the 20th century.
Now, the coming of the Information Age is profoundly transforming the learning needs of the
newest generations, to the point where the “factory model” classrooms are beginning to fall
short in equipping new learners with the 21st century skill set. We are finding out through
advances in cognitive development and neuroscience that the old, rigid classroom paradigms
that “produced” information learning as if on an “assembly line” can no longer be relied on to
build skills that are increasingly necessary on today’s interconnected and digital world where
learning occurs at all times: The learners must now think creatively, be able to work as parts of
diverse teams, and show digital information literacy. Thus, the teaching/classroom/learning
paradigms must also update to accommodate these needs.
New trends in learning technologies offer answers to these needs and reflect the anticipated
paradigm shifts. Arguably as successors to the analog overhead projectors, computers made
their impact on learning and classrooms through digitally interactive displays of content.
Through the networking allowed by the widespread diffusion of the internet, this approach
gave birth to Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) which emphasized shared
learning and development. Nowadays, platforms that serve such purposes are becoming
increasingly lightweight and portable with laptops, tablets and smartphones. One step fur-
ther, classrooms themselves may become digital as a result of Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) researched and developed in the last decade where the learners and the teachers
may no longer need to convene in time and space, in theory allowing a never before seen
degree of learning diffusion through free access to content and software.
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Parallel to all these media-oriented developments, robots began entering learning environ-
ments as a means of introducing more hardware-oriented materials to learners. The first
educational robot ever was the Logo Turtle by Papert ([1]) that let learners program a mobile
tabletop robot with a pen that can leave a visible trace of the robot’s motion. The vision in
making this robot available to learners as a programmable tool relied on Piaget’s constructivist
view of cognitive development ([2]), stating that learners should be proactive builders of their
own knowledge instead of receivers of inert and absolute information disseminated by outside
sources. Since this construction is theorized to be relative to the learner and the environment,
proper “materials” are required to be embedded in the surrounding environment. The Logo
Turtle was proposed as this very material, a “computational object to think with”, that is envi-
ronmentally present, open to personal identification and programmable. Indeed, this first
robot was tightly interconnected with the then-emerging “computer culture” and thus created
a central theme of “letting learners program a simple robot” which sparked the programmable
learning robot movement that persists today.
The central belief to this archetypical robot was that through programming it, that is in itself an
act of creation, not only the learning of those skills that are directly in focus while programming
(such as problem solving and mathematics) would be facilitated, but the learning of a wide
range of other skills would also potentially be improved. Papert did not believe in traditional
classrooms, organized education or curricula in general. His robot was an enabler as learners
built their own knowledge inside environments that were envisioned to look radically different
than what schools looked like at that time. Whether organized education or curricula have no
future is still a matter of open debate, one that this thesis is not written to address.
Instead, this thesis proposes a novel robotic approach to technology-enhanced learning that
revisits the roots of educational robots to learn from them, such as the Logo Turtle and those
that came later and were inspired by it, in the modern landscape of robots for learning. Ours
will be a practical endeavor in addressing the immediate and genuine challenges encountered
in introducing such technologies to education; unlike Papert, we will focus on the shorter
term gains instead of working towards longer term metamorphoses. Throughout our thesis,
design and verification phases of our technologies and methods will resonate with this focus
on immediate applicability, adaptability and cooperation with current learning environments
and their professionals in order to grow and enhance the way these environments function
instead of subverting them altogether.
The ultimate goal of the work in this thesis will be to open new perspectives in how learning
technologies, in particular robotic ones, can be used in a versatile manner and in educational
scenarios previously unimagined. Due to this highly exploratory nature of our effort, instead
of working with established technologies to improve their current uses or create new uses for
them in educational settings, we will focus on building whatever is necessary, from scratch. In
other words, we will seek to expand rather than to extend. We will thus provide in the rest of
this chapter the literary background for our endeavor, list the goals that drive our research
and summarize the procedures that will let us address them.
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1.1 Robots for Learning
We begin by providing the brief history, trends and state of the art in the use of robots by
learners and teachers for a variety of educational purposes. To describe this field where we
imagine no boundaries to subject matter or disciplines nor to the purpose or nature of the
robots as long as they serve some form of learning, we use the term Robots for Learning (R4L),
also known as Robots for Education.
1.1.1 Origins and Challenges
R4L arguably came into existence, as mentioned earlier, by virtue of the Logo Turtle created by
Papert around 1980’s. The vision around this robot was to provide learners programmable ob-
jects to think with to transform the way mathematics, geometry and possibly other disciplines
are learned, in order for it to resemble the way first languages are learned effortlessly and
naturally by young learners. This vision further entailed the transformation of educational
institutions and organizations, disrupting the notions of curriculum and instruction. What
this meant was that these notions were to be adapted entirely to this new constructionist
paradigm where the learners learn by exploring, building and designing instead of being
instructed. Moreover, the education professionals were to adapt as well, necessitating a deep,
societal transformation.
How, or even why, these transformations should take place was not entirely clear at the time.
For this and other reasons, such as robots and computers still being expensive and not entirely
reliable, interest in educational practitioners failed to grow and R4L laid dormant for about
two decades and significant advances in the field were not seen. What [3] called teacher
availability deadlock almost certainly played a role here: As long as informatics is not in the
curriculum, there is little incentive to educate teachers and as long as there are no trained
teachers, there is little incentive to introduce the subject. Thus, since no party sought these
progressive technologies associated with these subjects, they did not transfer to widespread
use. Considering that the roots of R4L originated around the science of informatics, the
focus of such endeavors was naturally to introduce informatics (or more colloquially called
“programming” around many circles) into learning. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to anticipate
the same teacher availability deadlock in any given innovative and disruptive technology that
is not trivial to use effectively (both from teachers’ and learners’ perspectives) for learning.
Therefore, it is clear that for any transformation in learning to occur, more work must be done
first, including cooperation with the world of education.
This cooperation that will lead to the acceptance of and support for R4L within educational
spheres certainly presents a number of challenges. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and other works in-
vestigate the present view and challenges on R4L: Education professionals are positive but
also critical towards bringing robots in the classroom; primary perceived problems are poten-
tial expensiveness, high demand of resources (labor, time and space) and likely creation of
unwanted disruption. They further express that they want the technology to adapt to their
3
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practice and not the opposite; they need to be assured that the robots are there to aid them
in their profession and not to “replace” them. But what is perhaps more important is that
actual long-term contributions to learning upon the introduction of robots in classrooms or
in informal learning environments are not yet clearly shown through empirical evidence in
many areas. From a practical point of view, but still parallel to the empirical evidence issue,
the lack of educational content that feature the effective use of robots in these areas is another
distinct issue that prevents the adoption of robots. As a consequence, unfortunately, R4L
is still sometimes perceived as a “trend” or as part of extra-curricular activities and not as a
potentially integral part of formal learning.
A clear exception where considerable empirical evidence and educational content exists is
unsurprisingly R4L applied to programming, robotics, engineering and other closely related
subjects. This is the case perhaps due to R4L’s historical origins, or perhaps due to the relatively
more straightforward approach of applying them for the learning of such matter. Regardless,
these are the disciplines where some amount of awareness in formal education exists as of
today; other applications, discussed in the forthcoming sections, are still in their infancy and
in considerable need of empirical evidence of their contribution to formal learning, along
with collaborative verification (with education professionals) within ecologically valid settings.
Given that each discipline presents its distinct and unique characteristics, methods and bodies
of knowledge (of which informatics is only one), this is a substantial undertaking where global
methods in proving such a statement as “robots are useful for learning in general” are not likely
to be found. Instead, the meticulous exploration of the intricacies of using R4L in each domain
is likely to be more successful to discover the specific added values of robots to that domain (if
they exist to begin with), just as it was and is still being done for informatics. However, this is
clearly a long term endeavor and thus more of a direction that the scientific R4L community
as a whole is required to take. As these exploratory steps are taken and more is discovered,
it is our belief that a global consciousness (that education professionals are part of) who
understands the added values of R4L in each learning territory will gradually be built.
The work presented in this thesis does not claim to show that R4L is definitively useful in a
given learning domain. Instead, it presents a new direction towards which the aforementioned
steps of discovery may be taken. We do this by reimagining the role and added value of robots
in a way that aims to address the aforementioned challenges, and in doing so, we obtain a
novel robotic concept that necessarily borrows strong ideas found in the prevalent movements
in the state of the art. Therefore, we now present these prevalent movements in R4L and
position ourselves among them in order to later describe the thought process and ideas that
lead to the generation of our concept.
1.1.2 Nature of Robots for Learning: Tools vs. Agents
When we consider the aforementioned origins of R4L and more recent trends, we see that
most research done in the area belongs to one of two movements. Following Papert’s ideas of
4
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(a) Lego Mindstorms robot as educational tool,
being built before being programmed by learners.
Picture taken from www.architecture.org.
(b) Thymio robot as educational tool, being pro-
grammed by learners who observe its behaviors.
Picture taken from www.techykids.com.
(c) Pepper robot as teaching agent, conduct-
ing an interactive storytelling session. Picture
taken from www.roboticstrends.com.
(d) Nao robot as learning agent, pretending to be
a peer with poor handwriting so that learners can
teach it to better their own handwriting skills.
Figure 1.1 – Typical scenes from learning activities where robots are used as tools vs. as agents.
building “computational objects for thinking”, the first and older movement takes robots as
tools where they appear natural and suitable given the application they are intended for and
where the learners are in control of the robots (i.e. they are “above” the robots). The second
and younger movement emerged with the advances in the Social Human-Robot Interaction
(HRI) field where robots play the completely different role of socially capable peers or tutors,
which we call the role of artificial agents within the learning environment, where learners
are not in direct control of the robots but instead interact with them in a pseudo-social way
(i.e. they are “at the same level” as the robots). In Figure 1.1, typical scenes from educational
activities that belong to both movements are given for added clarity. Below, we explain these
two distinct movements, their advantages and how they contribute to the field of R4L.
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Robots as Tools
The robots as tools movement encompasses the idea of providing learners real robots which
they can “build”, meaning constructing its hardware through kits consisting of easily con-
nectible parts, constructing its software through programming, or both. Throughout this
movement, we find a variety of educational principles that play key roles:
Learning with robots: Was initially imagined by Papert within the scope of constructionism
for mathematics and problem solving through embedding elements found in these
subjects into the creative programming process. By building the intended knowledge on
one’s own (where robots are facilitators) instead of being instructed, better and easier
learning is targeted. This easily extrapolates to learning programming itself and other
engineering-related subjects where robots aid the learning process by their appeal,
especially to younger learners to whom correctly designed robots may appear as “intelli-
gent toys” that they are willing to play with. This affinity could translate to increased
enthusiasm which in turn could lead to more science and technology interest ([11]) not
exclusively in younger learners but also in older ones throughout K12 (kindergarten to
12th grade, [12]) and could inspire motivation in even older, undergraduate learners.
Learning with hands-on interaction: By having the learners build and test physical robots,
aims to provide real-world grounding to and improve the learning of otherwise abstract
knowledge ([13, 14]). Closely related to robotics, programming, engineering and other
“technology” subjects, this physically experiential methodology intends to exploit the
additional benefits of embodied learning by tangible and implicit haptic manipulation
(for which robots are exceptionally suitable tools); this cannot otherwise be easily done
using simulators, virtual environments or only theoretical exercises on paper.
Learning by individual parts: Lets learners understand how complex systems composed of
many interconnected parts work by letting them program the individual parts and
build the system using these parts ([15]). This is achieved by building individual robots
through common robotic parts (i.e. simple sensors and actuators such as bumpers and
motors) and understanding how the individual robots work, as well as by building popu-
lations of possibly heterogeneous robots and understanding how higher, population-
level behaviors emerge from individual behaviors1.
Learning with evolutionary dynamics: Lets learners build “artificial organisms” ([15, 16]) with
sensors, actuators and a “mind” (i.e. their program) that mimic the components of
biological organisms and that behave in certain ways and/or solve target problems.
By understanding and improving these components and the organism that is born
from their association through techniques that resemble evolutionary processes such as
selective reproduction and mutation, learners can acquire progressively more desirable
1The idea of understanding how complex systems work through programming individual components is
currently being explored within the domain of computational thinking; these philosophies existing in the R4L
literature hint at the potential efficacy of robots as tangible, physical tools in computational thinking.
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behaviors or better solutions from their robots. Using this methodology, understand-
ing how these solutions and behaviors are achieved would be clearer since learners
themselves would have constructed the way that leads to these improvements.
Over the years, a multitude of robotic platforms were used as tools for learning purposes which
were built around one or more principles listed above; [17] gives a comprehensive review of
these. All such robots, without exception to the best of our knowledge, feature some form
of programmability: Robots intended for older learners, such as undergraduate or graduate
studies, tend to support real-world programming languages such as C, C++, and Python,
whereas robots intended for younger learners tend to support visual programming languages
with drag-and-drop blocks and connections, such as LabVIEW for Lego Mindstorms, Thymio
Visual Programming Language and Scratch. Where robots intended for younger learners are
actually used for older learners (such as at undergraduate level) for their cost effectiveness,
which is especially the case for Lego Mindstorms, we find custom third party firmwares and
operating systems that allow the programming of built robots with large a variety of real-world
programming languages, which expands the platform’s potential in facilitating programming
education. Indeed, it is clear that a large portion of scientific work involving the tool robot
idea feature the very popular Lego Mindstorms kits (see [18]), hinting at the power of this
versatility provided by both flexible programmability and buildability.
A broader look at the mechanical buildability of these programmable platforms, meaning
the level to which learners are able to create the hardware as well, reveals a spectrum that is
summarized in Figure 1.2. Common robots range from completely buildable to completely
pre-built, where buildable robots are often sold as kits in order to open prospects to building
a large variety of robots that serve a multitude of purposes, including letting the learners
imagine and creatively build unforeseen robots on their own; see Figure 1.1a for a typical
scene in an activity using such a robot. With the same kit, e.g. a wheeled robot with a grabber
that transports objects, as well as a legged robot that walks can be built and programmed.
As these kits are explicitly marketed to younger learners, they are almost always in the low
to mid price range; they are however, as mentioned before, also appealing to older learners
and are used in up to undergraduate learning by virtue of this price range, as well as their
buildability to suit a broad range of curriculum items, especially in the teaching of robotics.
From another perspective, the emerging “maker movement” offers even more flexibility on
robots that can be built through affordable rapid prototyping platforms and exceptionally
lightweight computers that are becoming commercially available. The design and fabrication
of these robots typically rely on open source hardware and software, as well as on maker
communities built around fabrication platforms and methods. Moreover, compared to other
approaches on this buildability spectrum, the design and fabrication of robots within this
movement are closer to the realistic methods and processes (or at least to the preceding
prototyping phases) used to design and manufacture mass produced devices for the end user.
Thus, they provide not only potentially more benefit for university-level robotics curricula
with manufacturing focus, but also a more realistic view of robotics for younger learners.
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Figure 1.2 – Mechanical buildability spectrum of programmable tool robots. On the fully
buildable end of the spectrum, the robots belonging to the maker movement are found where
emerging affordable rapid prototyping platforms, or more colloquially called 3D printers
(RepRap Prusa Mendel given as example above, see [19]), low-cost mini computers (Raspberry
Pi given above as example, see [20]) and other off-the-shelf components (a hobby servomotor
given above as example of a commonly used component, picture taken from www.dubro.com)
are exploited for exceptional robot building flexibility without concern for standard robots
or kits that contain all necessary components to build robots. For this reason, examples of
common building blocks within this movement are provided above instead of specific robots
built with them. Towards more readily usable robots, we find brick-based assembly kits (Lego
Mindstorms EV3 given as example above, see [21]; see [22] for other similar kits such as VEX
and Fischertechnik) where using the same standard kit, it is possible to build a large variety of
robots such as mobile or humanoid robots with readily usable sensors, actuators and lower
level mechanisms (e.g. gear trains, pistons, linkages), as long as the required time is invested
into building these robots. Towards less buildable, we find modular kits (Robotis Bioloid given
as example above, see [23]; see [24, 25] for other such kits) where still a considerable variety
of robots can be built using monolithic actuators and sensors but easy access to lower level
mechanisms is removed. Next step towards pre-built, extendable robots (e-puck given as
example above, see [26]; see [27] for other similar robots such as iRobot Create and Khepera
III) feature standard, non-modifiable, but readily usable base robots that can be extended with
extra modules (such as more complex sensors or actuators) as needed; it is not uncommon
to find open source robots here that allow the design, manufacturing and use of custom
extension modules by a community built around the robot. On the fully pre-built end of the
spectrum, we find plug & play robots (Thymio II given as example above2, see [28]; see [29] for
another such robot that is very low cost) that feature non-modifiable standard robots with
predefined sets of sensors and actuators for easier and faster startup, and designs that tend to
be friendlier if intended for younger learners.
2Actually covers a larger area on the spectrum as it is extendable using extra Lego bricks and programmable
mini computers such as Raspberry Pi.
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Pre-built robots, on the other hand, satisfy a different need that is the readiness of access to
the robotic platform itself as a user-friendliness aspect; see Figure 1.1b for a typical scene in
an activity using such a robot. They are typically programmable and runnable via software
that is easily installed on common computers, without investing any effort beforehand in
mechanical building. This plug-and-play quality is explicitly used as an asset to lower barriers
of entry into programming and robotics, especially for younger learners where it is crucial
to capture and maintain their attention early on. Moreover, plug-and-play robots that are
intended for older users are also found in applications that do not require mechanical building.
Undergraduate level programming and engineering instruction are examples of this type of
application where the readiness of access saves time that is better spent learning the subject
itself (e.g. the specific programming language or the operation of a specific type of sensor)
rather than building the robots themselves for constructionist learning purposes. There exist
such robots that serve higher-end purposes where learning of real-world level robotics and
engineering (as opposed to robotics and engineering associated with “toy” situations and
hardware) is desirable. For this reason, the pre-built end of the buildability spectrum consists
of a much wider price range, starting from robots that cost two-digit prices intended to provide
exceptionally easy robotics access to young learners, especially in underdeveloped countries,
up to robots that cost four-digit prices intended to provide a rich set of precise sensors and
actuators to undergraduate learners as well as researchers.
Up to now, these educational robots were used in the learning of a variety of disciplines. The
most prevalent of these is undoubtedly programming, equally labeled with umbrella terms
such as computer science or informatics in many R4L circles, examined over the years both
within formal education and in informal learning scenarios such as workshops, competi-
tions and at-home learning. An abundance of such works with promising results (that are
both anecdotal and statistically validated) exists, many of which use the Lego Mindstorms
series kits as mentioned before. These works, that commonly include the parallel learning
of robotics and engineering concepts, as well as related skills such as problem solving and
computational thinking, collectively target an impressively wide range of ages beginning from
pre-kindergarten ([30, 31]), continuing into kindergarten ([30, 32, 33, 34, 35]), elementary
school ([36, 32, 37, 38, 39, 33, 40, 41, 42]), middle school ([36, 43, 44, 45, 33, 40]), high school
([36, 44, 33, 46]) and up to undergraduate level in universities ([47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]),
where many other works exist at each level of education besides the ones cited here.
Starting from the undergraduate level, concepts from other computer science and engineering
subjects are also seen to be explicitly taught through robots in addition to programming such
as embedded systems, signal processing and control ([26, 54, 56]), concurrent and distributed
systems ([26, 50]), operating systems ([50]) and artificial intelligence ([49, 57]). Still related to
computer science, we find perhaps the most straightforward use of robots within education,
that is to give undergraduate and graduate level robotics education where often virtual robot
simulators are used as well ([58, 59, 60, 61]). These practices extend down to secondary and
primary education, where robotics concepts are often simplified according to the learners’
level and intermixed with other engineering concepts not necessarily exclusive to robotics
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where learning occurs particularly with hands-on, experiential interaction; works representing
this scope of application throughout basic education are cited above.
Besides programming, robotics and engineering, topics from other disciplines were covered
by programmable robots as well. Two of the most popular such disciplines are mathematics
(including geometry) and physics: [62] investigates the effect of building Lego robots on
curricular mathematics performance of learners, measured by standard tests. [63] presents a
more data acquisition-oriented study where rounding, relationship between circles and their
diameters, as well as very basic statistics are learned with built mobile robots and the data
gathered from their sensors. [64] presents the hands-on learning of ratios using gears and
pulleys within mobile Lego robots built by learners. [65] touches the simpler yet concept of
addition and subtraction with the motions of a tangible, mobile robot built again with Lego.
[66] presents a mini-curriculum that includes some geometry concepts such as distances and
angles; [67] presents a much more comprehensive curriculum covering many mathematics
and geometry topics. Among more broad studies, [12] covers mathematical concepts such
as decimal numbers, graphing, multiplication as well as physics concepts such as forces and
heat transfer (and even some chemistry concepts such as acids and bases). Newtonian motion
and kinematics unsurprisingly seems to be a popular topic within physics, exemplified by
[12, 68, 69, 70]. Besides these representative studies, teachers’ opinions on robot usability in
learning evidence the inclination towards mathematics and sciences: [71] gives such opinions
on a variety of subjects (teachable with a particular robot in this instance) that clearly lean
towards mathematics and sciences, where mathematics is more explicitly stated, along with
physics, to be potentially teachable with the help of the robot.
To the best of our knowledge, learning of other subjects outside of mathematics and physics
through tool robots are found in few, emerging instances of both published and unpublished
work3. See [72] where basics of evolution, a topic in biology, is taught with a literal implemen-
tation of the aforementioned learning with evolutionary dynamics strategy, and [73] where
learners build and program robotic models of some biological mechanisms and structures,
such as plants and organs, in order to invoke hands-on learning. Finally, see [74] that provides
a tangible demonstration for learning molecular reactions and bonding, a topic in chemistry,
without involving programming. These, along with the aforementioned body of research
strongly targeting programming, robotics, engineering and sciences, show the level of ac-
complishment and suitability of tool robots for the Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) curriculum, as well as for raising interest for these disciplines.
Robots as Agents
The robots as agents approach emerged from the field of Social HRI that is a distinct branch of
HRI concerned with building robots that are capable in social, emotive and cognitive aspects of
3For instance, see https://www.thymio.org/fr:thoolproject (in French) for educational content on the
five senses, a topic from Biology.
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proximal interaction with humans ([75]). Practically all such robots display anthropomorphic
qualities to some degree and are more often than not humanoids; see [76, 77] for a more
minimalist approach that challenges these norms through a robot concept co-designed with
children. The use of social robots for education is a very recent approach whose first instances
date back to about a decade earlier, when uses for other closely-related purposes already
existed such as aiding people with special needs (for example the elderly as in [78] or children
with autism as in [79, 80]) where promising results were obtained that justified the use of
robots in such scenarios. As their potential capabilities were being shown, it did not take long
before social robots were introduced to broad education for general needs, as opposed to
serving special education or other special needs.
This introduction naturally required the clarification of the actual role of these socially capable
robots within educational scenarios. A clear answer at that time was that robots could be
effective tutors, where the central belief is that the process of keeping learners in emotive
and cognitive states that promote learning can be automated through robots that teach in
manners similar to human educators. This approach is explained by e.g. [81] and exemplified
by many works cited throughout this section; a typical scene in an activity using the robot in
such a way can be seen in Figure 1.1c.
A second approach that emerged later is the use of social robots as peers to learners, where
robots do not directly teach but instead more indirect methods are preferred. Studies following
this approach are undoubtedly more rare, and a common methodology in the robots-as-peers
paradigm is to “disguise” the robot as a peer who is in need of the learners’ help. The rationale
behind this methodology is that such social robots were observed to arouse a strong, persistent
caring desire in young children ([82]), and appropriately designed robots may utilize this caring
desire to influence the learners to teach the robot itself who plays the role of the learner; this
method was previously labeled protégé effect ([83]). This effectively induces learning-by-
teaching, a learning method where the learner takes a more active role to improve the overall
efficacy of learning. This method is exemplified by works such as [84, 85, 86]; a typical scene
in an activity using the robot in such a way can be seen in Figure 1.1d.
Within both of these views, the socially capable and programmable learning and teaching
agents present many opportunities potentially not easily or inexpensively accessible with
human tutors and peers (those marked with I not exclusive to robots but also achievable with
non-robotic computational agents or devices to some degree):
• Increased learner engagement due to robots simply being present
• Automation of bodily interaction, implementing techniques such as total physical
response (use of whole-body actions in language learning)
I One-on-one tutoring or aiding, application of personalized learning strategies
I Modeling of and catering to the affect-related states experienced by learners
I Automated monitoring of and adaptation to the abilities and progress of individual
learners, as well as planning the future accordingly
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From the learners’ perspective, [87] shows that young children tend to perceive animism
(life-likeness) in a robot with social competencies, namely, they ascribe cognitive and affective
qualities to the robot itself. This implies both a capacity and a challenge for social robots
designed to interact with children: These “life-like” robots may more easily garner children’s
engagement by virtue of human-like expectations from them, while their design and imple-
mentation must match these expectations to avoid negative reactions when these expectations
are not matched. This is indeed an ambitious technical goal, and many studies to date using
social robots unfortunately fall back to Wizard of Oz techniques to be able to conduct experi-
ments due to the sheer difficulty of building software and hardware that achieves this. [88]
presents some foundational developments that target matching these expectations in realistic
settings. These developments belong to an extensive list of modules which includes speech
recognition and synthesis, natural language understanding and generation, cognitive archi-
tectures with memory, human user modeling and generation of bodily expression. Despite
these key developments, it is clear that there is still much room for future improvement.
When we consider the target learning domains touched by social robots up to now, we en-
counter a significantly different and arguably more diverse spectrum of subjects compared to
tool robots, where STEM teaching is prevalent. The learning of secondary languages seems to
be a recurring theme throughout the history of social R4L where an abundance of scientific
effort exists, effectively going back to its earliest days; [89, 90, 91, 92, 84, 93, 85, 94, 95] are some
notable works. There is certainly a strong research interest (that continues today) in using
agent robots to teach language as opposed to tool robots, perhaps due to natural text/speech
recognition and synthesis capabilities of agent robots that are essential to a task such as
teaching language. Other subjects that were previously studied and are closely related to lan-
guage are handwriting ([86]) and sign language ([96]). We further find mathematics as another
popular subject, exemplified by [97, 98, 99]. Finally, the instruction of some non-curricular
subjects are also encountered, including health literacy for unhealthy children ([100]), nutri-
tion ([101]), storytelling ([102]) and dancing ([103]). Regardless of the subject, exploiting some
social aspect related to the learning content (e.g. verbal interaction in languages, nonverbal
interaction in dancing, creativity in storytelling) is unsurprisingly a common theme.
1.1.3 Synergies, Gaps & Motivations
The history of R4L, briefly given above within distinct branches of research, reveals certain
synergetic themes, as well as divergent ones, among the bodies of previous work. For one,
using robots for learning seems to be an attractive prospect for researchers as well as educators,
regardless of the nature of the robot being used, for sourcing extra enthusiasm, “charm” and
thus engagement from learners by the virtue of robots being physically active and responsive
machines; they are exciting and are not yet ubiquitous in daily life. From another perspective,
intelligent and programmable objects (whether they are programmed by the researchers,
educators or the learners) is certainly a powerful asset in the learning environment that
enables the automation and reproducibility of tasks as well as recording and processing data
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related to the learning and teaching processes, which does not only apply to robots but to
other “networked” computational devices as well.
On the other hand, current research on tool robots and agent robots seem to diverge in the
philosophy of how learning works with robots and what the added value is of the robot within
the learning environment: The tool robot approach is considerably closer to the original
constructionist philosophy of learning where robots were first imagined as tools that facilitate
thinking about the target concept to be constructed by the learners. The immediate next step
in development brought such robots into the realm of the truly buildable, letting learners
construct the robot both on the hardware and software levels in a hands-on manner, as a
means of constructing knowledge. On the other hand, the younger field of social robots for
learning approaches robots from a more “humane” perspective by virtue of the more recent
developments in social HRI that permit the technical realization of human-like behaviors.
From this perspective, the social dynamics between the learners (humans and robots) and
the teachers (again, humans and robots) are more interesting to explore than how knowledge
can be constructed with robots as physically manipulatable facilitators. Instead of providing
this physical window to the learning content, many social agent studies prefer setups where a
social robot and learner(s) interact with the help of a conventional touchscreen that provides
as much content as provided by regular social interaction methods, in order to overcome the
technically limited input-output capabilities of the robot such as speech recognition. However,
this perspective may more easily fit to the classical understanding of teaching where learners
are taught formally within classrooms by teachers. By this, it may be argued that it is easier to
imagine and create the added value of social robots to learning compared to tool robots.
From the learning subject perspective, a clear distinction can be seen between the two profiles
belonging to the two branches of research where both approaches seek where they fit more
naturally. State-of-the-art tool robots certainly fit STEM subjects better since these subjects
are more likely to highlight inherent qualities of such robots, such as the ability to bring
programmed code into the physical world, access to engineering materials (mechanisms,
electronics and related signals etc.) and repeatable and measurable sensing and actuation.
There are many insights on how these qualities map to (especially constructionist) learning
of specific concepts and skills within STEM, as shown by the many works cited throughout
this chapter. On the other hand, the distinct approach of social agent robots does not attempt
to map the inherent, “robotic” qualities of robots onto the learning practices and matter, but
instead aims to enrich teaching and learning from other perspectives, such as social and
affective. For this reason, it is often found that the focus and practices of works utilizing
such robots is less on specific learning subjects or curricula, and more on enriching the
learning process. Compared to tool robots, this particular disassociation from specific bodies
of disciplines (such as STEM), has arguably led to a more diverse set of target teaching subjects
in a manner less focused on providing immediately applicable curricular content.
The essence of this argument is that these distinct approaches have strengths and added
educational values inherent to them, and we believe that there may be other, unexplored
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approaches beyond them. In other words, we feel that there is a “gap” between these already
explored approaches, and this gap resonates with the relationship between the learning con-
tent and the physicality (i.e. hands-on nature) of interaction: The exploitation of physicality
has so far attracted learning through building and STEM applications, whereas the exploita-
tion of social interaction, one of whose strengths is to open perspectives to a different and
wider range of learning domains, has arguably overlooked physicality. The central question
that positions this thesis among the state-of-the-art is thus the following: Can we explore this
gap with a novel approach of our own which not only borrows key ideas that help create the
strengths of the existing approaches, but also benefits from other ideas that aim to create new
robotic roles and added values in R4L?
It may be argued that it is thus advantageous to combine the existing two approaches into
one in order to obtain a sort of low-cost tool robot with social capabilities that will embody
the strengths of both, which can then be augmented with other capabilities to further pursue
novel added values and roles. However, we find the straightforward combination of these
two approaches overly simplified and not fruitful in terms of scientific contribution. From
another perspective, we do not believe that this gap is one that must be bridged in order to,
perhaps, reconcile the existing two approaches. Instead, we believe that it marks another area
in the vast design space that is R4L, and that it deserves in-depth exploration. Therefore, the
proposed approach in this thesis will aim to offer a new perspective on the use of robots that
features some of the ideas that drive the existing approaches, while investigating others that
we believe are potentially profitable in terms of contribution to learning. The forthcoming
sections describe this new perspective, explored within the Cellulo project.
1.2 Cellulo Project
1.2.1 Introduction – Research Goals
This thesis reports on the ideas, methodologies and outcomes of the Cellulo Project4 from
its inception until the present day. The robots along with the related software and hardware
materials created within this period of research is thus called the Cellulo Robots and the Cellulo
Platform (which includes the Cellulo Robots) respectively. The goal of the Cellulo Project, as
mentioned before, is to explore the aforementioned gap in R4L where we investigate new roles
and added values to robots within education. To do this, we begin by envisioning ways in
which we can differentiate ourselves from the existing approaches with meaningful rationales.
We form these into goals that drive our research:
Build and effectively use robots for learning that are perceived as everyday objects rather
than robots by both learners and teachers. – State-of-the-art robots, regardless of being tool-
like or agent-like, are built to be perceived as robots by learners and teachers alike. This
brings certain advantages in the design and execution processes of learning, and was
4See https://chili.epfl.ch/cellulo.
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effectively used up to now. We aim to explore a different case where our robots are
built in a manner that does not evoke the “robotic feeling” nor robotic capabilities;
we hypothesize that this may ease the acceptance of robots within formal learning
environments, as well as allow us to load non-robotic and non-agent roles onto our
robots that were previously impractical.
Build simple robots for learning, perceived as tools, that promote other uses than building
or programming. – Tool robots realized up to now feature some form of mechanical build-
ability and/or programmability with very few exceptions; this allowed constructionist
learning with notable ease. We aim to explore cases and ways where tool-like, low cost
robots can be used without enforcing programmability or buildability. We hypothesize
that such ways can trigger uses for robots that were not envisioned before, including
the teaching of previously unexplored curricular subjects through robots.
Build robots for learning enriched with previously unpopular affordances andmaterials. –
R4L have explored certain well-defined robotic affordances and materials up to now:
Tool robots feature e.g. mechanical building of robots through easily combinable parts
and programmability through easily usable actuators and sensors, whereas social
agents feature e.g. natural communication through speech, as well as the integration
of portable computers shared among learners and robots. We believe there are other
materials and affordances whose uses with robots are not yet well explored; prospective
examples are tangible interaction that helps provide a physical connection to phenom-
ena, and paper that is a low-cost, readily modifiable and easily redistributable medium.
We believe that by introducing the possibility of working with a more diverse set of
affordances and materials that likely provide original added values to learning, we will
allow our robots to be incorporated into a larger variety of learning activities.
Build robots that are part of social interactions among learners and teachers without nec-
essarily being social agents. – Social robots up to now have been envisioned as capable agents
that are an integral part in defining the social structure within the learning environment.
Tool robots on the other hand, require more care when their social role is determined
within the learning process when multiple humans are involved. We hypothesize
that we can build tool-like robots whose social role is more easily imagined and can
support multiple human learners, in the presence of the human teachers, in a more
straightforward manner.
Build tool-like robots whose added value to curricular learning is easier to imagine by
teachers. – Tool robots were used in STEM learning effectively up to now where instances of
scenarios imagined by the collaboration of teachers were encountered. Social robots
saw less educator collaboration yet, but feature arguably wider potential curricular
support (in a “subject-agnostic” manner) through social capabilities. We hypothesize
that we can build tool-like robots, without explicit social competences, in order for
teachers to more easily imagine the added value for curricular subjects, both within
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STEM in ways previously unconsidered, and beyond STEM.
Use existing classroommaterials andpractices to improve the integration of our robots into
formal education. – Robots and use cases were built within R4L up to now without particular
regard to what already exists within the classroom, both equipment and practice-wise;
this caused the robots, regardless of whether they are tool-like or agent-like, to be
perceived as externally added technologies. We hypothesize that we can build robots
from the ground-up with consideration of classroom practices, as well as previous work
that shows what works and what does not work particularly well, in order for them to
become a natural part of the classroom.
In the below sections, we present our robotic learning platform concept designed with the
intention of realizing these research goals.
1.2.2 Conceptual Design & Key Ideas
We now proceed to conceptually design our robotic platform within the frame set by the above
research goals. From the topmost perspective, we decide that our platform shall be composed
of simple, low-cost robots to boost (mainly economic) acceptance. These shall be palm-sized
mobile robots to ease the physical interaction with them, and shall further be identical and
interchangeable to let teachers more easily imagine the conception of scalable learning activi-
ties with these robots that don’t contain complex parts. Our robots shall operate on printed
sheets of paper that feature graphics, with which we aim to garner additional acceptance for
our robots and ease their conceptual management through their close association with this
well known and versatile material. Finally, we decide to leverage the computational power and
interaction opportunities given by mobile consumer computers (as done in social R4L) that
are likely to be present within learning environments, through e.g. the possession of tablets by
schools or smartphones by individuals, which will let us offload the computational power to
these devices and design our robots with simpler and lower cost components.
We envision that the primary role that our robots play is the representation of objects both
abstract and concrete where the traditional representations are either limited in some way,
improvable with previously unused affordances, or simply impractical. These objects may be
point-like, with certain sizes paralleling the size of the robots, or exist in shapes collectively
represented by multiple robots. Through this kind of representation, multiple diverse prop-
erties of the represented objects are opened to the learner; some of which are its physical,
tangible presence, its kinematic motion including the velocities and accelerations, the forces
that act upon it and its behaviors in collective groups. Moreover, a secondary role is envisioned
where robots exist as points of tangible interaction with the learning activity where a closer,
co-located interaction is enabled with the represented objects (i.e. robots playing the first role).
At this point, to clarify our envisioned platform and the learning environment surrounding it,
we provide two conceptual activities in Figure 1.3. Following this, we provide the key ideas
that shape this concept and how the real platform will be built throughout this thesis.
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(a) Solar System: Robots simulate planets orbiting the sun. Learners can tangibly move the
planets to alter their orbits or even attempt to remove the sun to see what happens when the
major source of gravity disappears.
(b) Molecules: Robots simulate atoms with Brownian motion. Learners can tangibly interact
with atoms to experiment with conditions under which molecules form and break down. We
acknowledge that the design of the above scene was done by Dr. Séverin Lemaignan.
Figure 1.3 – Concept Cellulo activities that highlight various design ideas, focusing on two
dissimilar subjects that feature particularly microscopic and particularly macroscopic objects.
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Ubiquity
The ubiquity principle refers to our effort of blending our robotic platform into the daily
learning routines of classrooms. To enable this, we follow the analogy of “pen and paper”: Our
robots (the “pens”) should be a set of pervasive yet unremarkable tools that might as well have
been part of the classroom without our intervention. While they should not evoke the feeling
of robotics when looked at or interacted with, they should still appear to be robust and easy
to use at first glance, even though they may conceal deeper affordances depending on the
activity. Following the pen analogy, our robots should be found at a low price point in order
to redirect the attention of educators from the number of robots that can be placed within
classrooms and their cost-effectiveness, towards the use and added value of activities enabled
by these robots. To achieve this, our robots should feature readiness of connectivity with
mobile consumer computers (such as tablets, smartphones and laptops) that are becoming
ubiquitous within classrooms and daily life in general, where computational power needs
will be offloaded. Moreover, to enable straightforward replaceability of our robots similar to
pens, they should be designed in such a way that does not elicit affective bonding to singular
learners, contrasting the “ownership of built robots” principle of constructionist tool robot
learning invoked by many previous works (some instances are [31, 36, 64, 72]). By these design
choices that let our robots become “a drawerful of Cellulos” as if they were “a cupful of pens”,
we aim for easier integration of our robots into the classroom ecosystem.
Practicality
The practicality principle refers to our effort of building our robotic platform in a manner
suitable for classroom use within realistic lessons. To enable uninterrupted use within such
scenarios, our robots must be flexible yet reliable and must not feature complex and fragile
hardware and software typically found in robots. Furthermore, in order to prevent additional
workload for teachers, the platform and the activities should be of a “plug-and-play” nature
where time consuming initialization and calibration typical for robotics should not be found.
Moreover, the use of our platform and activities should not require calibrated hardware
installations that typically consume space and time to operate, and rely solely on materials
that are trivial to deploy and put away. Following the analogy of “pen and paper” and in
addition to tablets and smartphones, we choose paper to support our robots and host our
activities, for the reason that sheets of paper are easy to reproduce and simple to integrate
into the teaching methods in a way that minimizes orchestration load (see [104] for these
ideas involving paper). In short, simple and robust user experience for both learners and
educators should be considered with top priority when designing our platform in order to
boost its practical acceptance into real-world classrooms.
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Versatility
Versatility describes our effort at building a learning platform applicable to a broad range of
learning scenarios and disciplines, as opposed to a tool bound to the teaching of a particular
subject, such as robotics. As much as possible, our robots and the platform in general should
provide a rich but simple set of affordances that are easy and natural to map to a range of
topics, objects and phenomena found in an as large as possible spectrum of disciplines. We
envision the learning of a distinct topic within a discipline to take part within a well-defined
activity that is accompanied by its distinct paper sheet(s) and a software application, to ease
the transition between highly dissimilar topics that use the same robots by reducing this
transition to simply closing an application and launching another one on demand. In general,
to better enable this versatility through the growth of our platform’s activity portfolio, we
should focus on collaborating with educators as teams of engineers and designers instead of
relying on providing a programming language to educators and letting them create learning
activities on their own.
Tangibility
The tangibility principle is inspired by the hands-on learning principles of the constructionist
tool robot literature and describes our effort in building our platform as a tangible “window”
to phenomena that are typically intangible. As such, the end result of our platform design
should feature objects (both robots and sheets of paper) that learners are supposed to touch
when interacting with them. This is not necessarily only an issue of building compliant and
robust robotic mechanisms, but rather inherent to the design of the robots and activities that
should be ergonomic and should exploit the fact that the robots are meant to be touched
and manipulated, through physically experiential design of the learning process. Each of our
robots thus brings together the functionalities of an input device, an output device and an
autonomous mobile robot, where these interaction modalities should be straightforward to
modulate depending on the activity and the particular role of the given robot.
Multiplicity
The multiplicity principle refers to both the multiplicity of our platform’s elements and the
multiplicity of learners catered to within activities. We envision that our platform’s elements,
namely the robots, mobile devices and paper sheets, should be easy and straightforward
to duplicate to enable multiple activities running in parallel, as needed. This is enabled by
the affordability of our robots, ubiquity of mobile devices that are likely to be present in
large numbers, and the low cost and effort of replicating paper sheets. Moreover, as a design
principle, the activities should as much as possible feature the possibility to scale up and
down as needed, utilizing more or fewer number of robots, to support the desired number
of learners within the same activity in order to thus support the desired level of collaborative
learning through the social dynamics of teams working with the same set of robots in the
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Particles in MatterMulti-robot
environment
Independent robots
Autonomous robots
Passive robots
Individual learner
Group of learners
Windfield
Treasure Hunt
Figure 1.4 – Three dimensions of Cellulo activity design envisioned so far. Passive vs. au-
tonomous robots axis denotes the spectrum along which robots are manipulated more or
less by learners while moving less or more themselves. Independent robots vs. multi-robot
environment axis denotes the spectrum of the importance of collective robot behaviors in
providing meaning to the activity. Finally, individual learners vs. groups of learners axis
denotes the spectrum along which support for larger or smaller groups of learners interacting
with the same activity is provided. Naturally, an activity may occupy a volume within this
space as opposed to a point. The three marked activities refer to the three activities presented
throughout this thesis, namely Treasure Hunt presented in Section 2.6, Windfield presented
in sections 3.5 and 4.4 and Particles in Matter presented in Section 5.2.4. We acknowledge
that other dimensions beyond these preliminary ones can be imagined as well, such as robots
being shared vs. assigned resources (to individual learners), heterogeneity vs. homogeneity of
robot roles, and the activity workspace being shared vs. split.
same activity. Regardless of the number of learners and the number of parallel activities
running within the same classroom, the same overall “pool” of identical robots is used. This
allows the implementation of one-robot-to-one-learner, many-robots-to-one-learner and
many-robots-to-many-learners scenarios. Based on the multiplicity of these two aspects, as
well as the aforementioned spectrum of interaction modalities, we define an initial activity
design space allowed by our platform, given in Figure 1.4.
1.3 Plan of this Thesis
Throughout this chapter, we provided the background perspectives and then our own perspec-
tive for R4L, which depends on the building of an entirely novel robotic platform from scratch.
However, due to the large volume of design and development that will be necessary to reach
our end goals, which includes the conception of software as well as electronic and mechanical
hardware, we will approach this building process iteratively where we design, implement and
validate incremental units of technology in a cyclic manner that bring more and more of our
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envisioned platform into existence at each step. This will allow us to revisit and revise our
design, pursue emergent properties of our platform and adapt our development accordingly.
While describing these iterations, which we call Phases, we will focus on disseminating our
scientific contributions where appropriate in a broad manner instead of as specific techno-
logical enablers of our platform, in order to benefit various scientific communities and not
necessarily only R4L. Where possible, we will explicitly cite our own scientific publications
that present these contributions. When the entirety of the work in this thesis is considered
(both previously published and not yet published), the contributions of other researchers and
professionals than the author of this thesis will explicitly be noted within the introductory
sections of the respective chapters. The work that is not noted to involve such contributions
are to be taken as the exclusive work of the author of this thesis.
Each Phase will feature its own framing within the literary background (that expand well be-
yond R4L into disciplines associated with the technology being developed) and well-defined
problem statements. Following these, we will detail our design and development processes, as
well as the implementation of our prototypes. Finally, each Phase will feature an extensive
validation step, divided into two sub-steps: First, we will validate our developments within
supervised (i.e. “laboratory”) conditions to obtain precise and absolute performance mea-
sures, which will be beneficial in defining the isolated limits of usability of our developed
technologies regardless of whether they are used in our platform or not. Second, we will
validate the related developments within ecological (i.e. “real-world”) conditions with real
users (learners, and later on, teachers), in the presence of expected noise, within the context
of genuine activities featuring our platform. An exception will be the final Phase where we will
focus entirely on ecological validation, as we believe that it is needed at that point for better
scientific contribution to R4L. Regardless of their nature, these validation rounds will allow us
to confirm and reflect on the way that distinct components of our platform work.
The entirety of our effort will be composed of four such Phases:
Phase I – Localized Tangibles (presented in Chapter 2): We will first build accurately localized
tangibles, meaning that we will be able to know where our tangibles are on our activity
sheets with high accuracy. Doing this will let us introduce a localization technique not
well known into the robotics community, and carry out its supervised performance
validation previously absent from the literature. We will then introduce our tangibles
to children in order to measure the real-world performance of our platform and the
legibility of its initial set of interaction paradigms for the first time.
Phase II – Actuated Tangibles (presented in Chapter 3): We will then integrate locomotion
into our tangibles to make them fully functional mobile robots, through a novel mecha-
nism design. After carrying out its supervised performance validation, similar to the
previous Phase, we will once more test the interaction with our actuated tangibles with
real learners, through an “in-the-wild” experiment that targets learning gains.
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Phase III – Haptics with Actuated Tangibles (presented in Chapter 4): We will integrate haptic
feedback capabilities into our mobile robots in order to explore the novel concept of low-
fidelity, multi-point planar haptic interaction that emerges as an affordance opportunity
from the design of our platform. Following the supervised validation step where we
measure the ranges of usability of our robots by humans, we will design a full lesson
with our platform’s current capabilities which we will use to show quantitative learning
gains with real learners.
Phase IV – Building Tangible Swarms (presented in Chapter 5): As a final step, we will enable
collective behaviors with a large number of our robots through a software framework,
to which we will contribute new extensions, in order to explore the novel concept of
tangible robot swarms. We choose however not to validate this emergent property of
our platform in laboratory conditions, as we do not find enough scientific contributions
in doing so. Instead, we will do a more detailed ecological validation study through a
lesson co-designed with a teacher and carried out with real classrooms of learners.
Within each Phase, specifically in the validation steps, the results of statistical tests will be
given with conventional notations, using well-known and widely used symbols. Where used,
the symbol ± will denote a mean M and a standard deviation SD in the form of M ± SD.
Following these Phases, in Chapter 6, we will revisit our initial research goals and how the
development and contributions presented throughout the thesis address these. We will then
conclude with immediate future work, impact to the scientific R4L community, as well as more
broad perspectives we believe we opened by building and validating the Cellulo platform.
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Background
This chapter describes the first phase of the development of the Cellulo platform, namely
the development and validation of localized tabletop tangibles, with the purpose of working
towards fully mobile robots. The keyword here is “localized”, or more generally “localization”,
that describes the problem of recovering the pose of an object (the tangibles in our case) with
respect to the environment. A fundamental problem in robotics and other domains, localiza-
tion was offered solutions that take on widely varying forms depending on the constraints and
requirements. These include:
• Deployment requirements (e.g. beacons, cameras, tags) and their end-user friendliness
(e.g. may need to blend into the environment or be “invisible”) if they are to be deployed
for a long term in human environments
• Robustness against sources of occlusion and noise that are fundamentally present in
the application (e.g. humans)
• Power usage if battery powered devices are present and take part in the localization
• Monetary cost of devices and deployment
• Accuracy and precision requirements
• Computational efficiency of algorithms involved, possibly to achieve real-time operation
• Scalability with respect to the number of objects that are localized
At the topmost level, localization separates into indoor and outdoor localization that impose
distinct requirements when the above categories are considered. Our focus, indoor localiza-
tion, usually requires higher accuracy within more controlled environments, but suffers from
the lack of a ubiquitous technology such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) that is very
commonly used in outdoor applications. Therefore, the methods used for indoor localization
of objects tend to depend on the specific application scenarios.
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2.1.2 Problem Statement
Following these lines, our application scenario is framed within the context of an indoor
environment (i.e. the classroom) where potentially many tangibles are to be localized on a
tabletop in 3 Degree(s) of Freedom (DOF), namely in planar translational (x, y) and rotational
around the vertical axis (θ). Humans (i.e. teachers and learners) are expected to closely
interact with the tangibles, including moving them around and possibly kidnapping them
(thus defeating localization techniques relying only on dead-reckoning) while potentially
covering the objects completely with their grasp. Namely, the proposed solution must:
• Require minimal deployment effort (with little to no calibration and easy undeployment)
to fit the classroom dynamic where the platform is an on-demand tool that may be
called upon or removed at any given time
• Be totally robust against occlusions due to user manipulation that is a natural and
essential part of the platform’s operation
• Be robust against kidnapping; ensure absolute localization
• Consume as little power as possible from the battery of tangibles to ensure the autonomy
lasts for at least the entire duration of the lessons
• Cost as little as possible to not induce economic stress to schools, especially as the
number of tangibles increases, even if it implies sacrificing other qualities
• Provide acceptable accuracy for a human interface device that is further enhanced by
locomotion and haptic feedback (discussed in the following chapters), as localization
may potentially be used as the main source of positioning/encoding for all of these
modules
• Recover the pose in a short enough time to allow real-time framerates (and possibly
more) required by the above three aspects of the tangibles
• Allow the localization of potentially tens of tangibles in a single workspace, i.e. not
saturate when number of tangibles increases, in order to allow swarm applications
(discussed in the following chapters)
Given these requirements, we present in the following section the state-of-the-art of available
localization methods and technologies that are capable of 3DOF planar localization.
2.1.3 Related Work
[105] gives a comprehensive survey of absolute indoor localization methods; Table 2.1 summa-
rizes the characteristics of the main ones, in regard to the application context introduced above.
At a glance, several methods appear attractive due to key advantages, such as Infrared (IR) light
beacons, being simple and affordable; or Ultra Wideband (UWB), being non-intrusive. How-
ever, IR beacon sensing is not robust against occlusions due to clear line-of-sight requirement;
and UWB is only recently becoming commercially available and affordable.
When tangibles and tabletop robots in the literature are considered, a very popular method is
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Method
Cost
per device
Accuracy
Deployment
requirements
Occlusion
robustness
Scalability
Processing load
on device
Infrared light beacons Low Sub-mm Beacons None Low Very low
Structured light (e.g. Kinect) Mid Few cm None Moderate Very low High
Laser scanner (LIDAR) High Few µm None Moderate Low High
RF (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, RFID etc.) Low Sub-m Beacons Moderate Moderate Very low
Ultra Wideband (UWB)
Potentially
low
Few cm Beacons/scanners High Moderate Very low
Fiducial tag on device
Motion capture
Very low Sub-mm ([109]) Camera(s) Moderate/Full High None
Deployed fiducial tags,
camera on device
Low Sub-mm
Optical tags,
possibly on paper
Moderate High High
Deployed capacitive patterns,
sensor array on device([110])
Low Few mm Capacitive board Full High None
Deployed optical patterns,
camera on device([111, 112, 113])
Low Few cm/Sub-mm
Optical patterns,
possibly on paper
High/Full High High/Low
Table 2.1 – Prominent absolute indoor localization methods in the literature ([105] unless cited otherwise). Where used, device describes the
tangible whose pose is recovered. Notably attractive qualities and crucial shortcomings of methods marked in green and red respectively.
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to place fiducial markers on each tangible/robot and track them with a (set of) deployed and
calibrated camera(s), such as [106, 107, 108]. While this method offers high accuracy and is
suitable for both tangibles (i.e. camera deployed on the bottom and not on top of the table to
allow grasping) and non-manipulated robots (i.e. camera deployed either on top or bottom);
it is not practical to deploy and calibrate the camera setup every time the platform is to be
used. Instead, the setup would require that it remains untouched in the classroom at all times,
potentially reducing its chances of acceptance due to the undesirable intrusive nature of this
requirement.
This deployment issue naturally encourages the idea of swapping the camera(s) and the
fiducial marker(s); namely equipping the tangibles with cameras that perceive the deployed
fiducial markers, many examples of which are found in [105, Section 4.3]. With this approach,
while accuracy remains high, occlusions may again become a problem since the camera image
must contain at least one marker in theory to successfully localize. Furthermore, the (typically
costly) image processing must now run on the tangible, or the image must be wirelessly
streamed to a powerful server, both of which are not practical.
From here, we approach the idea of replacing singular fiducial markers with dense optical
patterns, such as the ones found in [111, 112], that are fundamentally more robust against
occlusions. These extend fiducial markers into patterns that encode the global absolute
position, allowing localization when any visible part of this pattern is decoded. The accuracy
of these methods tend to decrease (as do the accuracy of fiducial markers) with increasing
distance between the camera and the patterns. Therefore, ideally, the camera should be as
close as possible to the patterns while still capturing the minimum number of required pattern
elements. However, the typical high processing load on the mobile device remains a problem.
The final step in our exploration is to consider miniaturizing these patterns and bringing them
closer to the tangibles, which leads us to microdot patterns such as the Anoto pattern found in
[113] and other related patents. By this, camera image size can be greatly reduced, decreasing
the processing power needs, so much so that image processing can now run on low-end,
low-power processors hosted on the tangibles. Furthermore, the microdot patterns can still
be printed by consumer printers, allowing a practical deployment medium that can host
graphics and be produced as large as posters. Placing these paper sheets directly beneath the
tangibles completely eliminates the final shortcoming that is robustness against occlusions
from user manipulation, by virtue of the closed optical system that is out of reach of the user.
Subsequently, the optimal accuracy can easily be recovered by minimizing the camera-pattern
distance during development.
In the following sections, we detail the theoretical working principles of the Anoto pattern (that
is not our contribution but was previously presented in the aforementioned patent and others)
and our development process where we design and implement the software and hardware
running the image processing pipeline that decodes the pattern. Our pipeline extends and
concretizes the one provided solely as an example in the patents; by this, we provide a level of
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Figure 2.1 – Organization of printed microdots in the Anoto grid, continuous both horizontally
and vertically. Dashed lines do not physically exist. Each dot may be in one of 4 offset positions
with respect to the grid intersections (up, down, left, right), encoding two bits of information.
This way, the pattern carries two independent binary matrices for x and y that are both
continuous over 2D space.
detail and clarity required for scientific impact, that we find is missing from the patents and
the rest of the literature. Furthermore, we release our pipeline as open-source software, which
we use to rigorously characterize the 3DOF localization performance. We had previously
published this pipeline and performance characterization in [114]; since then, we significantly
improved the dynamic robustness (i.e. during motion) and framerate, and we report the most
recent performances in this thesis. Moreover, we acknowledge that the theoretical study and
the software implementation was done by Lukas Hostettler, and was previously presented in
his Master’s thesis found in [115].
2.2 Theory – Location-Coding Dense Optical Patterns
2.2.1 From Microdots to the Primary Difference Sequence
The Anoto pattern is composed of microdots arranged in the manner seen in Figure 2.1 that
uniquely identify absolute positions when a small portion is decoded, while also remaining
practically imperceptible when viewed from a distance by a human. The pattern is made of
four symbols (up, down, left and right) corresponding to the relative position of each of the
dots to the closest grid intersection. Each of the four symbols encodes two bits, one for x and
one for y . Therefore, the dots must first be perceived and the symbols they are corresponding
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to must be identified. This way, the bits encoding the x position and the bits encoding the y
position can be obtained.
At the core of the encoding lie quasi De Bruijn sequences. Given an alphabet (in our case,
{0,1}), such a sequence of order n contains every possible string of length n from this alphabet
at most once1. Given this, we first consider the encoding ensured by the x bits, organized
in columns. In every column, the same quasi De Bruijn sequence of order 6 and length 63
(called the main number sequence, contains every string of length 6 in one and only one
index, except 111111) is found in a cyclic manner; the only difference is that in every column,
the sequence is placed with different predetermined offsets. If any consecutive 6 bits from a
column are read, the index of these 6 bits within the sequence can be uniquely determined
thanks to the De Bruijn property. Therefore, given 6 dots in 6 adjacent columns (i.e. any 6×6
matrix of the pattern), the offset differences of each consecutive column pair can be uniquely
determined, resulting in a unique string of length 5, whose alphabet is {0, . . . ,62} (see [116,
Figure 4] for a visual representation of this mechanism). This string is the same for the same 6
columns regardless of the specific starting row index of the 6×6 matrix, and this ensures that
these columns encode the unique x position with the unique string of length 5. This is the
true power of the Anoto pattern.
With the above organization, any given set of columns i , i +1, i +2, i +3, i +4, i +5 encodes
the string di di+1di+2di+3di+4 where dk is the unique offset difference between column k and
column k+1. Therefore, every 6 consecutive columns can theoretically encode an arbitrary
symbol among 635 = 992,436,543 unique symbols, depending on how the offsets, and therefore
offset differences, are chosen. However, these symbols must correspond to the x coordinate,
therefore they must be continuous along the column indices. In other words, if columns
i , i +1, i +2, i +3, i +4, i +5 encode the coordinate x through di di+1di+2di+3di+4; columns
i+1, i+2, i+3, i+4, i+5, i+6 must encode the coordinate x+1 through di+1di+2di+3di+4di+5.
The sequence of these offset differences d j is called the primary difference sequence and is
encoded in the columns, as explained above.
2.2.2 From the Primary Difference Sequence to Actual Coordinates
The first step to ensure the aforementioned continuity is to artificially restrict the symbols in
the primary difference sequence to the alphabet {5, . . . ,58}. This way, each symbol d can be
decomposed into its four “unique digits”:
d = 5+α+3 ·β+32 ·γ+2 ·32 ·δ where
α ∈ {0,1,2}
β ∈ {0,1,2}
γ ∈ {0,1}
δ ∈ {0,1,2}
(2.1)
1It can be easily proven that a quasi De Bruijn sequence of order n and with alphabet size k cannot be longer
than kn .
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With this, the sequence of d j can be expressed as four sequences of α j ,β j ,γ j ,δ j composed of
a much smaller set of symbols. This also ensures that there is a unique mapping between the
d j and α j ,β j ,γ j ,δ j .
The offset differences between columns are chosen such that the sequences of α j ,β j ,γ j ,δ j
form further quasi De Bruijn sequences of order 5 and lengths 236, 233, 31 and 241 respec-
tively, called the secondary number sequences that are placed again in a cyclic manner. This
ensures that a given string of 5 consecutive differences di di+1di+2di+3di+4 maps to 4 strings
of 5 consecutive symbols (αiαi+1αi+2αi+3αi+4,βiβi+1βi+2βi+3βi+4,γiγi+1γi+2γi+3γi+4,
δiδi+1δi+2δi+3δi+4); which in turn map to a unique 4-tuple of indices (αˆ, βˆ, γˆ, δˆ) in the
aforementioned secondary number sequences thanks to the De Bruijn property. The lengths
of these sequences are chosen relatively prime on purpose so that these indices only line up
after 236 ·233 ·31 ·241= 410,815,348 steps. In other words, there is a unique x < 410,815,348
for a given (αˆ, βˆ, γˆ, δˆ), and vice versa, with the following relations (known as the Chinese
Remainder Theorem):
x ≡ αˆ (mod 236) (2.2)
x ≡ βˆ (mod 233) (2.3)
x ≡ γˆ (mod 31) (2.4)
x ≡ δˆ (mod 241) (2.5)
It trivially follows that:
x+1≡ αˆ+1 (mod 236) (2.6)
x+1≡ βˆ+1 (mod 233) (2.7)
x+1≡ γˆ+1 (mod 31) (2.8)
x+1≡ δˆ+1 (mod 241) (2.9)
This implies that the next x coordinate maps to the next indices in each of the secondary
number sequences (jumping to the next respective cycles when the ends of the sequences
are reached), and vice versa. Starting from the next index in the secondary number se-
quences will lead to the next 5-long strings: (αi+1αi+2αi+3αi+4αi+5,βi+1βi+2βi+3βi+4βi+5,
γi+1γi+2γi+3γi+4γi+5,δi+1δi+2δi+3δi+4δi+5). Applying Equation 2.1 to each 4-tuple will again
uniquely yield di+1di+2di+3di+4di+5, which is obtained by starting to read the dots (i.e. the
offset main number sequences) from the next column. This ensures the continuity of the
coordinate system.
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In summary, the unique mappings (i.e. bijections) between various steps are:
x ∈ {0, . . . ,410,815,347}↔ (αˆ, βˆ, γˆ, δˆ) where
αˆ ∈ {0, . . . ,235}
βˆ ∈ {0, . . . ,232}
γˆ ∈ {0, . . . ,30}
δˆ ∈ {0, . . . ,240}
(2.10)
(αˆ, βˆ, γˆ, δˆ)↔
(αiαi+1αi+2αi+3αi+4,
βi βi+1βi+2βi+3βi+4,
γi γi+1γi+2 γi+3γi+4,
δi δi+1δi+2 δi+3δi+4)
where
α j ∈ {0,1,2}
β j ∈ {0,1,2}
γ j ∈ {0,1}
δ j ∈ {0,1,2}
(2.11)
(αiαi+1αi+2αi+3αi+4,
βi βi+1βi+2βi+3βi+4,
γi γi+1γi+2 γi+3γi+4,
δi δi+1δi+2 δi+3δi+4)
↔ (di ,di+1,di+2,di+3,di+4) where d j ∈ {5, . . . ,58} (2.12)
When building the symbols in the column corresponding to the desired coordinate in the dot
pattern (in order to e.g. print it on paper), one first calculates the secondary number sequence
indices using the Equations 2.2 to 2.5 (i.e. Bijection 2.10). Then, the symbols in the secondary
number sequences at these indices are looked up (i.e. Bijection 2.11). Then, the symbols
are used to calculate the difference between this column and the next using Equation 2.1
(i.e. Bijection 2.12). Finally, the main number sequence is laid out onto the next column in a
repeating manner with the calculated offset with respect to the last column. This way, the x
symbols for the dot pattern for any desired coordinate window can be built, even without first
calculating the symbols in the previous columns.
When decoding, assuming that 6×6 symbols are correctly perceived, the 5 offset differences
between the 6 columns are first calculated by looking up the indices of each 6-long string
in the main number sequence. Then, the consecutive offset differences of these indices are
used to calculate the 5-long strings (belonging to the secondary number sequences) using
Equation 2.1 (i.e. Bijection 2.12). Then, these strings are looked up in the secondary number
sequences in order to obtain their unique indices (i.e. Bijection 2.11). Finally, the coordinate
that satisfies Equations 2.2 to 2.5 is calculated using the Chinese Remainder Theorem in O(1)
(i.e. Bijection 2.10).
In both procedures above, namely producing and decoding the dot pattern, these five number
sequences must be known beforehand (which can be hardcoded on both the decoding device
and the pattern generator as they do not change), which are sufficient to recreate the entire
pattern and decode any part of it. For completeness, the sequences used in our algorithms
are given in Appendix A. Moreover, the encoding for y works independently in an identical
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way in the other dimension; in other words, decoding the rows of the bit matrix belonging to y
instead of columns of the bit matrix belonging to x, yields the y coordinate of the initial 6×6
matrix. This way, 410,815,3482 unique coordinates can be encoded in 2 Dimensions (2D).
2.2.3 Sectors & Final Coordinate Space Size
The unique number of coordinates can further be improved by vertically offsetting the entire
bit matrix of x by up to 62 steps (offsetting by 63 is equivalent to not offsetting at all due to the
cyclic nature of the main number sequence). This will not disturb the consecutive column
offset differences (thus the x coordinates calculated up to now will remain the same) but will
be undetectable unless the y coordinate is also correctly decoded. The same is valid for y ,
and works by offsetting the entire bit matrix of y horizontally by up to 62 steps. With this, 632
unique variants of the coordinate space (that has 410,815,3482 unique coordinates) can be
generated; these variants are called the sectors of the coordinate space. The only limitation in
extending the space in this way is that if two sectors are juxtaposed and the 6×6 matrix contains
the boundary, a corrupted coordinate will be decoded since the row/column offset difference
will have lost its original meaning on the boundary. In total, (410,815,348 ·63)2 ' 6.7 ·1020
unique 2D positions can be therefore encoded. With the dot density used in our algorithms
(0.508 mm on average between two dots, shown in the following sections), this allows absolute
localization over an area approximately equivalent to 1/3 of the surface area of the Earth.
2.2.4 Decoding Orientation
Up to now, it was assumed that the dot pattern was perceived without any rotation by the
perceiving device. However, it is not practical to assume that this is always the case, especially
since our devices are tangibles. In a realistic setting, even if the grid lines are fitted correctly to
the dots, the 6×6 matrix can be rotated by any one of 0°,90°,180° or 270° and the dots would
still imply apparently correct symbols. Therefore, a choice must be made among these four
before proceeding with actual decoding.
There are 3 wrong choices to make, and each one will result in reading at least one of the axes
in the reverse direction (note that at this stage, the perceived axes cannot be attributed to x
or y). Reading the dots in the reverse direction is equivalent to bit flipping and reversing the
symbol strings encoded in the dots. Therefore, a mechanism that detects this operation is
required. This is ensured by the choice of the main number sequence, which does not contain
any of its 8-long substrings (note that these do not cover all possible 8-long strings, of which
there are 28 = 256) when they are bit flipped and reversed. Therefore, detecting the correct
orientation requires that at least 8×8 dots are perceived; if 8-long strings in some rows or
columns are not found in the main number sequence, then the direction containing the rows
or columns must have been read in the wrong direction. When both directions are corrected,
they can be attributed to x and y since the coordinate system is right-handed.
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2.2.5 Error Correction
The methodology up to now will work, in theory, if the symbols are perfectly perceived. How-
ever, in reality, imperfect perception of the optical system, image processing and physical
wearing of the dot pattern will inevitably lead to symbols being bit flipped. A final property of
the main number sequence choice provides some robustness against this issue: Any 8-long
substring of the main sequence is no longer found in the sequence if any one of its bits is
flipped. Therefore, instead of attempting to directly find these strings in the sequence, it is
useful to find the index that is most correlated with the string. Even if it is totally unknown
which bit is flipped, this index will still be correct about 36 % of the time on average, consid-
ering all possible bit flips of all 8-bit substrings of the main number sequence (calculated by
brute force). These chances can be improved if any assumption can be made on which symbol
is bit flipped. In the end, our algorithms require at least an 8×8 matrix of dots to be perceived
in order to perform orientation correction and 1-bit error detection (and possibly correction).
The actual decoding can then proceed with potentially any 6×6 part of this matrix.
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Figure 2.2 – The localization pipeline. Input camera image frames are processed to obtain the
dots, which are decoded to obtain the 3DOF pose of the device that captured the image frame.
2.3 Localization Pipeline Design
Having explained the theory, we now provide the concrete algorithms that make use of the
theory in order to process a camera image and decode the dot pattern, obtaining the 3DOF
pose of the device that obtained the image. They are organized into the pipeline seen in
Figure 2.2. This pipeline is intended to run entirely on the mobile tangible device, and is
designed for simplicity. Below, the steps to our pipeline are explained.
2.3.1 Image Processing
After obtaining the camera image frame, the positions of the dots are found through a global
thresholding and a standard two-pass binary blob detection algorithm (Figure 2.3) where the
centers of mass of detected blobs correspond to dot positions. Only blobs with sufficiently
many pixels (whose threshold is manually calibrated) are retained in order to overcome salt
and pepper noise.
We assume that in practice, an optical system in close-up focus is likely to utilize a wide-angle
lens in order to decrease the optical system height while imaging a sufficiently large area.
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(a) Dots on a captured frame.
12
34
5 67
(b) Thresholding & blob detection.
Figure 2.3 – Dot detection through image segmentation and two-pass binary blob detection.
Image is scanned from left to right, then from top to bottom, and each pixel is labeled with
the same segment as its top or left neighbor if they are of the same kind with the current pixel
(both black or both white). If the two neighbors are the same kind but have different labels,
the pixel is labeled with the smaller of these and an equivalence is recorded between these
labels. In the second pass, these equivalences are resolved with the smaller label in each. With
dots, this results in the type of ordering seen on the right.
These lenses typically suffer from barrel distortion, which can lead to significant positioning
errors on the dots away from the center. To prevent this, we use the Brown-Conrady model
(only radial distortion, 2nd degree) to correct the dot positions at each frame:
~pu = ~m+ ~rd /(1+k‖~rd‖2) where ~rd = ~pd − ~m (2.13)
where ~m is the image center, ~pd is a given dot’s position in the original image and ~pu is the
same dot’s undistorted position. The radial distortion parameter k is calculated offline from
calibration images and is static during runtime.
2.3.2 Grid Estimation
After finding the dot positions, the dots must be attributed to a 2D index in the virtual grid,
i.e. index of the grid intersection from which the dot is offset, in order to be attributed their
symbols (i.e. up, down, left or right). This grid is modeled as a vector space spanned by {~u,~v}
at an origin~o. The vectors {~u,~v} are aligned to the grid directions and their lengths are defined
to be the average physical grid spacing along their respective axes.
Since the grid is not physically visible in the image, it must be estimated using the dots, each of
which lies on the grid lines but not on the intersections. Moreover, even though the dot offsets
are deterministic, in a given image with enough dots, they appear as if randomly distributed.
This implies that on average, there are equally many up dots as down dots, as well as equally
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(a) Dot connections detected by the 4-
nearest neighbor search. Blue lines mark
symmetric connections (both dots agree to
be neighbors) used in estimating the grid.
Red circle marks the intact neighborhood
center used as the grid origin. Black text that
interferes with the pattern is retained to dis-
play behavior against such artifacts.
~u
~v
~x
~y
(b) Symmetric edges from the left, plotted at the same
origin as the image coordinates {~x,~y}. Due to blob de-
tection’s ordering on dots, all edges point downwards.
The constrained k-means algorithm assumes 4 clusters
which are grouped into two pairs. After each step, each
pair is forced to be symmetric around the origin. Final
obtained pairs are represented with one dotted and one
solid vector each.
Figure 2.4 – Initial estimation example for the grid, before refining.
many left dots as right dots. Therefore, if the original neighborhood of the dots was known,
the edge vectors between the dots could be averaged to obtain the grid axis directions and the
magnitudes of the mean inter-dot distances in both axes.
In order to estimate the neighborhood, the four nearest neighbors of each dot are first de-
termined and the edges between the neighbors are recorded, of which the non-symmetric
edges (where one of the two dots does not agree to be neighbors) are discarded, e.g. as in
Figure 2.4a. Then, the symmetric edges are clustered through Algorithm 2.1 in order to find a
first estimate of {~u,~v}, e.g. as in Figure 2.4b. The origin of the new coordinate system is found
by searching for an intact neighborhood of 3×3 dots close to the center of the image in order
to minimize cumulative errors due to the estimated length of the base vectors {~u,~v}. There
are two conditions to be an intact neighborhood: (i) All of the four neighbors of a starting dot,
namely side dots, must be symmetrically connected to the starting dot, and (ii) There must
be exactly four other dots, namely corner dots, in the 3×3 dot grid that are connected to two
distinct side dots. If such a neighborhood is found, a weighted average of the starting dot’s
and the side dots’ positions is used as the origin. If not, the search continues with the next
closest candidate. An example of such a neighborhood is in Figure 2.4a.
We denote the dot positions in the new coordinate system with~c; these positions are in units
of ‖~u‖,‖~v‖. By rounding them to the nearest integer, we obtain the coordinates ~g , hereafter
called grid coordinates. Using these, the dots’ offsets with respect to the grid coordinates
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Input: List of symmetric edges E
Output: Main grid directions {~u,~v}
1: procedure CONSTRAINED k-MEANS
2: Initialize cluster means ~m1, ~m2, ~m3, ~m4
3: repeat
4: Number of dots belonging to clusters: n1,n2,n3,n4 ← 0
5: Accumulators: ~a1,~a2,~a3,~a4 ←~0
6: for all edges~e ∈ E do
7: k ← index of smallest distance ‖~mk −~e‖
8: ~ak ←~ak +~e
9: nk ← nk +1
10: end for
11: ~m1 ← ~a1−~a3n1+n3
12: ~m2 ← ~a2−~a4n2+n4
13: ~m3 ← ~a3−~a1n1+n3
14: ~m4 ← ~a4−~a2n2+n4
15: until ~m1, ~m2, ~m3, ~m4 did not change or iterations > 10
16: Dots belonging to clusters: p1, p2 ←∅
17: for all edges~e ∈ E do
18: k ← index of smallest distance ‖~mk −~e‖
19: if k = 1 or k = 2 then
20: pk ← pk ∪ {~e}
21: else
22: pk−2 ← pk−2∪ {−~e}
23: end if
24: end for
25: ~u ←median(p1)
26: ~v ←median(p2)
27: end procedure
Algorithm 2.1 – Constrained k-means algorithm to find grid directions. Medians are calculated
separately in x and y to reduce complexity instead of using the geometric median.
(called ~δ) are calculated. Namely, for a given dot position ~p:
~c =
[
~u · (~p−~o)/‖~u‖2
~v · (~p−~o)/‖~v‖2
]
(2.14)
~g = b~ce (2.15)
~δ=~c−~g (2.16)
The grid coordinates reveal the true neighborhood of dots: A pair of dots are now considered
neighbors only if their grid coordinates are adjacent in either the ~u or the~v axis. Using the true
neighborhoods, the lengths of ~u and ~v are refined by setting them to the medians of distances
between all neighbor dots in their respective axes. The grid origin is also refined using the
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(a) Possible locations of dots, including am-
biguous cases, and how they correspond to
x, y bits (for convenience in future calcula-
tions, the 0 bit value is replaced by −1). For
example, in order to find out whether the x
bit is 1 or−1, it is sufficient to know on which
side of one diagonal the dot lies; for this rea-
son, we project the dot onto the diagonal by
δv+δu . The same is done for y with the other
diagonal, i.e. by δv −δu .
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(b) The quasi-probability distribution for a dot’s x bit,
f (rx )= f (δv +δu) approximates a Gaussian mixture dis-
tribution with the nominal offset positions r0 as means.
The four possible ideal dot positions are shown at these
offsets. The signed quasi-probability distribution ac-
commodates both [0,1] and [0,−1] in a single equation
while | f (rx )|would stand for the likelihood of a symbol
carrying a correct x coordinate without discriminating
the binary value. f (ry ) is similar but is symmetric with
respect to the other diagonal.
Figure 2.5 – Possible locations of dots and how they are attributed probabilities of carrying x
and y values.
median value of the offsets, calculated separately in each of the two axes:
~o ←~o−median(~δ) (2.17)
The offsets to the grid positions ~δ are finally recomputed based on the better grid estimation.
2.3.3 Probabilistic Treatment
Now that the dot offsets ~δ are known, each dot must be assigned its respective symbol (up,
down, left, right). However, the offsets will almost certainly always be significantly imperfect in
realistic cases due to various factors, including printing and optical errors. Therefore, instead
of directly assigning symbols to dots, we consider calculating likelihoods for each dot to be
one of the symbols, thus obtaining the likelihoods for each dot to carry the specific binary
values (i.e. 1 or −1) for both x and y .
As Figure 2.5a shows, the binary value for each of the two directions (x and y) depends on
which side of the diagonals the dot lies. To attribute likelihoods for the two directions, we first
project the dot offsets onto the two diagonals as follows in order to obtain the x and y offsets:
rx = δv +δu (2.18)
ry = δv −δu (2.19)
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Input: Grid coordinates of all detected dots (~gi ), offsets of all detected dots (~δi )
Output: Quasi-probability matrices P(x),P(y)
1: procedure CONSTRUCT P(x),P(y)
2: Create P(x) and P(y) with size (maxi g ui −mini g ui , maxi g vi −mini g vi )
3: Initialize P(x) and P(y) with zeros
4: for all detected dots i do
5: px ← f (δvi +δui )
6: py ← f (δvi −δui )
7: if
∣∣px py ∣∣> ∣∣∣P(x)g ui ,g vi P(y)g ui ,g vi
∣∣∣ then
8: P(x)g ui ,g vi
← px
9: P(y)g ui ,g vi
← py
10: end if
11: end for
12: end procedure
Algorithm 2.2 – Algorithm to construct quasi-probability matrices (one for x bits and one
for y bits) that cover all detected dots. Dots associated with incorrect grid coordinates (due
to incorrect detection in image processing) are overwritten by the correct dots with higher
associated likelihoods.
We assume that these offsets follow a Gaussian mixture distribution, centered around nominal
offsets r0 and −r0 (i.e. the offsets of perfectly detected dots). We extend this to a quasi-
probability distribution whose range is [−1,1], where the sign corresponds to the binary
value but the magnitude corresponds to actual probability as usual. We approximate this
distribution with a custom polynomial function, whose shape is seen in Figure 2.5b:
f (r )=
{
3r
2r0
− r 3
2r 30
if r 2 < 3r 20
0 otherwise
(2.20)
This distribution is used to create two quasi-probability matrices P(x) and P(y) that cover all
detected dots, constructed according to Algorithm 2.2. A positive entry in P(x) denotes that
the associated dot’s x bit is likely a 1 while how much likely is given by the entry’s magnitude,
between 0 and 1. A negative entry denotes the same for −1. P(y) works similarly for the
y bit. For a given dot, the magnitude of the product of its entries in these matrices, i.e.
Pi , j =
∣∣∣P(x)i , j P(y)i , j ∣∣∣, represents the likelihood of that dot to represent any symbol accurately.
Since more visible dots are available on a given frame than required in a typical implementa-
tion, we have the opportunity to choose the best area among many possible areas that can be
decoded, to improve robustness of the pipeline against noise. We define this area as the 8×8
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~t
~u
~v
+~m
~p
Figure 2.6 – Grid positions, marked with the colored dots (green denoting good quality; red:
bad quality). The most likely symbols are marked on top of the dots (marked withR, L,D,U
above). Blue square corresponds to the best area. Blue circle (~p) represents the origin of the
best position to decode. Device center (~m, assumed to coincide with the image center in this
particular implementation) is displaced from the decoded position as much as~t .
submatrix that has the largest sum of absolute likelihoods. Namely, we find:
argmax
i , j
∑
i ≤ k≤ i +7
j ≤ l ≤ j +7
∣∣∣P(x)k,l P(y)k,l ∣∣∣ (2.21)
Such a region in an example decoding is given in Figure 2.6).
2.3.4 Decoding
At this point, we have the 8×8 matrices of bits (independently for x and y) to be decoded,
which depends on the orientation of the grid. In order to find the correct decoding orientation
(among 0°,90°,180° and 270°), we take advantage of the bit-flip-reverse robustness of the
main number sequence as described in Section 2.2. Namely, we attempt to find the 8-long
rows/columns both normally and after bit flipping and reversing in the main number sequence
and vote on the correct direction for each axis. Then, symbols, probability matrices and {~u,~v}
are rotated by 90◦, 180◦ or 270◦ accordingly, if required. The information at this point is enough
to determine the device orientation θ, which is simply the orientation of the image (and, by
extension, the device) in {~u,~v} coordinates.
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The decoding of x and y coordinates requires the indices of the rows and columns in the main
number sequence, which is robust against one bit flip for all its 8-long substrings, as described
in Section 2.2. This is exploited at this point by picking the index with highest correlation for
each row/column instead of searching for them directly. With any of the 6 consecutive column
indices (among 8), 5 consecutive differences are calculated and Bijections 2.12 to 2.10 are used
(in that order) to calculate the x coordinate. Rows are used in an identical fashion to calculate
the y coordinate.
While decoding yields the x and y coordinates in the resolution of grid coordinates, subgrid
resolution (on the order of pixels, depends on the accuracy of the fitted grid) can be achieved
by calculating the translation of the device with respect to the origin of the decoded submatrix:
~t =~m−~p (2.22)
~tproj =
[
~u ·~t/‖~u‖2
~v ·~t/‖~v‖2
]
(2.23)
where ~m denotes the device center, ~p denotes the origin of the decoded area and~tproj denotes
the translation of the device with respect to ~p in {~u,~v} coordinates. The final coordinates with
subgrid accuracy thus become:
(x, y)= (x, y)decoded+~tproj (2.24)
These coordinates can then be multiplied with the (nominal or estimated) physical grid
distance, which depends on the implementation and is not necessarily fixed, in order to obtain
the physical coordinates of the device.
2.4 Implementation – Cellulo Robot Version 1
Our robot with the proposed localization method was implemented as a standalone device.
All essential hardware modules; such as localization, wireless communication, user interface
and power; were included in the design except locomotion. This exclusion choice was made
in order to speed up the design process and to test the localization component in a more agile
manner in terms of scheduling. We call the (non-mobile) robot with this set of functionalities,
the Cellulo robot version 1.
The key idea in this design process is to place all “intelligence” on a mobile device such as
a tablet (or desktop computer for development purposes) and leave only the essential or
high-bandwidth computational components on the robot in order to reduce production cost
and power consumption. This way, our robots appear simply as peripherals to such a mobile
device where the activity logic resides. By packaging lesson components involving such sets of
logic into specific “mobile apps”, the platform can be made on-demand from the teacher’s
point of view. This architecture is depicted in Figure 2.7.
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· · ·
LEDs
Touch
keys
Image sensor
Robot
Tablet
Desktop Computer
µC
Visual effect engine
Communication
Device drivers
Localization
QtQuick App
Robot coordination
Activity & Event logic
Orchestration
Commands
(e.g. set LED color)
Events
(e.g. new pose)
Figure 2.7 – Cellulo version 1 software architecture. Multiple robots are connected through
dedicated Bluetooth 2.1 Serial Port Profile (SPP) sockets to a mobile tablet (or desktop com-
puter for development purposes) where the activity application (written in QtQtuick) resides.
Diagonally lined boxes represent software components within the robot firmware or within
the activity application as part of custom reusable QtQuick plug-ins where possible.
0.508 mm
Figure 2.8 – Choice of symbol glyphs in the dot pattern font. Dots are offset from the grid
centers as much as 1/6 of the grid spacing. This ensures that when the grid spacing is chosen
as 0.508 mm, the dots align with the printer dots under 300 DPI density (and integer multi-
ples such as 600 DPI or 1200 DPI commonly found in consumer printers). Dashed crosses
indicate the origins of symbols, which are simply embedded in vector graphics documents as
consecutive characters from this monospace font in order to produce the dot pattern.
2.4.1 Printable and Document-Compatible Dot Pattern
In order to localize, the robots require the optical dot pattern to be physically present. It is
stored as a string of characters (U, D, L, R) depicting the dots, with line breaks depicting the
passage to the next row of dots. This representation is then rendered using a custom font made
of four glyphs representing the four possible positioned dots as shown in Figure 2.8. This way,
this custom font and the string of characters can be embedded in vector graphics formats
such as Portable Document Format (PDF) that can be compressed, viewed, redistributed and
printed easily.
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Lens
Lens mount
Main PCB
Battery
UI PCB
Device housing (A)
+ UI PCB mount
UI PCB spacer
Battery housing (A)
Battery housing (B)
+ Main PCB mount
Device housing (B)
+ Main PCB spacer
Figure 2.9 – Exploded view of Cellulo robot version 1, upside-down. Screw routes shown in
dashed blue. Battery cables and PCB interconnect cable not shown.
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Component Part Number Cost (¤)
Microcontroller PIC32MZ1024ECG064 8.51
Lens (5.5 mm focal length, S-mount) HYP0710 1.90
Lens mount 0.17
Image sensor MT9V034C12STM 12.86
Near Infrared LEDs for optical exposure VSMY3850-GS08 3×0.46
Discrete MOSFET for LED switching 0.06
0.1 % precision resistors for LED voltage drop 3×0.29
Bluetooth communication RN42 12.12
Visual LEDs ASMB-MTB0-0A3A2 6×0.23
LED driver TLC5947 4.59
Capacitive sensor driver AT42QT1070 1.39
Battery (Li-Ion, 600 mAh, 902540 size) 4.66
BQ29700 0.46
Battery protection
CSD17527Q5A 2×0.67
Battery charging & load sharing MCP73871 1.46
LM3671 0.54
Power supplies
LP2980-N 0.40
Other passives (terminal, capacitor, resistor etc.) 8.77
PCB manufacturing 11.39
Housing (28.5 g PLA) & fastening 0.85
Total 75.10
Table 2.2 – List of Cellulo robot version 1 components and their costs.
2.4.2 Hardware Design
Our robot is implemented on two double-sided Printed Circuit Board (PCB)s housing all of the
relevant electronics and optics, that are entirely off-the-shelf components, in order to reduce
production cost. These components provide wireless & rechargeable power, localization,
a user interface with 6 Red, Green, Blue (RGB)-illuminated capacitive touch buttons, and
Bluetooth communication; they and their costs at the time of implementation are given in
Table 2.2. Both PCBs and the battery are enclosed in a Polylactic Acid (PLA) housing produced
with Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF). The exploded view of the robot hardware can be seen
in Figure 2.9 whereas the physical implementation can be seen in Figure 2.10. The device is
designed to be placed directly on the printed dot pattern and moved on the horizontal plane
where the downwards-facing optical system will capture the dots and the upwards-facing user
interface will be open for interaction.
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56mm
Figure 2.10 – Physical implementation of the Cellulo robot version 1: Localization, illuminated
touch buttons and communication implemented. On the left: Upside down robot with
exposed optical system.
2.4.3 Exposure of the Image
The scene, i.e. the printed dot pattern on the surface directly under the device, is exposed
using three identical Near Infrared (NIR) Light Emitting Diode (LED)s evenly placed at equal
distance from the optical center. Their voltage drops are constrained to be as similar as
possible by precision resistors. These ensure that the scene is illuminated as uniformly as
possible. To have controlled exposure, the scene is isolated from external light sources, such
as ambient daylight, by the device housing itself that is 1.2 mm thick.
By choosing NIR instead of visible wavelengths, we hide the exposure light from a human user
(when e.g. the device is picked up). However, there is a drawback: Our specific image sensor is
more attuned to the visible spectrum (between 50 % and 60 % quantum efficiency) than to the
infrared spectrum (with approximately 35 % quantum efficiency for the specific wavelength of
our LEDs). Namely, to receive the same amount of exposure in an image, our LEDs must be
lit brighter or for a longer time compared to a visible wavelength LED. An important point
to note is that a human user will not be able to perceive such a short exposure time as ours
(discussed below), and it is indeed possible to use visible light for exposure. The choice of NIR
was nevertheless made for future experiments where dot patterns are printed with infrared
ink instead of regular ink.
With our specific clock speed, the exposure time can be chosen to be as low as approximately
2.0×10−5 s by virtue of the image sensor’s global shutter. Such a low exposure time would
maximize robustness against motion but does not provide enough image brightness. For
this reason, we gradually increased the exposure time to 1.3×10−4 s at which point the image
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s2 = 12.70mm
s1 = 9.70mm
d = 24.00mm
ldiag = 10.19mm
Imaging plane
Rear nodal point
Front nodal point
Ground (in focus)
Lens (f = 5.5mm)
Image sensor
Figure 2.11 – Cross-section of the optical system, side view. d denotes the optical system
height and was chosen successively by increasing the height of the housing until the lens
was able to focus on the ground at some distance. ldiag denotes the diagonal length of the
imaged area and was measured with a calibration image, which also revealed −3.2 % (barrel)
distortion. After focusing, s1 was measured using the rear nodal point location given by the
manufacturer’s specification. Then, s2 was estimated by s−11 + s−12 = f −1, which revealed the
location of the front nodal point.
was sufficiently exposed so that the thresholding was satisfactory. Given the physical size of
one pixel on the ground (0.046 mm) and the physical image size (furthest pixel is at 4.29 mm
orthogonal distance away from the image center), it would take about 353 mm/s linear speed
in the x or y axes or about 82 rad/s angular speed to cause motion blur of one pixel magnitude.
2.4.4 Focusing & Framing of the Image
In order to focus the exposed image onto the image sensor, an off-the-shelf S-mount Closed-
Circuit Television (CCTV) lens is used; this lens diameter and thread pitch are standard and
inexpensive products can easily be obtained. As a compromise between Field of View (FOV)
and typically increased distortion, a lens with 5.5 mm nominal focal length (denoted with f )
and 54° nominal diagonal FOV was chosen, which is mounted on a manual focus housing.
The resulting optical system can be seen in Figure 2.11.
The suitable distance between the image plane and the point of focus on the ground (denoted
with d) was found by successively increasing the device housing height in design (starting
with the theoretical limit, 4 f = 22mm) and attempting to manually focus the lens. With this,
after distortion correction, the physical shape of the image becomes a 5.48×8.59 mm rectangle
with a diagonal length of 10.19 mm. In this shape, an 8× 8 dot matrix with 0.508 mm dot
spacing must fit. Given this spacing, the nominal diagonal length of this matrix becomesp
2×0.508×7mm.
However, in theory, the matrix may contain dots with outwards offsets at its outermost edges,
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which must be perceived in the image; this adds 2×1/6 of the grid spacing to the length of the
matrix. In addition, the physical diameter of one dot must also be considered, which further
adds 1/6 of the grid spacing. With these considerations, the diagonal length of the matrix
becomes
p
2×0.508×(7+1/6+1/6+1/6)= 5.39mm. This implies that in the worst case, which
is when dot pattern is positioned at a 45° angle with respect to the device, at least 8×8 dots
are guaranteed to fit into the image. If this was not the case, d would have to be increased or a
lens with a smaller f would have to be chosen to obtain a larger area of vision.
2.4.5 Image Capture & Processing
Digital capturing of the image is done by the image sensor (global shutter, grayscale), which
runs in master mode and generates all necessary timing and data signals from a clock signal.
Our microcontroller (200 MHz core clock, 512 Kb Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM)),
which lacks a hardware digital camera interface, uses these timing signals to capture the image
data placed on a parallel bus (188×120 pixels, 8 bits per pixel) via a dedicated Direct Memory
Access (DMA) channel. This ensures that the least amount of processing cycles possible are
spent for this task, which runs in the background without intervention.
All of the image processing and decoding pipeline (as described in Section 2.3) runs locally on
the microcontroller. In order to allow real-time operation, a number of measures are taken.
Where possible, the lack of Floating-Point Unit (FPU) is compensated by manually introducing
a rational number representation with fixed divisor, while taking care that no overflow occurs.
Memory allocation is made statically where possible to avoid dynamic memory allocations.
Lookup tables are used where feasible. Finally, the polynomial in Equation 2.20 is used instead
of Gaussian distribution functions (requires exponentials) to increase performance.
2.4.6 Open-Source Software Release
Our software implementation is available under an open-source license at http://chili.
epfl.ch/libdots. It can be built as a standalone library and has been successfully cross-
compiled for low-end targets such as our microcontroller. The repository also provides a
sample test application that works with a standard desktop webcam (as long as it permits to
focus on close objects, so that printed dots are visible). Tools to generate dot patterns and
overlay them on any PDF file are provided as well.
2.5 Supervised Validation
2.5.1 Overview
Having implemented our self-localized robots, we now focus on rigorously characterizing
this localization performance. Namely, we aim to measure the accuracy (i.e. closeness of the
measurement to the real value), precision (i.e. consistency of measurement) of the position
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and orientation measurements, as well as the maximum framerate and power consumption
of our implementation. This study is done in isolated conditions to obtain the best possible
performance; this is useful to provide a reference upper bound for not only our applications
but any future work that may benefit from such a localization system.
2.5.2 Procedure
Performance of individual localization coordinates (x, y , θ) were each measured separately.
For x and y , the device was mounted (without modifications) on the toolhead of a Computer-
ized Numerical Control (CNC) platform with 17µm nominal step size. For θ measurements,
the device was mounted (without modifications) on a servomotor with 0.29° nominal accuracy.
Commands given to this platform and servomotor were recorded as ground truth values,
referred to as nominal values from here on.
Measurements were done on an A3 sheet carrying only the pattern and no other graphics,
printed in black and white by a Xerox Workcentre 7665 laser printer. y was chosen as the paper
rolling axis while x was chosen as the laser scanning axis (corresponds to head motion axis in
inkjet printers). In this setup, the sources of significant systematic noise include:
• Pattern printing process inaccuracies
• Plastic device housing deformation and manufacturing tolerances
• Image sensor and lens assembly mounting inaccuracy
• Paper placement inaccuracy below the device
To measure the performance of x and y coordinates, the device was moved to 11×11 distinct
positions on a 200×200mm grid in spiral order from the center towards the periphery. 20 real-
time samples were collected for each position. To measure performance of angular position,
the device was rotated to 36 distinct angles over 360°. 20 real-time samples were collected for
each orientation.
2.5.3 Results
The performance of positional localization can be viewed in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 for x and y
respectively. 99.17 % of x and 100 % of y coordinates were correctly decoded. 1 out of 121 x
positions was consistently measured to be in an unrelated location due to misreading of dot
offsets. The performance of angular localization can be viewed in Figure 2.14. 100 % of these
angular positions were correctly decoded. Finally, an overview of accuracy and precision can
be seen in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.12 – Accuracy of x coordinate measurements when device is stationary, 20 samples
each. Position marked with the cross was consistently misdecoded. Best, mean and worst
accuracies are calculated with absolute values.
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Figure 2.13 – Accuracy of y coordinate measurements when device is stationary, 20 samples
each. Best, mean and worst accuracies are calculated with absolute values.
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Figure 2.14 – Accuracy of orientation measurements when device is stationary, 20 samples
each. Positive and negative biases are coded with red and blue respectively. Best, mean and
worst accuracies are calculated over absolute values.
Coordinate Accuracy Precision (± one SD)
x 0.155 mm ±0.010mm
y 0.273 mm ±0.014mm
θ 1.581° ±0.407°
Table 2.3 – Overall localization performance when device is stationary; worst absolute values.
The average framerate of localization was initially measured to be 46.6 Hz and was further
increased up to 93 Hz with improvements in software. The system was measured to consume
352mW when stationary (sleeps, wakes up every second to process one frame to decide
whether moved, exits stationary mode if moved) and 873mW when moving (continuously
processes frames, enters stationary mode if not moved for 5 seconds).
Figures 2.12 and 2.13 evidence that distinct regions on the paper induce biases on x and y
coordinate measurements; we attribute this systematic error mainly to the pattern printing
process. The y axis is seen to be significantly less accurate than the x axis (all 121×20 samples
used, unpaired t-test, p < 0.0001). This observation leads us to consider that the uncertainties
in the paper rolling process were more significant than the laser neutralizing process in our
case. This may be generally true for similar axes in different printing techniques, such as the
paper rolling axis vs. inkjet head motion axis in inkjet printers. To generalize however, tests
should be done with other laser and inkjet printers.
In any case, certain x and y biases should be expected by the user of this localization method.
Moreover, there is no guarantee that these accuracies are bounded across the whole localiza-
tion space (unlike θ whose space and therefore accuracy is bounded). In reality, given a paper
size and a specific printer, bounds for x and y accuracy can be measured; but the biases are
likely to be worse across larger distances due to cumulative systematic printing errors (e.g.
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slipping and deformation of paper).
Considering power consumption, a typical single cell 600 mAh Lithium-Ion battery, such as
the one we used for our experiments, lasts for more than 2.5 hours in the worst case. In reality,
it lasts longer since the device is not always moving, and will allow hours-long activity sessions.
2.5.4 Conclusion
Our measurements evidence that it is indeed possible and practical to use a low cost optical
system with printed paper to achieve self-localization in many robots. The main benefits of
this method can be listed as:
• Absolute localization without the need for any calibration
• Runs entirely on device; no need for a central server or external communications in the
most basic scenario
• Works in real-time using off-the-shelf components with near-constant processing time
per frame
• Unlimited scalability, each robot localizes itself
• Fully robust against occlusions due to user manipulation and external lighting condi-
tions as long as the device rests on the surface and perceives about half a centimeter
square of the pattern
• Designed to work while in motion, can be used e.g. for real-time trajectory tracking
• Simple deployment and disposal, as it only requires regular printable paper support
that is to be placed on a tabletop surface and can later be removed and stored away
• Working area is only limited by printing capacity, printed patterns can be stitched
together to cover larger areas if the stitching can be calibrated
• Unique “identifiers” can be attributed to copies of the same document (without the
pattern) simply by assigning disjoint areas in the coordinate space to these copies
and then recognizing these areas in the application; which can then be utilized in the
classroom as e.g. per-learner activity sheets.
• Patterns are unobtrusive and can be overlaid on top of existing documents, augmenting
them with localization
• Components reserved to localization sum up to about¤26 per device; printable support
with dot pattern can be reproduced at very low cost if damaged or if replication is needed
We also identify certain limitations to this method:
• Contrary to Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) techniques, the environ-
ment needs to be altered by deploying the paper with the dotted pattern, however
lightweight
• Printing the pattern may prove non-trivial in certain cases, especially large surfaces, as
it requires exactly 1 : 1 scale and at least 300 Dots per Inch (DPI) resolution
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• Accuracy and precision is dependent on the quality of the printer being used
• Provides localization in 2D space only and not in 3 Dimensions (3D); this effectively
casts the activity design space onto a plane and dictates the DOF in the interaction
Within the frame of this thesis, namely building robots that operate in the classroom in large
numbers, we have shown that our proposed method meets the technical requirements. There
are no practical limits (from the localization standpoint) to the number of robots, and many
such low-cost robots can be used in the classroom with the desired number of paper sheets
that are easy to produce and store. Once the support is deployed, no calibration is required
and the localization is instant as soon as the robots are placed in the activity.
From a design point of view, these developments enable the building of objects whose “places
are known at all times” within the activity through accurate (to the sub-millimeter level
measured in this section), global positioning. Due to relative positioning (or no positioning
at all) commonly found in low-cost tabletop educational robots, typical activities feature
one or few such devices carefully allocated to the learner(s) where the limited positioning
of devices are either cautiously monitored or avoided altogether during the activity design
stage. Transitioning from relative positioning to built-in global positioning allows the design
of co-located, synchronous activities that respond immediately and unconditionally to the
manipulation done to the many devices by multiple users, if desired. Moreover, this method
relies on printed paper “augmented” with localization while strongly involving graphic design,
where the position and motion of the robots (initiated by the users, by the robots, or by both
parties at the same time; more discussion on this follows in the next chapter) can easily be
planned, designed and then visualized through the printed graphics. In the following section,
we describe further validations that not only probe these ideas, namely collaborative activities
with a prominent graphic design aspect, but also aim to test the localization method that we
developed within a real world scenario.
2.6 Ecological Validation
2.6.1 Overview
Having rigorously characterized and tested our localization system in isolated conditions, we
now move on to testing it “in the wild” and exploring certain interactions that can be afforded
by the current state of the platform. We aim to achieve this by designing a playful collaborative
activity where no learning outcomes are yet targeted. Our main goals are to observe the
performance of the localization system in the hands of children and examine the legibility
and intuitiveness of the designed activity using localized tangibles. The development of this
activity, published in [117], was done with the collaboration of Maria Beltran, Manon Briod
(graphics and interaction design) and Dr. Séverin Lemaignan (software co-development).
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2.6.2 Activity Design – Treasure Hunt
Our activity, called “Treasure Hunt”, is designed as a game where five “pirate” characters,
played by robots, try to reach a “treasure chest” through a series of tasks. It is designed to be
played by five children as a team where each member has one robot that they use to interact
with the tasks of the activity. The robots do not move and are moved by the children as part
of the tasks on a 1m×2.4m activity sheet, colloquially called the playground, that features
islands on an ocean as well as other playful graphics; it can be seen in Figure 2.15). The tablet
runs the activity and displays instructions as well as playful graphics containing the characters
and situations.
The tasks in the activity were designed to investigate the intuitiveness and effectiveness of
a number of interaction schemes derived from the manipulative capabilities offered by our
robots (exclusively non-mobile tangibles so far) that feature full-color touch keys and are
movable and localized (in real-time) on a tabletop plane that contains printed graphics. These
interaction schemes are given in Figure 2.16.
Before each task, the robots must be placed on specific zones on the playground marked with
A, B and C (that are seen in Figure 2.15); interaction shown in Figure 2.16a. Each character has
a specific starting zone among the 5 starting zones for each task; all of these 5 starting zones
and the specific character images that these starting zones belong to are shown on the tablet
before each task. However, the physical attributes of robots are identical, making it impossible
to associate the robots with the characters if they are misplaced or swapped within the team.
Therefore, we attempted character-robot association establishment via “character cards” that
feature the image of the character and an active zone which lights the correct robot in green
(as shown in Figure 2.16b) and the incorrect robots in red when placed on top.
The activity on the tablet waits until the five robots are correctly placed to start the task. This
establishes synchronization barriers before each task while pre-placing the robots close to the
location where the task takes place. Furthermore, this design allows us to observe whether
characters can be legibly attributed to robots that equally function as interface devices. The
tasks within the activity are designed from a storytelling perspective, and are as follows:
Task 1: Each character must first transmit their part of the code to start the ignition on the
pirate ship (starting from zones A). For this, each child must remember and reproduce
a random sequence of 6 flashing LEDs by tapping the corresponding buttons in the
given order; interaction pictured in Figure 2.16c. Team members do the task in parallel,
independently or while aiding each other.
Task 2: The team must now find the key to the treasure chest that is lost in the ocean. The
robots are used as “metal detectors” that are to be used to scan the ocean (starting
from zones B) for the key while avoiding “junk” (false positives); interaction pictured in
Figure 2.16d. Team members do the task in parallel and in spontaneous collaboration
to explore different regions of the ocean.
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Figure 2.15 – Playground used in Treasure Hunt. Starting locations for each of the 3 tasks are
visible with locations marked with A, B and C. In each task, one such location is available per
team member.
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(a) Positioning: Placing the robots in active
zones to trigger events.
(b) Role Assignment: Placing the robots on character
cards; correct assignment lights the robot in green.
(c) Touch: Pressing the illuminated touch
keys on the robot, e.g. in a pre-defined
sequence.
(d) Scan: Moving the robot on the playground to find a hid-
den target; as the robot gets closer to the target, the color
progressively changes from the “coldest” to the “warmest”.
(e) Spin: Turning the robot in place to change
a continuous value; an animation on the
tablet tied to this value accompanies the in-
teraction.
(f) Follow the path: Moving the robot through the path
illustrated on an auxiliary sheet without leaving the
path.
Figure 2.16 – Interaction schemes used in Treasure Hunt, derived from the manipulative
capabilities of our robots that feature full-color touch keys and are movable and localized on a
tabletop plane with printed graphics.
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Task 3.a: Now that the key is found (indicated by green color on LEDs and the tablet ani-
mations), the treasure chest must be retrieved from the bottom of a well. The robot
belonging to the team member closest to the well (top right start zone C) is to be rotated
as a handle to pull up the rope tied to the chest; interaction pictured in Figure 2.16e.
On the tablet, a real-time animation of the chest rising from the well accompanies the
interaction.
Task 3.b: The treasure chest that is retrieved must now be carried back to the ship by the
remaining 4 members of the team (starting zones C). Each member must follow the
path given to them on the back of their character cards in order to not step on loose
rocks or planks; interaction pictured in Figure 2.16f.
2.6.3 Results & Discussion
The activity was run with a total of 85 children (11 to 14 years old) with no prior experience with
Cellulo within the context of a collective school excursion, called Journée des Classes (English:
Classes Day), where classrooms from local primary and middle schools visit our university for
scientific demonstrations from a variety of research groups. The children were split into 14
groups of 5 (each child has one robot and the tablet is shared), 6 (5 children have one robot
each and one child operates the tablet and reads the instructions) or 7 (5 children have one
robot each and the tablet is shared among the remaining 2 children). After a brief introduction,
the children were instructed to follow the indications on the tablet and no further instructions
were given by the experimenters. The game lasted around 12 minutes (M = 11:47, SD = 1:47,
min= 9:19, max= 15:32), and the children were invited to replay it if they wished (replay data
not included in discussion). A sample scene from the activity is shown in Figure 2.17.
The localization system was observed to have mostly satisfactory performance in terms of
accuracy and responsiveness. No performance decrease could be observed after slight pro-
gressive wear on the playground print during one day of intensive use. Three activities were
run in parallel in the same room, with 3 groups on 3 tablets and 15 robots in total; none of the
Bluetooth connections dropped at any time but slight delays were observed, which may have
been caused by wireless interference from other Bluetooth devices or from the many Wi-Fi
routers present on the experiment site.
The children interacting for the first time with the robot (even though some were at first
reluctant to interact with the unknown technology) were observed to quickly understand
that the robots “knew where they are” and the proposed interactions were easily picked up.
Importantly, the constantly changing role of the robot; from a pirate character, to a pad to
enter a code (Figure 2.16c), to a metal detector (Figure 2.16d), to a well handle (Figure 2.16e);
was well accepted by the children, the tasks were all completed by all groups without any
assistance: Table 2.4 provides the completion times for each of the tasks. This suggests that
our goal of designing a versatile device was successfully attained in this scenario.
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Figure 2.17 – Scene from Treasure Hunt during the start placement before Task 1.
Task Description M ± SD min max
Task 1 Reproduce touch sequence 131.1±35.4 85 199
Task 2 Scan sea for key 125.2±51.6 47 222
Task 3.a Rotate well handle 13.6±4.3 5 21
Task 3.b Follow path 162.9±37.4 114 224
Table 2.4 – Treasure Hunt task completion times, N = 14 groups, all values in seconds.
Our observations specific to tasks and individual interaction elements are as follows:
• Character assignment via the character cards was generally confusing and not well
received, suggesting that this method may be unsuitable for such an attribution.
• During the Reproduce Touch Sequence task (which is essentially a memory task), children
who completed their sequence were generally observed to aid those who were still
struggling with theirs, resulting in a cooperative aspect that naturally emerged. Likewise,
the Scan Sea task naturally fostered collaboration amongst the children to effectively
scan the various disjoint parts of the large playground. These indicate that in such
scenarios the conceptual design of our platform (robots and paper) allowed collaborative
aspects to be integrated successfully into the activity.
• The Rotate Well Handle task was explained only by a depiction of the robot with two
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circular arrows (similar to Figure 2.16e) on the back of the character card. The interaction
mechanism was picked up surprisingly fast (14 seconds on average to complete the
task, as fast as 5 seconds for one group), presumably thanks to the responsive tablet
animation whose continuous value was calculated using the robot’s orientation in real-
time. This indicates that graphical display of a tangible attribute may be a particularly
strong and natural method of conveying information regarding the task.
• The Follow the Path task was completed by each child in about 40 seconds on average,
and the completion was observed to be delayed by both children’s mistakes caused by
misperceiving the paths on the character cards and by occasional localization errors
due to excessive contrast on some playground graphics. These locations were observed
and recorded as references of unsuitable amounts of contrast for the graphics design
process of future activities.
At a higher level, we have seen that children easily engage with tangible activities with printed
graphics on paper. Moreover, we succeeded in ascribing a variety of roles to small robots with
an unremarkable, anonymous design and observed that children easily accept and engage in
such role assignment.
2.6.4 Conclusion
As a first step towards building an effective learning environment for the Cellulo project, we
designed, implemented and tested a complete playful activity with users that demonstrates
the combination of the Cellulo robots with augmented paper that allows self-localization. In
this context, the Cellulo robots are envisioned as ubiquitous tools that could embody several
different roles. These include representing specific objects or concepts related to the topic at
hand, or acting as field-reconfigurable user interfaces to interact with the activity. We tested
the idea that the paper is the “foundation” which the robots inhabit: The activity, created with
a graphics design origin, incorporates active zones identified and interpreted by the robots as
triggers for specific behaviors. Multiple pieces of paper, any desired size or shape, can be used
in union to build rich activity scenarios.
Moreover, we carried out our tests within an ecological, realistic environment; with a
classroom-sized group and minimal supervision. We have shown that such an activity that
adheres to the teachers’ constraints (including ease of use and reliability) can be implemented
with our platform that offers a limited but powerful set of affordances. Up to now, our
observations suggest that our platform will be suitable for practical daily classroom use.
Having concluded the first chapter of the Cellulo platform’s design, namely building and
testing localized tangibles, we now move on to the next chapter where we describe the addition
of the locomotion module into our tangibles in order to transform them into fully mobile
tangible robots. The chapter will detail the locomotion system design and, once again, include
both highly controlled and ecological tests.
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3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Background
After the development and validation cycle in Phase I (described in the previous chapter), the
Cellulo platform possesses a more concrete structure, in the form of self-localized tabletop
tangibles that operate on printed paper sheets. With this set of functionalities at hand, we
proceed to develop, implement and validate a locomotion system for the Cellulo robots,
the process of which will be detailed in this chapter. Upon adding mobility to the set of
functionalities offered by our robots, we aim to move towards more ergonomic, handheld
tangibles that possess haptic feedback capabilities.
The “locomotion” problem in robotics is concerned with designing powered mechanisms
that allow robots to move themselves within their environments. Our focus in this thesis is
terrestrial locomotion, which is concerned with moving on land upon rigid structures (such as
the tops of classroom desks and tables) and is distinct from aerial, aquatic or other types of
locomotion. From another perspective, locomotion separates (similar to localization) into
indoors and outdoors, which usually impose distinct requirements on the locomotion system
that is built. These include:
• Robustness against obstacles in the environment, or the inherent structure of the envi-
ronment such as natural rough terrain
• Robustness against external disturbances
• Mechanical durability and complexity
• Safety, especially against humans
• Monetary cost, affordability
• Power consumption, efficiency
• Precision requirements
• Physical compactness, size and shape requirements
• Kinematic constraints, e.g. holonomic vs. non-holonomic
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Considering these requirements, the locomotion literature converged to two distinct types of
systems, that are legged and wheeled systems1. Legged systems generally offer high robustness
against rough environments at the cost of higher number of DOF, more complexity and more
cost. Therefore, they address mainly, though not exclusively, outdoors scenarios. On the other
hand, wheeled systems generally offer less robustness against rough environments (or are not
concerned at all with such environments) but are much simpler and more efficient. As a result,
they are often preferred, though again not exclusively, when dealing with indoors scenarios.
3.1.2 Problem Statement
Our work is framed within the classroom (an indoor environment) where the robots are to
move on a tabletop (a plane), implying that the same three DOF as before, namely translational
(x, y) and rotational around the vertical axis (θ), are to be covered. As previously mentioned,
humans (learners and teachers) are expected to intensively manipulate the palm-sized robots.
Our constraints are therefore listed as:
• Holonomic motion, in order to allow motion and/or haptic feedback instantaneously in
any direction (in x, y and/or θ) when robot is grasped
• Mechanical robustness against being externally driven, especially since tangible and
haptic interactions are essential to the platform and are expected to be employed
intensively by child users
• Design composed of simple, few and preferably off-the-shelf components in order to
minimize custom manufacturing steps to thereby ease the transition from a prototype
design to a consumer device design
• As low cost as possible to not induce economic stress to schools, especially as we plan to
employ a large number of robots within singular activities, even if this implies sacrificing
other qualities such as precision of motion
• Compact enough geometry allowing the system to physically fit in a handheld volume
(next to the existing systems such as localization and power), graspable by a child’s hand
Given these constraints, a clear design choice is to exclude legged systems from our con-
siderations and focus only on wheeled systems. Hence, in the next section, we give the
state-of-the-art in wheeled designs that allow 3DOF holonomic motion on a horizontal plane.
3.1.3 Related Work
Holonomic Wheeled Drives
It is trivially true that for holonomic motion (requiring instantaneous motion capability
towards an arbitrary direction in any configuration), wheels with at least two DOF are required.
Here, a large design space exists for the individual and collective kinematics of these wheels;
1More exotic types of systems such as crawling (whole-body) and hybrid (combining wheels and legs) systems
exist but are not considered here.
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[118, Section 2.3.1] gives a brief overview of this space and individual wheel designs. The
first prominent example is actively steered wheels that feature two orthogonal DOF that are
both driven. These are simple to build and operate, but require that some time is spent to
turn the wheels into the direction of motion if the desired direction changes discontinuously,
thus are not “instantaneously” omnidirectional. If the wheel is made a caster, it is actually
possible to make omnidirectionality instantaneous. However, some driving elements must
still remain on the link that houses the wheel itself in order to ensure that the wheel is driven;
this increases complexity and decreases mechanical robustness since this link must itself also
rotate to ensure control over the other DOF.
The second prominent example is Swedish wheels, also known as Mecanum wheels, omni-
directional wheels or omni-wheels, that feature two orthogonal or 45° oriented DOF, one of
which is driven while the other is free to ensure low-friction backdrivability. These can move
instantaneously towards any direction but are relatively less simple to build, typically less
robust against obstacles and suffer from undesirable vibrations due to discontinuous contact
points with the ground.
Ball wheels are the final prominent example that feature two (or three) non-collinear DOF,
at least one of which is driven and the rest is/are free. Since the spherical wheel appears to
have the exact same surface no matter what its orientation is, ball wheels can be made truly
isotropic, ensuring the smoothest possible motion. However, they are typically difficult to
build and design in such a way that ensures efficient locomotion.
Besides these principal designs, there exist more exotic ones that typically feature hybrid
design elements. [119, 120, 121] propose omni-wheels with semi-spherical elements that
operate in the same principle as conventional omni-wheels but retain some qualities of true
ball wheels, such as isotropy and obstacle robustness, to some degree. [122, 123] propose
omnidirectional tread designs that allow actuated sideways motion as well as motion parallel
to the robot body, in order to exploit the high load capacity and terrain robustness of treads.
[124] proposes a link-driven truncated ball wheel and an algorithm to avoid its singularities.
[125] is another interesting design that utilizes a low cost flexible shape-changing wheel design.
For our application, actively steered wheels are not desirable due to the instantaneous holo-
nomicity requirement and complexity issues. Ball drives and omni-wheels (and variants) are
considerably more common and simpler than more exotic approaches, such as treads and
link-driven wheels, that offer little advantage for a lightweight robot design such as the one
we are aiming for. Among these two, omni-wheels are much more common, simpler to build
and easier to control. However, ball drives offer significantly better vibration robustness and
easier miniaturizability when components of similar sizes are considered; these are important
features for our palm-sized robots that should be free of unintentional vibrations that would
disturb the haptic feedback. For this reason, we decide at this point on pursuing a ball drive
design. Since ball drives are difficult to realize, we will attempt to simplify its design and
improve its typical bill of materials in terms of number and manufacturability of components.
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Ball Drives – State of the Art
[126] describes the first two examples of ball drives where the wheel rests against rollers
mounted around a tilted ring; the first design features a drive roller mounted on the horizontal
plane while the second design has the ring itself actuated. [127, 128, 129] describe schemes
where the wheel is driven by an omni-wheel in one axis and is free to rotate in the remaining
axes. In [130] and [118, Tribolo robot], the wheel is driven by a roller located on its horizontal
great circle, allowing it to rotate freely around the horizontal axis orthogonal to the driven axis.
These designs all feature ball wheels with one driven and one free DOF; it is well known that
ideally, by using at least 3 of any such ball wheel, a holonomic vehicle can be built.
[131] proposes a redundant scheme where each wheel is driven by two orthogonal actuated
rollers in a 3-wheel configuration. Each roller’s contact forces are actively regulated by pneu-
matic pistons to reduce wheel coating wear and increase obstacle robustness. [132] also
features two drive rollers but with two sensor rollers opposite the drive rollers that encode
wheel rotation and help detect drive roller-wheel slip.
[133, 134, 135] describe dynamically stable robots on a single ball wheel driven by (at least two)
omni-wheels, colloquially called “ballbots”. [136] proposes a similar design where the single
ball wheel is driven by two rollers, but the robot is enclosed in a spherical shell where the
center of mass is located lower than the geometric center, ensuring that no dynamic balancing
is needed to stay upright.
All above studies use rotating contact elements to drive the wheel, but there are alternative
methods. [137] proposes a spherical induction motor scheme where a copper-over-iron
spherical shell (acting as rotor) is omnidirectionally driven by multiple curved stators. [138]
proposes driving a spherical wheel with an ultrasonic motor; this method has the potential for
exceptional compactness and low cost.
Among the design features considered in ball drives, the nature and number of driving el-
ements appear to be the major ones. Although inductive and ultrasonic drivers are very
attractive in terms of compactness, they are difficult to implement due to extensive custom
component manufacturing needs. Considering conventional rollers as drivers, all known
single ball wheel designs utilize omni-wheels and derivatives in order to ensure the control
over the 3rd DOF that is θ, which defeats the purpose of choosing ball wheels over omni-wheels
in the presence of strict simplicity and affordability requirements. [139] contributes to these
essential requirements by replacing omni-wheels by partially sliding rollers. This method,
however, does not offer unlimited motion in certain combinations of x, y and θ, which may be
required in our case as opposed to ballbot navigation. Therefore, it is clear that our application
requires multiple ball wheels.
When the number of rollers on each wheel is considered, our scenario does not unconditionally
require encoders (thanks to global absolute localization already present on each robot) or other
requirements (such as precision) that call for a second (or further) actuated or sensing roller(s).
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Therefore, we converge on three ball wheels each driven by a single, conventional roller.
However, the contact force between the drive roller and the ball wheel remains a problem,
that is conventionally solved by external spring-loaded elements, which adds complexity.
In the next section, we detail our design (previously published in [140]) where we “embed”
the contact force mechanism into the ball wheel-drive roller system which eliminates the
need for an external element that ensures this force. We then continue towards analyzing our
design parameters, implementing our design and performing its supervised and ecological
validation.
3.2 Development – Permanent Magnet-Assisted Ball Drive
3.2.1 Approach and Key Principles
We begin our approach by considering ferromagnetism as the source of the contact forces
between the ball wheels and the driving elements, due to its simplicity and ubiquity as de-
sign element; such systems commonly consists of electromagnets, permanent magnets and
ferromagnetic materials that are not permanently magnetized. Utilizing ferromagnetism to
ensure the contact conditions eliminates the need for external elements that would normally
ensure these conditions such as spring loaded passive rollers. In other words, the contact
force mechanism will be naturally embedded in the wheel and the drive roller.
We first consider placing (a) permanent magnet(s) inside the ball wheel to pull it towards the
drive roller. This is problematic however, due to the natural dipole anisotropy of magnets;
placing an array of many smaller magnets along the surface can be envisioned to make the
wheel magnetically near-isotropic, but would be especially complex and costly at our scales.
On the other hand, dropping the magnetic isotropy constraint enables the consideration of
actuating the ball wheel through external electromagnets rather than using ferromagnetism
to provide the contact force. However, in such a scenario, singularities quickly arise which
must be solved by multiple driving elements and sensing of the ball wheel’s state, since it is
no longer isotropic. Therefore, we direct our focus to placing the permanent magnet outside
of the ball wheel and leaving only ferromagnetic materials inside that are not permanently
magnetized, letting it remain isotropic.
Placing (a) permanent magnet(s) in the drive roller is particularly promising, since the drive
roller only needs to be isotropic around its own axis of rotation as opposed to the ball wheel
that must be isotropic around all axes. The geometry of the roller thus evolves towards a
cylinder with the magnetic poles placed appropriately in order to achieve magnetic isotropy
during rotation. A clear opportunity at this point is to make the entire drive wheel out of a
permanent magnet since cylindrical shapes are common and readily available. Furthermore,
the roller magnet can be made into a ring, another readily available geometry for magnets,
that will allow it to be mounted directly onto the motor shaft for extra compactness.
A final consideration is the placement of the magnetic poles; for a single dipole magnet, these
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Figure 3.1 – Overview of our permanent magnet-assisted ball wheel design. The ball wheel
with ferromagnetic core is driven by a permanent ring magnet that acts as the drive roller. The
magnet temporarily magnetizes the wheel, exerting a pull force and generating the necessary
normal force, which in turn generates the friction force that drives the wheel. The wheel thus
acquires one driven and one free DOF.
can be on the top and bottom, called “axial magnetization”, or on the inside and outside, called
“radial magnetization”2. When compared to axial magnetization, radial magnetization would
evidently provide more gain on the magnetic field strength around the position where the
ball wheel would reside, since one of its poles would be significantly closer to that position.
However, radially magnetized monolithic permanent magnets are difficult to manufacture
and therefore expensive; for this reason, they are often manufactured in multiple segments
that are magnetized separately and then glued together. Instead, axial magnetization is more
desirable if the necessary magnetic field strength can be generated and the ball wheel can rest
against the height of the magnet (i.e. is not unconditionally pulled all the way towards the
poles) using conventional magnets of appropriate sizes; these two conditions were verified to
be satisfiable with preliminary empirical experiments that are not detailed here.
Our ball drive design that results from this trajectory in our design space is seen in Figure 3.1.
With the normal force generated by the magnetostatic interaction (i.e. pull) between the
magnet and the wheel, the magnet can ideally drive the wheel around its axis of rotation thanks
to the static contact friction while the wheel remains free to rotate around the orthogonal
axis on the horizontal plane. This placement ensures that the magnetostatic interaction stays
isotropic regardless of the wheel’s or magnet’s orientations, assuming that the wheel’s core
is magnetically isotropic in all directions and the magnet is magnetically isotropic around
its rotation axis, which may not be entirely the case due to manufacturing tolerances. In any
case, given a wheel diameter and a motionless wheel, the normal force magnitude can be
controlled in design by choosing the magnet size (whose analysis is given in the next section)
and magnetization strength.
2Diametrical magnetization is also readily available but is not useful to our application.
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During motion however, the magnetic after-effect and induced eddy currents in the wheel
will result in parasitic forces that impede the motion around the free DOF. This problem will
be mitigated by the empirical choice of ferromagnetic wheel core material (among readily
available ones offered by manufacturers) that minimizes these effects since the proper analysis
of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of this thesis. Moreover, the rubber coating around
the ferromagnetic wheel core (required for traction on the ground) will result in further
parasitic forces due to the roller-wheel contact point having nonzero area caused by rubber
deformation. This problem will be mitigated by preferring higher hardnesses when selecting
the rubber coating. Apart from these, the wheels will be assumed to rotate slowly enough that
these effects are negligible.
The ball wheel is loosely enclosed in a space defined by the drive roller and 4 ball transfer units:
Above the wheel (bears the weight of the robot), opposite the drive roller and finally on the
left and right of the wheel. As a design choice, the motor is not fixed on the frame and is left
free to move along the plane perpendicular to the driven axis. The drive roller and the wheel
are also free to move along this plane but are constrained by the frame and the ball transfers
respectively: They are only allowed to move a very small amount such that the disturbance
on the system’s geometry is minimal. The magnetic pull force ensures that the wheel-drive
roller contact remains unbroken during these motions. This design choice ensures that the
shear loads due to external user manipulation are redirected to the robot frame and/or ball
transfers instead of the motor shafts, prolonging the life of the motors and the gearboxes; this
mechanism is detailed in Section 3.2.3.
Finally, the encoding of wheel rotation must be considered for odometry, which is not trivial
for a design such as ours. Two low-cost solutions in the literature are optical mouse sensors on
wheels (such as the one in [137]) and rotary encoders on the motor shaft. Instead of these, we
rely on our absolute global localization method described in the previous chapter by estimating
the wheel velocities using the robot velocity (vx , vy ,ω) with trivial inverse kinematics, the
collective geometry of the wheels being known beforehand.
3.2.2 Magnetostatic Wheel-Magnet Interaction Analysis
The magnetostatic interaction between the ball wheel and the magnet depends on the physical
dimensions of both objects and is not trivial to predict. Nevertheless, it is desirable to know
under which design dimensions the ball will rest along the height of the magnet (and will not
be pulled entirely towards the poles), where it rests and how much force will be exerted on
it. In order to determine these, initially, the ball wheel dimensions were fixed according to
readily available and practical manufacturing dimensions that conform to our envisioned
robot size: The ferromagnetic wheel core diameter was thus chosen to be 14 mm with a rubber
coating that is 1 mm-thick (thinnest available). The pull and shear forces on the wheel were
then simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2 (Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software) for
parametric magnet dimensions and position, as seen in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 – Magnetostatic wheel-magnet interaction analysis parameters and calculated
quantities, top-down view, dimensions in mm. The ferromagnetic wheel core diameter was
chosen as 14 mm with a 1 mm-thick rubber coating. With these, the shear and pull forces
(Fshear and Fpull) exerted on the wheel are simulated for a range of magnet diameter (dmagnet),
height (hmagnet) and wheel position (pwheel) values. Ring magnet hole diameter was set to 40 %
of dmagnet. This constitutes a 3D parameter space.
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Figure 3.3 – Magnetostatic wheel-magnet interaction analysis results, calculated by COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.2. Wheel core permeability assumed to be µr = 500, magnet magnetization
assumed to be M = 9.75×106 Am−1 (calibrated by measuring force on a real magnet).
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Figure 3.4 – Pull forces and wheel potentials for selected magnet dimensions, showing single
and dual natural resting positions; these are marked with dotted lines.
The obtained shear forces were then used to calculate the potential of the wheel in order to
determine its resting position. Throughout the section, the wheel resting position (i.e. dwheel)
is given in percentages of the magnet height (i.e. dmagnet) to remain invariant to the magnet
height parametrization: 0 % corresponds to the upper edge, 50 % corresponds to midway
between two edges etc. In the end, knowing how the system behaves in the design space will
let us choose appropriate dimensions for our components.
The results of the analysis, namely resting positions and pull forces, are given in Figures 3.3a
and 3.3b respectively. Considering the resting positions in the parameter space, it can be seen
that there exists a threshold below which the wheel rests at the center of the magnet (example
in Figure 3.4a), requiring small enough dmagnet and large enough dmagnet. For all such pairs of
magnet dimensions, Fpull is observed to be symmetric around the resting position. Beyond
this threshold, the wheel rests at two symmetric positions which quickly move away from the
center towards the edges with larger dmagnet and smaller dmagnet (example in Figure 3.4b), but
the wheel rests at some position along the magnet height and is not pulled entirely towards the
poles (at least not within the tested parameter space). However, for all such pairs of magnet
dimensions, Fpull is observed to not be symmetric around the resting positions. Finally, it is
observed that Fpull at resting position(s) increases almost linearly with increasing dmagnet, but
tends to increase and saturate with increasing dmagnet. Therefore, after a point, there is little or
no Fpull gain with increased dmagnet.
Given the analysis results, we chose to remain within the single resting position region; it
is desirable to have symmetric behavior around the resting position, since the wheel will
inevitably move a small amount along the magnet height due to inaccuracies during motions
involving its free DOF in a multi-wheel configuration. In this region, the smallest geometrically
feasible pair of off-the-shelf dimensions that would ensure enough Fpull was chosen, which
corresponds to dmagnet = 10mm and dmagnet = 5mm. The magnetic field resulting from these
magnet dimensions in the presence of the ferromagnetic wheel core can be observed in
Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 – Magnetic field lines in a single ball wheel-ring magnet assembly where dmagnet =
10mm and hmagnet = 5mm, drawn with COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2, showing the expected
coupling of the ferromagnetic wheel core with the magnetic field. The outlines of the magnet
and wheel core are drawn with blue and red respectively. Rubber coating on the ball wheel is
not shown (but was taken into account during calculations). The force applied on the wheel is
shown with the red arrow, predicted to be 1.232 N.
3.2.3 Dynamics of Single Ball Drive
Now that we know the magnitudes and behaviors of forces resulting from the magnetostatic
interaction between the wheel and the magnet, we focus our interest on the entirety of forces
and torques acting on the elements of our system and their relations to our motor output
torques during motion. First, we draw attention to the two distinct modes of operation
resulting from the design choice where the magnet-motor assembly is left unmounted from
the robot frame; these are seen in Figure 3.6a and Figure 3.6b and are considered separately.
By virtue of this design choice, when the robot is externally manipulated, either the wheel
will rest against the opposite ball transfer (forward mode, Nbs,w > 0) or the magnet will rest
against the frame (backward mode, Nfs,m > 0), depending on the actuation and manipulation
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Figure 3.6 – Dynamics of single ball drive, side view. Normal, friction, gravity and magnetostatic
pull forces denoted with N , F , G and P respectively. Torque denoted with T . Ball wheel,
magnet, robot frame and ground (rigid bodies) denoted with w , m, f and g respectively.
Different contact points on the frame denoted with bs, bt (ball transfers), ft, fs and fb (surfaces
acting as plain bearings). Forces acting on wheel, magnet and frame colored in red, blue and
black respectively.
forces: This redirects all external manipulation loads to ball transfers and/or the frame and
prevents them from resulting in shear loads on the motor shaft. Although this method results
in reduced precision, increased friction and backlash at the wheel level, it adds robustness
against human interaction and potentially increases motor and gearbox lifetime using no
extra parts.
From a broader point of view, knowing the effect of the motor output torque (a quantity that
we can indirectly control) to the forces applied to the ground from the wheels is desirable
since these are the forces that ultimately move the robot. For our considerations, we take
the robot frame, the ball wheel and the motor-magnet assembly as rigid bodies. To derive
the relationship between the motor output torques and the forces applied to the ground, we
assume that there is no vertical acceleration, a third of the robot frame is supported by each
wheel and all rigid bodies accelerate identically on the plane:
arobot = amagnet = awheel = aframe (3.1)
We further assume that the wheel does not slip against the ground or the magnet:
αmagnetrmagnet =αwheelrwheel = arobot (3.2)
Fw,m ≤µwheel - magnets Nw,m (3.3)
Fw,g ≤µwheel - grounds Nw,g (3.4)
The magnet-robot frame frictions are always kinetic while the wheel-ball transfer frictions
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were taken to be kinetic against the wheel surface to accommodate the worst case scenario
where the ball transfer gets blocked:
Fm,fs =µmagnet - framek Nm,fs (3.5)
Fm,ft =µmagnet - framek Nm,ft (3.6)
Fm,fb =µmagnet - framek Nm,fb (3.7)
Fw,bt =µwheel - ball transferk Nw,bt (3.8)
Fw,bs =µwheel - ball transferk Nw,bs (3.9)
Given the practical materials used in the implementation (detailed in Section 3.3), the follow-
ing coefficients of friction were used:
µ
wheel - magnet
s =µNBR - Polished Nickels = 0.82 (measured3) (3.10)
µ
wheel - ground
s =µNBR - ?s = 0.8 (taken as a maximum) (3.11)
µ
magnet - frame
k =µPolished Nickel - PLAk = 0.37 (measured4) (3.12)
µwheel - ball transferk =µNBR - PTFEk = 0.07 ([141]) (3.13)
With the above assumptions, practical values (such as masses of rigid bodies) and relations
(the ones in the form of F =ma and T = Iα are omitted), the following can be derived:
Fw,g =

140.0Tm−0.0648N if forward mode and Tm < 0.00180Nm
128.0Tm−0.0441N if forward mode and Tm > 0.00180Nm
126.0Tm−0.0108N if backward mode
(3.14)
In forward mode, with small enough torque (first case above), the system enters a degenerate
state where the robot frame is only accelerated by the top ball transfer and magnet-frame
contacts (i.e. by Ffb,m+Fbt,w where Nbs,w = 0 and Nfs,m 6= 0). In all cases, dropping the wheel-
ground no slip condition (i.e. Fw,g ≤µwheel - grounds Nw,g and αwheelrwheel = arobot are not neces-
sarily true) reveals that wheel-ground slip always occurs before wheel-magnet slip thanks to
the magnetic pull force:
Tm =

0.00442Nm =⇒ wheel-ground slips
0.00531Nm =⇒ wheel-magnet slips
}
if forward mode
0.00424Nm =⇒ wheel-ground slips
0.0596Nm =⇒ wheel-magnet slips
}
if backward mode
(3.15)
3Value was measured when components were clean; in the presence of contaminants, such as dust gathered in
the system from regular indoor use, it was measured to be as low as 0.66. This implies that for best performance,
the wheel and the magnet must be cleaned regularly.
4Worst value measured. Depending on the structure of the manufactured surface, value was measured to be as
low as 0.32.
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Figure 3.7 – Quantities of interest and frames of reference in the kinematics & dynamics of
the Cellulo robot, top-down view. Local and global frames of reference shown with L and
G respectively. Reference frames are chosen such that the z axes point downwards in order
to conform to screen coordinate systems. Free DOF are marked with dashed green. Vector
quantities having same direction are overlaid on same arrow. In the above state, the robot is
rotated by about −30° with respect to the global frame.
This section covers the dynamics of each wheel independently under assumptions such as the
existence of three wheels and equal weight distribution per wheel. However, the dynamics of
a given wheel depends also on the dynamics of other wheels and the overall geometry of the
system. Moreover, external manipulation by users may affect the dynamics, and may require
additional sensors to detect and handle correctly. These concerns are not considered in this
thesis and are left as future work.
3.2.4 Towards a Complete Drive – Kinematics & Dynamics of Robot
Now we approach the problem of building a complete locomotion system using the omni-
directional ball wheels whose individual dynamics are derived in the previous section. The
derivations presented in this section were previously published in [142, Appendix] and their
goal is to relate motor outputs (quantities we have direct control over) to robot velocities and
output forces (quantities we wish to control). The scalar and vector quantities and the frames
of reference that are referred to throughout the section are given in Figure 3.7. First, we give
the inverse kinematics that is well known for the geometry of our robot (given also in e.g.
[127, 128, 130]), from which the forward kinematics can be derived easily:
vL1
vL2
vL3
=K−1R(−θ)

vGx
vGy
ω
 (3.16)
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where:
K−1 =
−1 0 D1/2 −p3/2 D
1/2
p
3/2 D
 and R(θ)=
cosθ −sinθ 0sinθ cosθ 0
0 0 1
 (3.17)
[143] gives the dynamics of an omni-wheeled robot; the transmission from the ground forces
to robot forces and torque hold in our case as well:
F L1
F L2
F L3
=C−1R(−θ)

F Gx
F Gy
T
=C−1R(−θ)

m aGx
m aGy
Izα
 (3.18)
where m, Iz are the mass and the moment of inertia of the robot around the z axis respectively,
F Lj correspond to Fw,g from the previous section and:
C−1 =
−2/3 0 1/(3D)1/3 −p3/3 1/(3D)
1/3
p
3/3 1/(3D)
 (3.19)
Considering that the robot orientation is known at all times in our case (given by onboard
global localization), the above equations can be used to calculate the necessary wheel forces
in order to obtain the desired force/torque output from the robot.
In order to relate motor outputs to the wheel-ground forces, we take the torque-angular
velocity relation for each of our three Direct Current (DC) motors:
T j = cUU j − cωω j (3.20)
where U j , ω j and T j are the output (i.e. voltage), angular velocity and torque (corresponds
to Tm in the previous section) of the j th motor respectively and cU , cω are positive constants.
This can also be expressed as:
T j = cUU j − cv vLj (3.21)
assuming no slip between the drive roller-wheel and wheel-ground contacts where cv is
another positive constant. In the previous section, it was derived that the wheel-ground force
can be expressed as a discontinuous piecewise linear function of the motor torque. Simplifying
this function by ignoring the degenerate state (entered by a narrow torque band) allows us to
express this linear dependency in only two regions that depend on the direction of the wheel’s
motion:
T j = cF (sgn(vLj ))F Lj + c(sgn(vLj )) (3.22)
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where cF (s) and c(s) are dual constants that take two different values depending on their
input s (theoretical values derived in Equation 3.14 gives acceptable starting points for these
constants, before further calibration). cF (s) represents the force-torque coupling and therefore
is always positive while c(s) represents friction and is the same sign as s, resulting in the
additional torque requirement. Taking Equations 3.21 and 3.22 together yields:
cUU j − cv vLj = cF (sgn(vLj ))F Lj + c(sgn(vLj )) (3.23)
At this point, we make the further simplification that the robot’s mass and moment of inertia
are negligible so that it can accelerate/decelerate instantly from the user’s point of view. It was
empirically measured that the implemented robot (described in detail in the next section) can
reach its maximum velocity (about 185 mm/s) in 0.23 s and maximum angular velocity (about
7.2 rad/s) in 0.40 s when the motors are driven with full output, justifying this simplification.
Then Equation 3.18 is approximately equal to the zero vector, making the wheel-ground forces
approximately zero:
cUU j ' cv vLj + c(sgn(vLj )) (3.24)
Plugging in Equation 3.16 and dividing by cU :
U1
U2
U3
' cˆv K−1R(−θ)

vGx
vGy
ω
+

cˆ(sgn(vL1 ))
cˆ(sgn(vL2 ))
cˆ(sgn(vL3 ))
 (3.25)
Here, cˆv = cv /cU and cˆ(s)= c(s)/cU where cv and cU are to be calibrated. This allows calculat-
ing the motor outputs for the desired isolated robot motion.
In the presence of user interaction however, the robot is likely to be blocked in place. In
this case, the magnet-wheel contact will be broken with enough motor torque. Assuming
unlimited static wheel-ground friction and ignoring internal dynamic frictions, a theoretical
F Lj ,max = 1.01N can be transmitted to the ground, limited by the magnet-wheel contact. These
correspond to F Gx,y,max = 1.75N and Tmax = 0.0848Nm, again theoretical5 . Until the contact is
broken, the motors are stalled and their torques are transmitted directly to the ground after
some portion is lost to internal friction. Equations 3.21 and 3.22 thus become:
T j = cUU j and T j = c ′F F Lj + c ′(sgn(F Lj )) (3.26)
where c ′F and c
′(s) now depend on the exact configuration that the robot is grasped in (i.e.
whether the wheels are in forward mode, backward mode or in intermediate positions);
detecting this configuration properly would require additional hardware, such as internal
tactile or force sensors at the wheel and magnet level. c ′(s) again represents the additional
5F Gx,y,max was empirically observed to be 0.78±0.10 N (measured from all 6 sides) when the robot is not grasped
and to be up to 1.99±0.21 N with a 500 g weight on top of the robot simulating a strong grasp.
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75mm
Figure 3.8 – Physical implementation of the Cellulo robot version 2: Locomotion implemented,
ergonomics and appearance refined. On the left: Upside down robot with open housing
exposing locomotion components and optical system in the center. Two ball wheels out of
sockets for visibility.
torque lost to friction (now static) and is the same sign as T j which is the same direction as F Lj .
Associating the above two equations and plugging them into Equation 3.18:
U1
U2
U3
= cˆF ′C−1R(−θ)

F Gx
F Gy
T
+

cˆ ′(sgn(F L1 ))
cˆ ′(sgn(F L2 ))
cˆ ′(sgn(F L3 ))
 (3.27)
Here, cˆF ′ = c ′F /cU and cˆ ′(s) = c ′(s)/cU where cU is the same as before and c ′F and c ′(s) are
to be calibrated with average values, providing an approximate solution to the lack of the
aforementioned sensors, whose addition is not desirable with our strict cost and simplicity
constraints. After F Lj ,max (i.e. when the magnet-wheel contact is broken), the magnet will apply
a kinetic friction force to the wheel that will be transmitted to the ground, resulting in the
clamping of the force applied to the robot at the wheel level. Considering the nominal stall
torque of our practical motors (0.0348 Nm at 3.7 V, given in the next section), this maximum
force corresponds to only 14 % of the drive’s (theoretical, per wheel) capacity. Therefore, the
force output can only be controlled in this narrow band when the robot is blocked and the
outside dead band is reserved for motion.
3.3 Implementation – Cellulo Robot Version 2
We implemented our proposed drive and integrated it into our existing robots, whose elec-
tronic design was previously made to accommodate 3 DC motors through 3 motor drivers that
were left unpopulated. In addition to these, the housing was redesigned to accommodate the
locomotion components as well as to have better ergonomics when grasped; we acknowledge
that the “look and feel” of this housing was achieved by Léa Pereyre. We call this new mobile
robot hardware, seen in Figure 3.8, the Cellulo robot version 2.
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Robot housing (A)
+ UI PCB mount
Robot housing (B)
+ Main PCB spacer
Robot housing (C)
+ Ball drive housing (A)
+ LED housing (A)
Robot housing (D)
+ Ball drive housing (B)
+ LED housing (B)
UI PCB spacer
Battery housing (A)
Battery housing (B)
+ Main PCB mount
Lens
Lens mount
Main PCB
Battery
UI PCB
Rubber coated
ferromagnetic ball
Ring magnet
Gearbox
DC motor
Figure 3.9 – Exploded view of Cellulo robot version 2, upside-down. Screw routes shown in
dashed blue. Battery cables, motor cables and PCB interconnect cable not shown.
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Component Part Number Cost (¤)
Components in version 1 (Table 2.2)
except housing and fastening
74.25
Ball wheels 1.30×3
Ball transfer units 0.06×18
Magnets 0.44×3
Motors (with integrated gearbox) Pololu 2364 13.18×3
Motor drivers BD6210HFP 1.31×3
Housing (53.3 g PLA) & fastening 1.91
Total 125.93
Table 3.1 – List of Cellulo robot version 2 components and their costs.
Similar to the first version, the frame (including ball transfer enclosures embedded within
it) and motor shaft adapters for the magnets were manufactured using FFF with PLA. As
before, the frame has a hexagonal form (about 75 mm width, 80 mm end-to-end) enclosing
all components and isolating them from the exterior except three 11 mm-diameter holes on
the bottom where the wheels are exposed. The ground clearance is 0.8 mm and the entire
locomotion subsystem fits inside a height of 19 mm, measured from the ground. The entire
assembled robot weighs 167.8 g. The exploded view displaying the locomotion components
and their relation to the rest of the robot (mostly unchanged) can be seen in Figure 3.9.
Apart from the above, all components are off-the-shelf. This includes the ball transfer units
which are simple Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) balls enclosed in the frame. This low perfor-
mance method of producing ball transfers was preferred since at our scales, it is very difficult
to obtain off-the-shelf, low-cost and high-performance ball transfer units. Two more ball
transfers were added to the bottom of each wheel to keep them from contacting the frame
when the robot is picked up; they are not active during normal motion. The ball wheel core
(14 mm diameter) material was chosen to be American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) 1010
low carbon steel that was empirically tested to have better performance compared to higher
carbon or stainless steel balls in terms of parasitic forces due to eddy currents and magnetic
after-effect. A pure iron core would have better expected ferromagnetic performance but was
not preferred due to steel ball bearings being more readily available.
A 1 mm-thick coating completes the wheel diameter to 16 mm, as previously envisioned.
Empirical testing among Silicone, Neoprene and Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (NBR) (common
materials that typically have desirable qualities such as high friction) revealed that NBR has the
best friction performance and wear resistance, which was then selected as our coating material
in Shore A 90 hardness, the hardest available at the manufacturer. A nickel-plated Neodymium
magnet of N42 magnetization (material and strength that was previously used in the analysis
presented in Section 3.2.2) was chosen in the previously envisioned dimensions. These and
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(a) Reference trajectory. (b) Ball drive trajectory. (c) Omni-wheel drive trajectory.
Figure 3.10 – Reference trajectory for locomotion performance evaluation, designed to fit
on an A0 sheet; robots were simply commanded to move to the next goal pose with given
maximum velocities at poses 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 . Typical x, y trajectories executed by both
robots are also given as an overview of the performances.
other components are listed in Table 3.1 with their cost at the time of our implementation.
The motors are driven with a motion controller that tracks a command pose by determining
the required robot velocity (vx , vy ,ω) in a closed loop fashion with a Proportional-Integral-
Derivative (PID) controller. Motor outputs (U1,U2,U3) are then calculated from the required
robot velocity using Equation 3.25. This simple controller was observed to be adequate for
the evaluation made in the following section; improvements to it will be presented in the next
chapter, along with haptics controllers that produce force outputs from the robot.
3.4 Supervised Validation
3.4.1 Overview
Having implemented mobile robots, we now focus on rigorously characterizing the locomotion
performance, similar to how we characterized the localization performance in the previous
chapter. Now, rather than the accuracy of the reported absolute pose, we aim to measure the
fidelity of our robot in following trajectories composed of these poses as a pure measure of
locomotion performance. As before, this study is done in laboratory conditions in order to
obtain the best possible performance; this is useful to provide a reference upper bound for not
only our applications but any future work that may benefit from such a locomotion system.
3.4.2 Procedure
In order to measure the trajectory following fidelity, the square trajectory seen in Figure 3.10a
that involves simultaneous linear and angular motions was selected and printed on an A0 sheet
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Figure 3.11 – Our ball drive robot with a temporary development frame built for this study (on
the left), otherwise identical to our final implementation, in comparison to the omni-wheel
drive robot built as a baseline (on the right). Both robots rest bottom-side-up.
for the robot to follow with 150 mm/s maximum linear velocity and pi/4.067rad/s maximum
angular velocity. Commands to track the next pose were given on the corners of the trajectory
when they are reached, i.e. a total of 4 times. The particular use of global localization in the
motion controller ensures that the goals are eventually reached, but it does not ensure tracking
of real velocities and therefore fidelity to the ideal trajectory in a closed loop.
This calibrated open loop method was preferred for the measurement of the lower bound
of performance in a scenario where the wireless communication is limited with the master
device (e.g. tablet) that stores the arbitrary trajectory to be tracked. In more involved scenarios,
the communication channel may have high enough bandwidth and low enough latency that
allows the closed loop control of the robot velocities by the master device that stores and
processes the trajectory, or the robot may support the prior transmission of the previously
known trajectory to be tracked6. In these scenarios, we hypothesize that higher trajectory
tracking fidelities can be achieved since the deviation from the trajectory can be corrected in
real time, which is not attempted in this study.
Furthermore, an alternative version of our robot was built with omni-wheels, seen in Figure
3.11, to be compared with our ball drive design. As previously mentioned in Section 3.1.3,
omni-wheels are arguably the most common choice in building holonomic drives and are
well studied; as such, it is useful to have an omni-wheel drive as a baseline. This drive was
built to have the same geometry and kinematics except the wheel offset from center: 46.9 mm
vs. 28 mm in the ball drive. The same manufacturing methods and components were used
except 50 : 1 gear reduction motors instead of 30 : 1 due to the different size of wheels. Care
was taken during frame manufacturing that both robots have roughly the same weight; the
ball drive robot weighs 178.9 g (reduced further in the final implementation to achieve the
weight reported in Section 3.3) whereas the omni-wheel drive robot weighs 178.1 g.
6In the next chapter, we describe the addition of such an option, namely the tracking of composite cubic Bézier
curves that are transmissible over the communication channel, to the motion trackers available on our robots.
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Figure 3.12 – Typical trajectories followed by robots. Dashed lines indicate values of ideal
trajectory.
The 30 mm-diameter omni-wheels were custom manufactured due to the lack of such a
small size off-the-shelf: The rims were manufactured with FFF while the rollers (hard plastic
core, 1 mm-thick Shore A 85 hardness rubber-like exterior) were manufactured with Multi-Jet
Modeling (MJM) for¤2.18 per roller. The same motion controller was used with appropriately
calibrated coefficients in both robots for fair comparison.
10 runs were done for each robot where pose data were collected from the robots’ own global
localization systems at about 46.6 Hz (subsequent to this study, this framerate was improved
to the one reported in Section 2.5.3). These measurements were taken as ground truth since
the accuracy and precision of either of the locomotion systems are expected to be much lower
than the localization system that is entirely solid state. In this setup, the sources of significant
systematic error are identified as:
• FFF and MJM tolerances, notably for magnet-shaft adapters, ball transfer housings and
omni-wheel rollers
• Ball wheel fabrication tolerances: Off-center core results in anisotropic moment of
inertia and magnetostatic interaction forces
• Off-the-shelf motor variances, causing some wheels to consistently rotate more than
others with the same input
3.4.3 Results
The typical trajectories followed by the ball drive and omni-wheel drive robot can be seen
in Figures 3.10b and 3.10c (only x, y components) respectively as an overview of the perfor-
mances of both drives. A more detailed look at typical performances of all pose components
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Mode Measured quantity Omni-wheel drive Ball drive∣∣xsampled−xideal∣∣ 7.53±8.26 mm 11.1±11.3 mm
Mean
∣∣ysampled− yideal∣∣ 6.66±7.80 mm 6.52±7.07 mm∣∣θsampled−θideal∣∣ 4.40±3.14° 5.40±3.80°
max
∣∣xsampled−xideal∣∣ 33.3±6.3 mm 44.6±4.5 mm
Worst max
∣∣ysampled− yideal∣∣ 34.0±4.8 mm 30.8±7.4 mm
max
∣∣θsampled−θideal∣∣ 12.9±1.9° 14.9±2.0°
Table 3.2 – Comparative performances of proposed ball drive and baseline omni-wheel drives,
values given with ± one standard deviation. In Mean, all samples from all 10 runs were taken
(Nball drive = 8183, Nomni-wheel drive = 7705) while in Worst, maximum deviation of each run
was taken (Nball drive =Nomni-wheel drive = 10).
is given in Figure 3.12, showing the slightly worse performance of the ball drive vs. the more
accurate omni-wheel drive.
To quantitatively compare the performances of the two robots, deviations from the ideal
trajectory (defined as the accelerationless constant-velocity trajectory from one command
pose to the next) were calculated for each sample, separately for x, y and θ. The worst
deviations for each run, as well as the overall average deviations are compared in Table 3.2.
These deviations are expected to be similar for trajectories that are tracked with similar
velocities, regardless of trajectory length, as long as the localization accuracies (used as ground
truth) can be ensured to not be significantly worse.
The results indicate that the omni-wheel drive performed better in x and θ while the differ-
ence in y was not statistically discernible (due to the alignment with the orientations in the
trajectory). This clear performance gap can be explained by our design choice to leave the
wheel-magnet-motor assembly free to increase robustness against external user manipulation,
as well as low performance components with poor manufacturing tolerances (particularly
wheels and ball transfers) affecting the dynamics of overall the system more compared to the
omni-wheel drive.
From another perspective, the omni-wheel drive was haptically observed to vibrate signifi-
cantly more compared to the ball drive due to discontinuous contact points with the ground,
as expected. This difference can be quantified with Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)s at-
tached to the robots that measure the vertical acceleration during the runs, which is left as
future work. Furthermore, even though we produced the smallest sized omni-wheels that we
were able to with similar manufacturing methods and costs, we were not able to achieve the
volumetric compactness that was permitted by the ball drive. If the performance differences
provided above (and other shortcomings discussed in the next section) can be tolerated in a
given application, the ball drive design can be preferred over the traditional omni-wheels for
these added benefits (and others, again discussed in the next section).
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3.4.4 Conclusion
This section presented the validation of our permanent magnet-assisted ball drive design
where we quantitatively characterized the performance and compared it against a baseline
built with popular and common omni-wheels. From a qualitative perspective, the key benefits
of our design are:
• Almost fully made of low cost off-the-shelf components
• Naturally compact geometry
• Less vibration and smoother motion compared to more popular omni-wheels
• Mechanical components that must be exposed to the outside world (rubber sphere seg-
ments) exceptionally small and simple, potentially reducing distractions and cognitive
load in (mainly younger) learners
• Equivalent control on drive roller-wheel contact force with simpler elements compared
to traditional passive mechanisms in other ball drive designs (e.g. spring-loaded passive
roller, drive roller deformation)
• Robustness against physical user interaction by virtue of leaving the wheel-magnet-
motor assembly unmounted, permitted by the magnetic force preservation
However, certain drawbacks must be taken into account:
• Not suitable for high-precision applications due to leaving the wheel-magnet-motor
assembly unmounted from the frame and due to extensive use of contact dynamics
• Robot should be lightweight enough due to low load bearing capabilities of simple ball
transfer units
• Robot should be small enough in size; larger robots would require potentially too large
and dangerous magnets and too heavy ball wheels
• Ground surface should be flat enough (e.g. tabletop) due to low ground clearance
• Encoding ball wheels is not trivial if a localization system such as ours is not present
• Has less simple dynamics compared to more common elements such as omni-wheels
• Due to the frame bearing the magnet, produces considerable audible noise
• Extra maintenance may be required in the long-term due to extensive use of contact
dynamics and potentially due to the accumulation of contaminants in the bearings
Considering the target application presented in this thesis, namely building learning activities
for the classroom featuring many palm-sized robots that are capable of haptic feedback and are
open to physical interaction, we believe the above features are essential: Omnidirectionality
and the absence of vibration are necessary for the flexibility and quality of motion and haptic
feedback; compact geometry is required for the handheld size of robots; affordability is
important to ensure enough number of robots can be placed in a classroom; and robustness
against manipulation is desirable to allow unlimited physical interaction by child learners. In
the following section, we present an ecological validation phase where we not only observe the
mechanical operation of our mobile robots in the hands of children but begin testing activities
that focus on learning.
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Figure 3.13 – Windfield playground, playable area 1.7 m×0.66 m, microdot pattern omitted.
Start and finish lines seen on the leftmost and rightmost edges, as well as obtainable points
associated with cities are designed as part of another phase of the activity that is presented in
the next chapter.
3.5 Ecological Validation
3.5.1 Overview
At this point, our robots feature validated mobility and mechanical robustness against intense
external user manipulation for the goal of simultaneously moving and being moved. From the
perspective of users (namely the learners) that are interacting with a small mobile robot, it
may not be entirely clear that our robot is intended to be a tangible haptic interface as well
as an autonomous robot. Unlike traditional autonomous robots that are often dangerous to
interact with (for the user and/or for the robot) or do not actively utilize physical interaction,
our robot is able to intentionally promote physical interaction thanks to its conceptual and
mechanical design.
Therefore, similar to the one presented in the previous chapter, we now choose to perform an
ecological validation cycle for our tangible robots where we aim to build and test an activity
whose meaning is established around the concept of moving vs. being moved. Moreover, we
will build our activity with a curricular learning theme in order to move towards the actual
application area of our platform. By proposing this activity to child learners and observing
their use of our platform, we will test the adequacy of our hardware and software design, as
well as gain insight on the perception of the movability of our robots and its added value to
learning. On a more practical note, we acknowledge that the development of the activity we
are about to present (previously published in [117]) was accomplished with the collaboration
of Maria Beltran, Manon Briod (graphics and interaction design) and Dr. Wafa Johal (software
co-development and experiment co-design).
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(a) Child probing the wind at the south of
Paris.
(b) Robot’s force output, representing the
wind caused by the (invisible) pressure points.
Figure 3.14 – Scene from the Windfield study, displaying the haptic interaction that embodies
the force of the wind created by atmospheric pressure points. Here, a high pressure point (red
area on the right) causes outward winds, pushing the grasped robot (on the left) according to
the calculated direction and strength of the wind (red arrow on the right) at that location.
3.5.2 Windfield Study – Design & Participants
Our activity, called Windfield, is designed as a learning game that aims to teach the creation
mechanism of winds through atmospheric pressure differences. It takes place on the geo-
graphical map of Europe (playground seen in Figure 3.13) where the individual robots are
introduced as “hot air balloons” that can be placed anywhere on the map by the learners.
Through haptic feedback, the localized force of the winds affecting the hot air balloons are
conveyed to the learners as long as the robots are grasped, detected by the capacitive touch
sensors on the top surface7; this interaction is summarized in Figure 3.14.
Multiple atmospheric pressure points that are high or low are placed on the map prior to
the learners’ interaction. Following their real physical counterparts, these points affect the
pressure over the entire playground and their effects diminish with distance. Given all pressure
points and their positions, atmospheric pressure values are calculated over a grid spanning the
entire playground (resulting in a simplified FEA-like method). These values are then used to
calculate the pressure gradient on a given position, which dictates the intensity and direction
of the wind on that position; additional factors that affect the wind such as the Coriolis effect
or the geographical landscape features are not considered.
Given these points that are not directly visible, the activity pushes the learners to explore the
7In principle, force/torque sensors on the grasped surface are required to control the force feedback in a closed
loop that are not present on our robots due to cost and scheduling issues.
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(a) Atmospheric pressure (hidden to the participant). (b) Participant’s guesses for the pressure points.
Figure 3.15 – Screen captures of the Windfield activity application running on the tablet.
Position of the hot air balloon is synchronized with the position of the robot on the real
playground (seen close to the bottom left corner). Low and high pressure areas are represented
in blue and red respectively.
map, “feel” the winds and discover the locations and directions (i.e. high or low) of the pressure
points creating these winds. After discovering, they indicate their guesses by dragging and
dropping the corresponding icons on the tablet (where the playground and the locations of
the hot air balloons are displayed), as seen in Figure 3.15. After playing the game, the learners
are expected to gain the knowledge that:
1. The wind blows from high to low pressure areas
2. The strength of the wind diminishes with increasing distance from pressure points
We ran the study during two open-door events on two consecutive days for more than 6 hours
in total; these were the Cambridge Science Festival 2016 and a prior event advertised and
realized at Swissnex Boston tied to the festival. The two events attracted about 15,000 at-
tendees, most of which were children accompanied by their parents; the festival alone was
estimated to contain 75,000 face-to-face interactions with such attendees and demonstrators
like us. The child attendees came to our tables at their discretion and stayed as much as
they wanted, during which they became participants of our study if they interacted with our
activity non-trivially (i.e. excluding children who were just looking and were manipulating the
robots/tablets aimlessly and leaving). Given this particular context, our study is not targeted
to verify well-controlled experimental conditions but is envisioned as a “stress test” of the
reliability of our hardware and software, and as a situation where we aim to observe a large
number of participants interact with and learn from our actuated tangibles.
Prior to the activity, the participants were told what the activity is about and what the robots
are standing for. The atmospheric pressure points and how they “blow wind outwards” and
“suck winds inwards” were also introduced. After the activity, the ages of the participants
were asked. Under these circumstances, with 3 activities running in parallel on 3 separate
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playgrounds and tablets, we estimate that about 150 children ranging from 5 to 14 years old
participated in our study and attempted to find the hidden pressure points for durations
ranging from 2 minutes to 15 minutes.
3.5.3 Results & Discussion
We observed that children engaged easily with the activity in general and did not show re-
luctance to manipulate the robots. From the opposite perspective, we were asked multiple
questions such as “Where can we buy these [robots]?”, “Are you giving these [robots] away?”,
“Can we take this [playground sheet] with us?” that suggest that the platform was approachable
and attractive. In a few instances, the parents did not let their children approach the activity
due to the presence of a tablet; these children were presumably being raised in a “mobile
device-free” manner until a certain age. This indicates that tablet-free modes of operation are
a factor in the acceptance of Cellulo and their development may be necessary in the future.
Due to the use of capacitive touch sensors to detect the presence of the grasp, the participants
were required to grasp the robot from the top. This caused side grasps (observed to be the
most prominent instinctive grasp towards our robots without any priming) and top grasps
where the palm did not touch the robot surface to remain undetected. Despite this, the haptic
modality of conveying a planar force was generally well-received, most children were able to
backdrive the robot easily and tell in which direction the robot was pushing their hand when
asked. However, the difficulties that were encountered in sensing the presence and properties
of the grasp effectively indicate that better sensors that cover more of the grasped surface area
must be integrated into the robots in the future.
The effectiveness of the interaction was observed to depend on the directionality of the force:
Low pressure points were almost always found before high pressure points since “following
the wind” naturally led the robot to one of the low pressure points, acting as sinkholes. On the
contrary, high pressure points were more difficult to find as they push the robots away and
require the exploration of the surrounding area to be uncovered, which was performed by a
fewer number of participants.
From the learning perspective, the age group of the participants had a clear impact on their
performance. Children under 11-12 years old (the majority of our participants) often could
not find the high pressure points. The ones that did find them were still not able to give
satisfactory answers to questions like “What do you think the wind is doing?” or “How do you
think wind is connected to the pressure points?”. Youngest participants (5-6 years old) were
observed to have difficulties reaching over the far side of the playground and grasping the
robot; this prevented them from properly interacting with the activity and underlines that the
interactions with the robots and physical size of the playground must be adjusted to the target
age group.
Participants over 11-12 years old were generally able to understand that pressure points acted
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in all directions by scanning around the points and finding them. Some children exhaustively
searched and found all pressure points by spending an abundant time in the activity. Some
were able to provide answers to the aforementioned questions such as “It seems to blow from
these high points to these low points.”, often pointing at the pressure points on the playground
itself. This indicates that children were able to transfer their findings from the tablet to the
physical playground, and suggest – at least for older children – that the combination paper,
robot, tablet can be perceived as a single, multi-modal, educational tool to help teach these
phenomena. We did not find clear evidence, however, on the understanding of decreasing
wind intensity with distance to pressure points within any age group, implying that such
complex phenomena cannot easily be discovered on one’s own and hints at the importance of
a pedagogical scenario that must be designed along with the activity.
3.5.4 Conclusion
In this section, we presented the design and testing of the very first Cellulo activity with
a learning theme that demonstrates the use of our robots that can move (in this case in
the form of haptic force feedback) and be moved (in this case in the form of the ability to
be backdriven and placed anywhere). Through this capability, we enabled the learners to
physically experience and understand a complex and invisible phenomenon found in the
formal curriculum, that is the interplay of the atmospheric pressures, in a natural manner.
Our hardware, designed with the constraints of real and unsupervised use in classrooms,
proved approachable, intuitive and effective in this particular instance. We deployed and
collected 3 copies of our activity hardware, namely mobile robots, paper playground sheets
and tablets, to and from the experiment sites with considerable ease without the need for any
calibration; this mirrors the practicality that we expect in using our platform in real teaching
scenarios in classrooms. We acknowledge that this validation had a rather informal nature
where we aimed to observe which aspect performed well in general and which aspect did not;
in the following chapters, more formal studies that shed clearer light on learning will follow.
Having concluded this chapter where we focused on building actuated tangibles, we ac-
knowledge that the study presented in this section relied heavily on haptics as an interaction
modality, despite the lack of a formally designed haptics module. It is certainly interesting
to advance this aspect of our robots in order to build towards a more comprehensive, well-
designed and validated set of haptic outputs, as opposed to the preliminary approach used
in this activity. For this reason, in the following chapter, we focus on designing a complete
haptics module that lets us characterize and validate the haptic performance of our robots.
Subsequent to the determination of this performance, we present a study that incorporates
an improved version of Windfield where we aim our attention at measuring clear learning
gains and observing effects of Cellulo on individual exploration patterns and collaboration in
multi-learner teams.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Background
At this point, following the two design, prototyping and testing iterations that were described
in the previous two chapters, we possess robots that are accurately localized within the activity
and that can holonomically move and be moved. More broadly, our robots are a tangible
interface to many point-like objects (abstract or concrete) residing in planar workspaces
where they represent the spatial presence and motion of these objects. Moreover, by the virtue
of their tangibility, they have the emergent potential to convey virtual forces that act on these
objects. Depending on the needs of the activity, these may be a due to e.g. a virtual force
field acting on the object, the tactile characteristics of a virtual surface (such as roughness) or
simply an event taking place within the activity resulting in informative feedback.
Then, with this vision, we begin approaching a two-layered problem. First, we must design
and test a subsystem for our robots that is capable of generating the aforementioned forces, i.e.
a “haptics” subsystem. Second, we must start focusing on integrating our platform to learning
environments, as education is the conceived application which shaped and will continue to
shape the design of the platform. Our robots, that are to become haptic-enabled handheld
robots by the end of this chapter, are envisioned in the long term as part of large, collaborative,
paper-based workspaces shaped by the requirements of the classroom ecosystem, the teacher
and the curriculum.
“Haptics” refers to the sensory perception (by humans) and recreation (by devices) of me-
chanical forces, i.e. the sense of touch. It is a distinct field from, yet tightly interconnected
with, robotics. It is typically approached from two distinct perspectives, namely tactile and
kinesthetic ([144]). Tactile haptics is concerned with the sense of the nature of contact with
objects, often attempting to model and reproduce surface characteristics such as friction.
Kinesthetic haptics, on the other hand, is concerned with the sense of position and motion
of objects and associated forces, such as weight. Again, haptic systems have characteristic
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constraints that affect the designed devices:
• DOF that are to be covered and kinematic constraints
• Size of the workspace, as well as physical size and shape of the device
• Mass (lower is better) of the device
• Available stiffness (higher is better) offered by the device
• Programmability
• Precision requirements
• Monetary cost, affordability
Note here that, unlike the locomotion problem, power consumption, energy efficiency and
mechanical complexity are not among the typical constraints, since state-of-the-art haptic
devices are almost exclusively grounded desktop mechanisms (powered by mains electricity)
with specific professional target markets where the usage of the device can be accurately
characterized so that robustness against intensive usage is not usually required. Moreover,
by virtue of these professional target markets, affordability can often be sacrificed to obtain
the commonly high degrees precision and DOF required by the professional setting, such as
robot-assisted surgery or industrial teleoperation.
4.1.2 Problem Statement
As stated in the previous chapters, our work is framed within the classroom environment, in
large, collaborative workspaces. Some constraints that were already defined (with haptics in
mind, besides other operation modalities), such as mobile operation on a plane and low cost,
as well as scheduling issues encourage us to finalize the hardware design within the scope of
this thesis and not improve it further, and to focus only on software to enable haptics on our
already existing robots.
Our target is the ability to give haptic feedback (both kinesthetic and tactile) along the same
DOF, namely translational (x, y) and rotational around the vertical axis (θ), through a software
motion/haptics controller. An improved pose/trajectory tracker must be designed so that
our devices may fully operate as mobile robots (to enhance moving). Since the design of our
locomotion system incurs considerable frictional impedance, a “backdrivability assistance”
module must also be designed in our controller (to enhance being moved). When this design
is obtained, our aim will be to characterize the precision with which our robots are able to
generate haptic feedback and its perception “quality” by humans, since our devices have
particularly low precision due to non-groundedness (i.e. removability from the operation
surface which interrupts the actuation) and very low cost.
Moreover, we will re-explore the concept of moving vs. being moved within a learning setting
with focus on haptics, which was not attempted with a tangible handheld multi-robot interface
such as ours before to the best of our knowledge. Here, having an array of devices that are
both autonomous robots, as well as tangible haptic interfaces, holds interesting opportunities
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(a) “Pantograph” – A grounded
high precision haptic interface
that accommodates one fingertip
in a small workspace ([145]). Pic-
ture taken from www.microsoft.
com.
(b) A Mobile Haptic Interface
(MHI) that accommodates
two hands in a practically
unlimited workspace, while
also allowing vertical motion
outside the plane ([146]).
(c) A desktop Mobile Haptic Inter-
face (MHI) with arm rehabilitation
focus that accommodates the hand
and the forearm in a large workspace
([147]). Picture taken from www.
eruffaldi.com.
Figure 4.1 – Prominent instances of (largely) planar haptic interfaces in the literature.
for collaboration among learners that we will aim to exploit.
In the following section, we will provide the state-of-the-art of haptic device designs compa-
rable to ours, as well as the state-of-the-art of a developing field still mostly separate from
haptics, called Active Tangible Interfaces, that touches the idea of moving vs. being moved
and provides useful insights from the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) perspective. A brief
but up-to-date overview of haptics in education will follow.
4.1.3 Related Work
Haptic Device Design
2DOF (x, y) or 3DOF (x, y,θ) planar haptic devices, comparable to our envisioned device,
can be used as interfaces to point-like objects residing on a plane; see Figure 4.1 for a brief
overview of such devices in the literature. [148] gives one of the first examples in the literature
of what can be called a “haptic mouse”. It operates on a conductive surface and can resist the
user’s motion by means of the force generated by controlled eddy currents (same method as
described in [149]) for kinesthetic feedback and can pulse the left mouse button for tactile
feedback. It is shown in this study that users’ response times in a traditional window-based
desktop environment can be improved with the addition of the aforementioned haptic com-
ponent to the mouse cursor. Despite the practically unlimited workspace offered by such
a design, the ability to create spontaneous motion to give haptic feedback in any direction
rather than only opposing the present motion of the device remained a challenge.
The literature on devices with practically unlimited workspace was thus primarily reserved
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to simple tactile feedback (found mainly in patents and numerous commercial products
released in the past two decades that typically utilize low cost vibration motors) while the
focus on kinesthetic and high resolution tactile feedback remained exclusive to more elaborate
grounded desktop mechanisms with limited workspace and higher fidelity. Such mechanisms
include a 2DOF cartesian robot ([150]), a 3DOF wire-driven mechanism ([151]), a 2DOF 5-bar
linkage ([145], see Figure 4.1a), a dual 2DOF 5-bar linkage that redundantly extends [145] into
a 3DOF planar mechanism ([152]) and finally a 6DOF parallel redundant mechanism that
results in a 3DOF planar interface ([153]).
A potential solution to the limited workspace problem is offered by Mobile Haptic Interface
(MHI)s ([154, 155], see Figure 4.1b). These human-sized interfaces combine a mobile base with
a limited-workspace haptic device and follow the locomotion of the operator (thus extending
the workspace to the entire walkable floor) in industrial teleoperation and virtual space
exploration scenarios. Later studies involving similar devices designed for similar purposes
include [156, 157, 146]. More recently, [147, 158] proposed relatively smaller (forearm-sized),
link-free desktop MHIs with a strong application focus on upper arm rehabilitation (see
Figure 4.1c). While these devices certainly mark an improvement towards our goal of building
collaborative workspaces composed of many handheld tangible haptic devices, they do not
aim to address miniaturizability and inexpensiveness concerns that are absolutely essential
for such a platform as ours. Moreover, they are evaluated from a rehabilitation perspective in
very specific use cases where corrective performance of the device in path following tasks is
measured. For our purposes, evaluation from a more didactic perspective is required where
we measure the comprehension of the haptic information that the user is receiving and the
sensitivity of this perception, which is among the aims of this chapter.
However, most of the device design and control literature focuses on mechanisms that allow
to operate within a (limited) 3D space for greater workspace versatility; these mechanisms are
typically either (i) Variants of the Delta robot design ([159] i.e. 3 parallel arms connected to a
base where the end effector or the user handle is located), (ii) In the form of serial link chains, or
(iii) Hybrids of parallel and serial mechanisms. Two of the most popular low cost commercial
devices are Novint Falcon ([160]) and PHANTOM Omni ([161]). Apart from these, there exists a
substantial body of research that is devoted to designing high-end haptic input/output devices
for bilateral control of high-end surgical manipulators, as well as haptic-enabled rehabilitation.
Compared to the state-of-the-art, the novelty of our design is providing many points of haptic
interaction within (possibly many) large workspaces in the form of a tangible user interface,
while remaining very low cost but sacrificing precision and being confined to tabletops.
Active Tangible Interfaces
Active Tangible Interfaces, namely interfaces that use actuation on its tangible items, also
constitute an interesting research area. Studies concerning this modality are mostly of an
exploratory nature, suggesting potential applications and differing mainly by their system
design. [162, 163] are the first examples in the literature of active tangible interfaces, in the
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form of 2DOF electromagnetically actuated tokens on a tabletop; [164] later extended this to
3DOF and discussed some haptic interaction possibilities.
[165, 166, 167] propose a more conventional approach that is small-size differential drive
robots on a graphically active tabletop. [168] showed a programming environment imple-
mented with such an interface. [169] further extended this approach to include tactile feed-
back. Other less conventional approaches to actuation are ultrasonic proposed by [170] and
vibration drive used by [171, 172]. These studies approach the vision of many points of inter-
action within large workspaces, but do not fully exploit (or are not concerned with) the haptic
interaction potential of such interfaces. They are typically concerned with novel applications
to the presented user interfaces.
Haptics in Education
[173] gives a useful review of haptics in education where a number of studies indicate that
haptics improves motivation and attention, whereas it is not clear whether it actually improves
learning. Other studies mentioned in the review report the potential of haptic devices in
kinesthetic and embodied learning, as well as in learning of “invisible phenomena”. The
review also suggests the limitation of the commonly used single point-probe exploration
method, the potential benefits of the existence of multiple haptic probes (albeit imagined
as fingertip probes) and the typically high cost of such devices. Our motivations naturally
include this increase in enthusiasm and the exploration of kinesthetic/embodied learning,
and our proposed design will address the multiplicity and high cost problems among others.
From a conceptual point of view, the idea of exploring the educative opportunities of low
precision affordable haptic devices dates back to early 2000’s; [174] first proposed the usage of
an off-the-shelf haptic mouse (grounded with very limited workspace) for accessible science
education. [175] later proposed Lego Mindstorms for as a reconfigurable haptic platform
to teach undergraduate mechanics, robotics and programming. Another popular low-cost
design to teach STEM subjects is the haptic paddle found in [176, 177] and others.
Apart from these, higher-end devices were also used in teaching diverse focused matter across
various levels of education. These include middle-school cell biology ([178]), middle/high-
school virus biology ([179]), handwriting ([180]), levers in middle-school physics ([181]), pas-
cal’s principle and friction in high-school physics ([182]), accessible geometry ([183]), coriolis
effect in middle-school physics ([184]), graduate molecular life science ([185]) and buoyancy
in undergraduate physics ([186]).
Of the above concrete studies, only one reported definitively worse scores when haptic feed-
back was added. A small portion of the rest only claimed the potential of said haptic interfaces
(due to the lack of evaluation in a real context) while the majority was able to confirm effective
learning of the subject matter. About half of the latter studies were able to show that the
addition of haptic feedback improved learning in some way over using other modalities alone.
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We believe this background shows potential and is motivating to pursue haptic feedback
capabilities on our learning platform.
4.2 Development – Haptics & Motion Controller
4.2.1 Overview
In the previous chapter, we designed the locomotion system to enable our robot’s motion with
respect to the requirements of our envisioned classroom learning setting, such as robustness
against user manipulation, low complexity and cost. We opted for a holonomic locomotion
system to enable instantaneous motion and force output towards any direction, even when the
robot is possibly blocked by the user’s grasp. Holonomicity is missing from almost all state-of-
the-art consumer robotic platforms comparable to ours, i.e. well-localized palm-sized tabletop
robots, which typically favor wheeled differential drives, or more recently vibration drives, for
the reason that they are exceedingly simple and inexpensive to manufacture, compact and
well understood.
However, we believe it is a profitable endeavor to enable holonomicity in our robots to ap-
proach a more versatile tangible interaction experience where both the input (from the user,
i.e. being moved) and output (towards the user, i.e. moving) motions are unrestricted as long
as within the tabletop workspace. The output motions, where haptic feedback is categorically
found, are particularly sensitive to this requirement as simply removing all friction between
the tangibles and the workspace along the blocked DOF to enable unrestricted motion orig-
inating from the user (found in traditional tangibles) is certainly not sufficient to enable
unrestricted motion originating from the tangible. For this particular reason, holonomic
motion is necessary where all DOF are controllable and have ideally maximum traction over
the workspace.
With all such DOF controlled, as shown in Section 3.2.4, it is possible to obtain a view of our
robots as point-like objects with poses, velocities and output forces and torques within the
global workspace frame rather than the local robot frames, as enabled by the accurate global
localization system. These global poses and velocities are known onboard the robots at all
times, and can be broadcast wirelessly to the central controller. In addition, capacitive touch
keys are used to detect whether the robot is grasped, in order to modulate haptic output.
With these resources, the aim of this section is to develop the firmware module onboard the
robots that will drive the motors according to the motion and haptic feedback needs. The
envisioned result of this development is denoted as Cellulo version 3 (previously published in
[142]), and Figure 4.2 shows an updated view of the software architecture composed of the
aforementioned components.
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· · ·
Motors
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Visual effect engine
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(e.g. set force output)
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Figure 4.2 – Cellulo version 3 software architecture. As before, diagonally lined boxes represent
software components within the robot firmware or within the activity application as part of
custom reusable QtQuick plug-ins where possible. Motion & haptics controller integrated into
the robot firmware.
4.2.2 Haptic Interaction & Controller Considerations
As described above, and developed in the previous chapters, each of our robots can obtain
their global pose and command their own locomotion system to provide a velocity or force
output. This allows for local motion and haptics control loops whose frequencies are bounded
by the slowest element in the system, i.e. localization, running at about 93 Hz. While ensuring
the lowest latency available with our robots (about 11 ms), these control loops would not be
highly flexible nor configurable on-the-fly due to the (both volatile and non-volatile) memory
limitations as well as communication bandwidth limitations. For example, using these local
loops, it would not be practical to implement a dynamic force field (changing e.g. with time,
upon user interaction with the activity or even due to the changing poses of other robots)
acting on the robots since it would require recalculating and recommunicating the entire force
field to each robot as soon as it changes.
For this level of flexibility, larger control loops passing over the activity application (residing
on a tablet or desktop computer and acting as the central controller) through the wireless
Bluetooth SPP channel can be defined. These larger control loops would receive the robot pose
(with the robot’s local timestamp attached to the pose in order to provide robustness against
non-systematic wireless latencies) and command a goal velocity or force/torque depending
on the activity. This way, for example, the aforementioned force field can be implemented
without communicating any high bandwidth information related to the force field; an activity
with such an implementation is presented in Section 4.4. Therefore, the overall motion
and haptics controller design strategy should be to implement basic, low bandwidth and
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unchanging controllers on the robot while delegating the implementation of more complex,
higher bandwidth and activity-dependent controllers to the application developer.
However, running remote control loops over Bluetooth serial channels introduces a possibly
slower element than localization to the system, namely wireless communication, whose
latency and bandwidth performance depends highly on practical conditions. In the presence
of a single robot within our typical conditions (indoor human environment with 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi
networks also present, central controller within 1 m of the robot), we verified that a 93 Hz
wireless control loop can indeed be practically implemented, with occasional high latencies
due to packets arriving with excessive delay, after which the regular loop frequency is quickly
recovered. However, when more robots are introduced, the wireless Bluetooth channels are
observed to saturate which necessitates the artificial reduction of the control loop frequency,
done by a configuration command sent to each robot once in the beginning of the activity.
For example, with 16 robots being continuously controlled from a single central controller1,
the loop frequencies were required to be decreased to about 10 Hz to prevent saturation. This
results in around 100 ms of practical minimum latency, marking an about 9-fold decrease
from the optimal performance.
Given the acknowledged frequency limitations above, and other limitations given in the
previous chapters, it is desirable to know the adequacy of our device to the requirements of
haptic interaction in general. [187, Section 2.4] gives distinct frequency, resolution and signal-
to-noise ratio requirements for both kinesthetic and tactile interaction, compiled from surveys.
In summary, mainly kinesthetic interaction requires up to 100 Hz frequency; here, weight
and shape impressions of objects (for which tangential force plays an important role) can be
recreated with up to 10 Hz frequency. Within the 10 Hz to 100 Hz range, slippage and only some
of the grating (implemented with pulses) and texture (implemented with continuous signals)
impressions can be recreated. When mainly tactile interaction is considered, beyond 100 Hz
and up to 1 KHz frequency is required to render an important portion of gratings, textures,
stiffnesses and contact properties. Therefore, our robots, as they are now, are not capable of
recreating this area where humans are most sensitive to high-quality surface characteristics.
In our optimal case (93 Hz), it is possible to recreate kinesthetic information while it is also
possible to recreate low-quality tactile information. When many robots are considered (10 Hz
with as many as 16, and possibly lower with even more), recreating kinesthetic information is
still essentially feasible while recreating most of the tactile information is not.
Moreover, resolution plays an important role in haptic interaction quality where a force
feedback resolution down to 0.1 N and spatial resolution down to 0.7 mm are ideally required.
In Chapter 2, we characterized the accuracy and precision of localization, from which a
static understanding of spatial resolution can be obtained. Using a similar methodology
(i.e. attachment of device to a CNC toolhead which provides the ground truth) but with
1Observation done during the activity presented in the next chapter, which actually requires multiple Bluetooth
adapters on the central controller in order to overcome the maximum allowed number of 7 connected devices
through a single Bluetooth adapter. This effectively results in a hierarchical star network.
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nonzero velocity, a more dynamic understanding of spatial resolution can be obtained. Given
the resolution of our Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) signals (13-bits including the sign bit)
controlling the motor drivers, an understanding of force output resolution can also be obtained.
However, the asymmetric and backlash-ful design of the locomotion system and the simple
fact that it is an ungrounded mechanism are expected to incur considerable noise during
haptic interaction, e.g. when the robot is slightly lifted. This complicates the characterization
of resolution during actual use, especially from the user’s perspective. For this reason, we
propose to directly characterize the user sensitivity to haptic feedback during typical use via a
user study, presented in Section 4.3, the results of which will provide a realistic insight into the
actual resolutions of our device.
Finally, considering the dynamic range of mechanical human manipulation, our robots can
only cover (in the best case) up to about 2 N of the 25 N comfortably available to humans;
significantly increasing this dynamic range is not feasible without increasing the mass of our
robots that are to remain mobile. Therefore, whatever their resolution is uncovered to be in
the end of the aforementioned user study, our robots are to be taken as lightweight, tangible
haptic devices when activities are designed with them. Users must be reminded (or learn on
their own) that the motion of our robots can easily be overcome, and the interaction with
them in any case will remain delicate.
4.2.3 Controller Design
As mentioned above, our strategy is to design simple and easy to configure local controllers
as well as remote controllers that may be of arbitrary complexity, bandwidth or operation in
general. These remote controllers may contain complex descriptions of the virtual “world” to
be haptically rendered. Regardless of which class of controller, the goal of both is to close the
loop from the measured pose in the global frame to the motor outputs.
Our motion & haptics controller, designed with this strategy and seen in Figure 4.3, is essen-
tially a collection of these controllers that enable various haptic or motion functionalities. The
topology of the paths responsible for haptic feedback falls under the very common open-loop
impedance controller category, where the motions are generated by the user, who receives the
force output generated by the device (not measured, hence open-loop) depending on its pose
and motion. Each of the local controllers can be turned on or off (via dedicated Application
Programming Interface (API) calls), has multiple modes of operation (selectable via dedicated
API calls) and produces a goal set of velocities (vx , vy ,ω) or forces/torque (Fx ,Fy ,T ) in the
global frame that are converted into motor outputs using the transformations derived in the
previous chapter. In the following subsections, each submodule of the controller (most of
which enable haptic or motion capabilities) will be explained in detail.
Besides the local controllers, arbitrary remote controllers may be built that take the pose of the
robot and whether it is kidnapped or grasped (denoted with the orange values in the controller
figure, each of which generate an API event on change) and command a goal velocity or
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Figure 4.3 – Motion & haptics controller residing on robot. Values wirelessly sent by the central controller (residing on tablet or desktop
computer) to the robot are in blue. Values wirelessly transmitted by the robot to the central controller are in orange. Using these values
(taking the pose, as well as kidnapped and grasped states and commanding the goal velocity or force/torque), the central controller can run its
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the transformations given in Equations 3.25 and 3.27 respectively.
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force/torque (denoted with (vx , vy ,ω)goal and (Fx ,Fy ,T )arbitrary respectively in the controller
figure, both accessible via remote API calls). This essentially closes the loop from the measured
pose to the motor outputs in a way that is maximally reconfigurable and flexible but is subject
to the previously discussed frequency limitations of remote control loops.
Input/Output
The only sensors available to the robot are the capacitive touch sensors that sense, in this
context, whether the robot is grasped, and the optical localization system that provide the
global pose as well as sense whether the robot is no longer in the workspace (i.e. kidnapped).
The grasp sensing is done in a manner similar to those found in [188, 189]; we go one step
further by thresholding the sum of the raw values obtained from all touch keys2. All of the
sensed quantities are communicated to the central controller as API events as soon as they
change. This way, the received pose change event frequency can be used to dictate the
frequency of the remote control loops. Both remote and local control loops command the
outputs of the sole actuator of the robot in this context, namely the motors in the locomotion
system, in order to obtain motion or force/torque output from the body of the robot.
Backdrive Assist
During typical use, the user is expected to backdrive our robots linearly along the workspace
as well as around their own axes. In this case, if the locomotion system is left inoperative, the
user is subjected to the high frictional inertia of the robot. Previously, in Equation 3.25, the
relationship between the motor outputs and robot velocity in the global frame was derived,
where Equations 3.5 to 3.9 that describe the internal kinetic friction were indirectly accounted
for. Here, if the perfect knowledge of the robot velocities (i.e. without delay or noise) was
present, it would be possible to calculate the ideal motor outputs to compensate for the
internal kinetic friction, under the assumption of constant velocity.
The objective of this module is to use the measured robot velocities as a replacement to the
ideal robot velocities to reduce the internal frictions as much as possible, namely provide
assistance in backdriving the robot. For this purpose, two distinct backdrive assist modes were
designed:
Casual Mode: Is designed to be the de facto mode to make the robot easy and comfortable
to manipulate. The goal of this mode is to reduce the frictional impedance as much as
possible while ensuring the controller does not diverge, i.e. that the robot does not move
uncontrollably due to the motion feeding back to its own input. Moreover, the robot mo-
tion should stop promptly after the user releases it in order to not give an unintentional
2This method works adequately if the user chooses a grasp that brings any part of their hand close enough to
any key, but does not work for side grasps or top grasps while fingers are extended (i.e. the palm is far from the top
surface). Other shortcomings of this method are discussed in the following chapters.
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Figure 4.4 – Casual backdrive assist transfer functions, (vx , vy ,ω)assist = c(vx , vy ,ω)measured
with c tuned to be well below 1 in the linear regions to prevent the impression of autonomy.
Linear velocities are decayed quadratically below a certain threshold in order to prevent jitter
from feeding forward during low velocity motions; angular velocity is decayed quartically be-
low a second threshold due to significantly higher jitter (see Table 2.3). These decay functions
were chosen for their computational economy. Thresholds are shown with dashed lines.
impression of autonomy; in this mode, the robot should appear to be entirely obeying
the user. To achieve this, the simple transfer functions seen in Figure 4.4 are used; these
include measures to ensure the “obedience” as well as non-divergence. When a grasp
is detected, instead of these transfer functions, (vx , vy ,ω)assist = (vx , vy ,ω)measured is
simply used so that the impedance is minimized; the disturbances that would normally
cause the assistance to diverge can be stopped by the user with slight effort. When the
detectable grasp is released, the controller goes back to the transfer functions that pre-
vent the impression of autonomy. This way, non-detectable grasps are accommodated
as well as detectable grasps. The user perceives this as easier motion when the robot is
detectably grasped, i.e. from the top.
Haptic Mode: Is designed to simulate various surfaces that may expose the robot to
less or more virtual friction. Its transfer function is (vx , vy ,ω)assist = (ix , i y , iθ) ◦
(vx , vy ,ω)measured where the coefficients ix , i y and iθ are individually configurable
on-the-fly in order to provide independent (possibly zero if desired) artificial viscous
friction to each DOF. With this, for instance, full compliance along x axis and high
friction along y can be achieved. Moreover, negative ratios can also be provided to use
the motors to oppose the motion, resulting in the ability to simulate even more friction.
A minor hysteresis was introduced in both modes to enable/disable assist in order to facilitate
securing the robot in place and releasing the grasp entirely; the user perceives this as slightly
extra inertia when budging the robot.
Tactile Feedback
The module provides basic oscillatory force feedback and its outputs can be overlaid on
the arbitrary force feedback or backdrive assist to provide tactile sensation over kinesthetic
sensation, e.g. slight vibration over fully compliant backdrive assist to (very roughly) simulate
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a rugged icy surface. Two generators are available:
Simple Vibration: Provides fixed oscillatory output with separately controllable amplitude
along all DOF, period (p) and duration (d). It is possible to use it e.g. as an event
indicator, as well as an impulse source by choosing d less than p/2.
Tactile Vibration: Provides continuous oscillatory output with desired period (p) whose inten-
sities are linearly proportional (with a controllable coefficient i ) to the measured robot
velocities in the respective DOF. This generator is used as a very simple model of rough
surfaces where more momentum will exert more force on the robot when colliding with
the small bumps on the surface, assuming the collision time is constant.
More complex models can be devised that employ further inputs such as displacement, accel-
eration or randomly generated values. As previously discussed, these can be implemented by
the application developer as part of the remote controllers running on the activity application.
Motion Tracking
The module is used to achieve the tracking of the following:
Pose: Tracks a goal pose with distinct P controllers for each DOF and with maximum lin-
ear/angular tracking velocities (v,ω)max. The controllers are tuned to be high-gain so
that unless the goal coordinates are near (few mm and few degrees), the velocity outputs
are clamped to the commanded (v,ω)max. Desired DOF can be left out to be controlled
by other modules, resulting in e.g. fully compliant planar motion (x, y controlled by
backdrive assist) while holding a specific orientation (tracking θ).
Composite Bézier Curve Trajectory: Since the conception of our playgrounds involves graph-
ics design, vector graphics development and associated formats (such as Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG)) are key tools throughout activity design and development. Here, com-
posite Bézier curves are widely supported, easy to use and therefore abundant. For this
reason, this submodule was developed to allow the tracking of trajectories described
by these curves that are comfortably manageable by graphic designers and application
developers. Composite Bézier curves are an arbitrary number of cubic Bézier curves
connected end-to-end, each described parametrically by:
B(t )= (1− t )3(x, y)0+ (1− t )2t (x, y)1+ (1− t )t 2(x, y)2+ t 3(x, y)3, 0≤ t ≤ 1 (4.1)
where (x, y)0, (x, y)1, (x, y)2 and (x, y)3 are the four control points. If N individual curves
are desired in a given composite curve, only 3N +1 control points must be communi-
cated to describe the composite curve since each individual curve’s final control point is
the next one’s initial control point. Similar to the pose tracker, (v,ω)max are communi-
cated within the API call as the tracking velocities. The robot then tracks a point on the
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curve ahead of its current position which advances as long as a certain distance to the
tracked point is kept.
Velocity: Denotes a simple, open-loop output of robot velocities where each DOF can be
individually controlled or left out. It can be used as part of the previously discussed
remote controllers, as well as to provide a motion with constant velocity.
4.3 Supervised Validation
4.3.1 Introduction
Now that we have robots capable of adequate motion and haptic feedback for our envisioned
classroom application, we once again advance towards validating our design within controlled
conditions. In the previous chapters, we opted for instrumented measurement protocols
where we measured the performance of the related submodules of our robots. However,
differently from before, we now have humans as an indispensable part of the design and
evaluation loop. For this reason, to measure the haptics performance of our robots, we
propose a non-semantic task-based experiment to be conducted with human users where
we will not only aim to directly measure users’ haptic perception but also to measure their
manipulation performance under realistic (but nevertheless highly controlled) use conditions.
We acknowledge that this experiment was co-designed with Dr. Wafa Johal and the its design
and results were previously published in [142].
4.3.2 Procedure
Our evaluation procedure is composed of a series of 6 tasks and is designed to be done
individually. Each participant does each task using a single robot, a tablet and a series of
6 distinct printed sheets of paper hosting each task; these sheets are shown in Figure 4.5.
Each task presents a very specific goal, such as finding a hidden position by means of haptic
feedback. The tablet only displays instructions, concise information about the current task
state and the means to give answers to the tasks that require such answers. The main object of
interaction (that involves only haptic feedback and motor manipulation) is the robot and not
the tablet, without exception.
The tasks belong to one of four “features” important to the evaluation of our haptics & motion
controller design that involve one or more research questions that the tasks serve to illuminate;
these features and questions are as follows:
Usability:
– Are our robots usable without training or extensive familiarization?
– Using the backdrive assistance presented earlier, can our robots easily and precisely
be backdriven on the workspace?
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Memory:
– How precisely the trajectories that are conveyed purely kinesthetically can be
remembered?
Disturbance:
– How much disturbative output are our lightweight robots capable of?
Sensitivity: Using our robots, what is the useful range of haptic outputs when;
– Pinpointing a desired angle?
– Pinpointing a desired one dimensional position?
– Differentiating a stationary planar force from others?
– Differentiating a closed shape from others?
The order of the tasks were chosen to alternate between features where possible, and to in-
crease in difficulty. Since participants were chosen so that they have not interacted with our
robots before, the tasks are verbally explained in the beginning if required. Each task is of a
functional and non-semantic nature, i.e. the participant is not supposed to perceive a virtual
environment or associate the feedback with a higher-level concept. Instead, the tasks are com-
pletely self-contained and measure whether the participant can perceive and/or remember
certain quantities or perform certain motor tasks correctly. Throughout the experiment, all of
the measurements were done with the facilities already existing on the robot and the tablet
without any external setup. In the following subsections, each task will be explained in detail.
Task 1 - Find Angle
The goal of this task is to find a randomly selected hidden orientation by means of tactile
feedback while rotating the robot on the sheet seen in Figure 4.5a. Haptic backdrive assist
is enabled throughout with (ix , i y , iθ) = (−0.6,−0.6,0.6), i.e. with high linear friction but
rotational compliance. If the robot leaves the central area (indicated visually with the dashed
circle), assistance is removed and it is commanded to return to the central area. This way, the
robot acts as a “rotary knob” in the center of the activity sheet, conveying a discrete angle with
haptic feedback.
Whenever the hidden orientation is crossed, a 30 ms torque impulse is given against the
direction of crossing. The participant must give an answer that is within ±5° of the correct
orientation. If correct, the participant advances to the next levels that give less and less intense
feedback, calculated as:
|Timpulse| =
Tmax
2level
(4.2)
where Tmax denotes the maximum torque output of the robot, as measured in the previous
chapter. The participant is allowed 2 wrong answers in a level except for level 0 which acts
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as a tutorial with unlimited trials. The participant can also choose to give up at any time,
which lets them pass to the next task. With this setup, we aim to identify the participant’s
sensitivity threshold, after which the impulse will start to be indistinguishable from noise and
the participant will drop out. The metrics regarding the completion of this task across many
participants will provide insights into the sensitivity range and usability within such an angle
perception scenario.
Task 2 - Find Position
The goal of this task is to find a randomly selected hidden x coordinate on the sheet seen
in Figure 4.5b and is very similar to the previous task. Haptic backdrive assist is enabled
throughout with (ix , i y , iθ)= (0.7,−0.6,0.6), i.e. with high linear friction along the y axis but
linear compliance along x axis and rotational compliance for manipulation comfort. If the
robot leaves the middle band, assistance is removed and it is commanded to return within the
band. This way, the robot acts as a “slider knob” conveying a discrete position. Participants are
expected to answer within ±8 mm for a correct answer. The given impulse (again for 30 ms) is:
|Fx,impulse| =
Fmax
1.5level
(4.3)
where Fmax denotes the maximum force output of the robot, as measured in the previous
chapter. As before, the participant is allowed 2 wrong answers (except level 0) and the option
to give up. The collected metrics and the aim in collecting these are very similar to Find Angle
(namely to measure sensitivity and usability), but involves one dimensional positions instead.
Task 3 - Follow Path
The goal of this task is to move the robot along the four paths on the sheet seen in Figure 4.5c,
and is similar to many path following tasks in the literature. The paths were chosen to be of
varying degrees of complexity and length: The participant is tasked to follow a straight path,
a piecewise straight path, a smooth but regular path and a smooth but highly irregular path
in sequence. At level 0, the participant moves the robot freely along the paths with casual
backdrive assist. When a path is done, the robot autonomously moves to the beginning of the
next path. At levels 1-3, perturbative impulses are given orthogonal to the paths (with random
time intervals in between):
|Fimpulse| = (level/3)Fmax (4.4)
dimpulse = level×100ms (4.5)
where Fmax again denotes the maximum force output of the robot. In these levels, the partici-
pants are told to follow the path as accurately as possible. This way, each participant performs
each path four times without the possibility of giving up.
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The measures for this task are twofold. With level 0, we aim to gather metrics about how
precisely and easily can our robots be manipulated through backdrive assist that is built to
compensate for the frictional impedance of the robot. With levels 1-3, we aim to measure
to what extent our lightweight, low-power and non-grounded robot can disturb the user’s
manipulation.
Task 4 - Match
The goal of this task is to find which 2 forces (out of 4) are identical on the sheet seen in
Figure 4.5d, the robot exerts these constant forces only within the designated circles on the
sheet and only in the presence of a detectable grasp. The two answers are chosen randomly at
each level along with one orientation distractor that has same intensity but an orientation that
differs from the answer by θdistractor, and one intensity distractor that has same the orientation
but an intensity that differs from the answer by Fdistractor. These differences are:
Fdistractor =±
0.44Fmax
1.2level
(4.6)
θdistractor =±
180°
1.2level
(4.7)
where the sign is chosen randomly. In other words, the distractors become more and more
similar to the answers as levels progress. Here, it should be noted that the dead band described
in the dynamics analysis (see previous chapter) is also used extensively; the robot outputs sig-
nificant amounts of audible noise when the motors are driven, whose intensity and frequency
may be proportional to the motor outputs. This element was left in the experiment as it is to
be expected during normal use, and may be beneficial to the task. As before, the task ends
after 3 wrong answers in one level or by giving up. With this task, we aim to measure to what
extent the participants can differentiate the intensity and orientation of forces conveyed by
the robot, thus obtaining a general understanding of their actual force feedback resolution.
Task 5 - Find Shape
The goal of this task is to find which of the closed 2D curves (given in Figure 4.6) is hidden on
the sheet seen in Figure 4.5e. The robot is used as a “scanner” (with casual backdrive assist) to
probe the randomly selected shape that has a 10 mm-thick border on which the robot gives
tactile vibration with intensity:
itactile =
3.0
1.5level
(4.8)
Due to the small number of choices, the participant is allowed only 1 wrong choice. With this
task, we attempt to examine within which sensitivity range our robots are able to let the user
feel (or rather discover) 2D shapes through tactile haptic feedback.
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(a) Circle (b) Irregular
Polygon
(c) Square (d) Triangle (e) Wobbly
Circle
Figure 4.6 – Shapes used in the Find Shape task, also presented to the participant as choices.
The 10 mm border thickness scale is preserved with respect to the sheet size in the above
representations.
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
Figure 4.7 – Paths used in the Re-Move task (not presented to the participant).
Task 6 - Re-Move
The goal of this task is to kinesthetically feel the trajectory of the robot and repeat it on the
sheet seen in Figure 4.5f. The participant is asked to close their eyes and grasp the robot
which starts to move along one of the paths seen in Figure 4.7 and goes back to the start. The
participant then moves the robot along the recalled path. Since this is a kinesthetic memory
task, paths with zero or one inflexion point (and not more) were chosen. Each of the 6 paths
are performed in random order once with vmax = 75mm/s (level 0), and once again with
vmax = 150mm/s (level 1).
Here, we aim to measure the fidelity to the actual path with all visual components removed.
With this, we simulate scenarios where the user may be obliged to look elsewhere while
interacting with the robot whose motion must be kinesthetically perceived and remembered.
We include two velocity levels, not to gain an understanding on sensitivity this time, but to
gain an understanding of the effect of path reproduction speed and quality (that is expected
to be negatively affected by increasing reproduction speed) on the participant’s memory.
Participants
25 participants (10F and 15M, 31.7±7.48 years old, 4% left-handed, 40% used robots in daily
life before, including robotic vacuum cleaners) were recruited to perform all the tasks. None of
these participants had any prior experience with our robots. Due to the repetitive nature of the
tasks, the experiment was performed exclusively with adults to not introduce excessive fatigue
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Figure 4.8 – Average time taken by participants to complete each level for Find Angle, Find
Position, Find Shape and Match. Error bars denote standard deviation.
effects into our measures (the experiment took between 30 min and 50 min depending on the
participant). It is known that fine motor skills, including haptic perception, are mastered by
the age of 7 and only some of these, such as handwriting and drawing, continue to be refined
into late childhood ([190]). This suggests that our evaluation should be repeatable with late
primary school children without significant loss of accuracy on results.
4.3.3 Results
Here, we discuss our findings (through the measures from tasks described above) that shed
light on the main findings associated to the aforementioned themes.
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Usability
Among the tasks the participants performed, some are level-based and require a correct
answer (orientation, position, shape, matching forces) to advance to the next level. Measuring
the time it takes to advance to the next level in these tasks (seen in Figure 4.8) reveals the
evolution pattern of the difficulty across levels: The time spent drops for all tasks after level 0,
stays similar for a number of levels and then generally tends to increase as it requires more
and more time due to the increasing sensitivity required to find the correct answer. Paired
t-tests (within subject) between levels 0 and 1 confirm that this drop is significant except for
Find Position (p = 0.001, p = 0.12, p = 0.0001, p = 0.005 for Find Angle, Find Position, Match
and Find Shape respectively). This exception may be explained by the very similar nature of
this task as the preceding task (Find Angle) and its already low level 0 completion time, which
hints at transfer of learning.
These trends evidence that level 0 acted as a tutorial level that lasted about 2 minutes and
“trained” the users (who had no prior experience with our platform) while performing the task
itself without assistance from experimenters: This shows that our platform, within such tasks,
is usable without formal training or extensive familiarization. It is useful to note that another
exception to this finding may be in Find Shape due to the large number of participants that
dropped out in very early levels (see Figure 4.15) and that made no notable progress because
of the difficulty in comprehending and performing the task. A discussion regarding this task
follows in the subsequent subsections and we acknowledge here that the usability in Find
Shape was valid only for a subset of the participants.
Finally, we consider the Follow Path task that was designed to evaluate how the participants
manipulated the robot in a task where the goal is to follow paths of various lengths and
complexities as precisely as possible. At level 0 where no disturbance was given, the average
distance (across all participants, all paths and all data points) to the actual path was found
to be 4.04 mm (see Figure 4.12). This level of error corresponds to between 1.1 % and 0.51 %
of the paths’ entire lengths and to 5.4 % of the robot’s body length, evidencing the accuracy
to which the robot can be manipulated during normal use with active backdrive assist. For
reference, example paths performed by two participants can be seen in Figure 4.11.
Memory
The Re-Move task had participants perceive and remember paths purely kinesthetically which
they were asked to reproduce; Figure 4.9 shows examples of one of the paths performed by two
participants. Two velocity levels were included to test the effect of kinesthetic motion velocity
to the success of recall of these paths. The participant reproductions were used to measure
the distance to the paths actually performed by the robot, similar to the Follow Path task.
These measurements (seen in Figure 4.10) revealed that with increasing velocity, accuracy
increased significantly for 3 out of the 4 piecewise straight paths and decreased significantly
for the smooth path with one inflexion point. No significant difference was detected for the
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Figure 4.9 – Sample paths performed in Re-Move by one of the most successful participants
(left) and one of the least successful participants (right). Since robots are grasped when
performing, the reference paths (dashed) may be imperfect.
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Figure 4.10 – Average accuracies of participants moving the robot along 6 different paths with
2 levels of velocity in Re-Move, error bars denote standard deviation.
remaining piecewise straight path and the smooth path with no inflexion point. This suggests
that straight paths may be more difficult to recall (due to slower motion resulting in longer
motion time) while smooth paths with enough inflection points may be distorted more by
faster motion, as the participants followed the actual path that was enacted by the robot that
is not necessarily identical to the ideal path. When the worse of the average performances
among the two levels are considered for all paths, participants were able to achieve errors
of 2.76 % to 3.89 % of the total path lengths and 10.2 % to 16.8 % of the robot’s body length,
evidencing the ability of the robot to convey a variety of paths with only kinesthetic feedback.
Disturbance
Additional to the level designed to test usability, the Follow Path task involved 3 additional lev-
els designed to measure the disturbative capabilities of our robots where increasing amounts
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Figure 4.11 – Sample paths performed in Follow Path by one of the most effective participants
(left) and one of the least effective participants (right) in counteracting disturbance.
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Figure 4.12 – Average distance to the path for all participants in Follow Path, with confidence
interval bars at 98 %.
of disturbance was given to the participants, reaching up to the mechanical limits of our robots
in the last level. Example performances by two participants in level 0 (no disturbance) and
level 3 (maximum disturbance) on the most complex path is shown in Figure 4.11. Measuring
the distances of participants to the ideal path (seen in Figure 4.12), we observed significant
influence of increasing disturbance in all consecutive levels:
Level 0 - Level 1: t (129540)=−21.0, p < 0.001, CI98% = [−0.46,−0.37]mm
Level 1 - Level 2: t (143490)=−21.8, p < 0.001, CI98% = [−0.53,−0.43]mm
Level 2 - Level 3: t (147930)=−9.53, p < 0.001, CI98% = [−0.30,−0.18]mm
In other words, the robot is able to add about 28 % error on average (at maximum output,
level 3) to the user’s natural error level (at no output, level 0) which can be tuned with adjusting
the output. Naturally, these outputs are limited to be informative and are not on par with
the upper limits of human power output, with which there is about two orders of magnitude
difference. This implies that if the user had full knowledge of the incoming disturbative output
from a single robot, they would be able to counteract with ease.
Sensitivity
To measure the sensitivity to our robot’s haptic outputs, we consider level-based tasks where
less and less haptic feedback was given until the participant dropped out. Find Angle and
Find Position tasks had participants find orientations and horizontal positions in such a
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Figure 4.13 – Average distance to the correct answers in Find Angle and Find Position. All
answers, including wrong ones, are considered. Error bars denote standard deviation.
way using tactile feedback. Figure 4.13 shows decreasing trends in participants’ accura-
cies (i.e. distances of given answers to the actual orientation/position where the feedback
was given) as the haptic feedback becomes weaker. In both tasks, comparing these accu-
racies across consecutive levels reveals the locations of the hypothesized sensitivity thresh-
olds. For angles, these sensitivities corresponds to somewhere between level 4 (where ac-
curacy is 19.82° ± 41.07°) and level 6 (where accuracy is 54.01° ± 64.11°) whose difference
in accuracy is significant (Welch’s t(44.48) = −2.32, p = 0.0250). For positions, this corre-
sponds to somewhere between level 5 (where accuracy is 10.52mm ± 12.25mm) and level 6
(where accuracy is 32.36mm ± 44.85mm) whose difference in accuracy is significant (Welch’s
t(39.33)=−2.77, p = 0.008). These thresholds definitively mark the points where users lose
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Figure 4.14 – Distribution of mistakes at each level and number of participants that completed
each level as their last in Match.
precision and possibly lose comfort in perceiving the haptic feedback. More data with more
sensitivity resolution may reveal more accurate threshold locations. From a success perspec-
tive, all participants except one3 reached at least level 2 in Find Angle while all participants
reached at least level 4 in Find Position.
The Match task had participants differentiate forces that were more and more similar as levels
progressed. Using the given answers, we separately measured how many wrong answers
were given due to direction or due to intensity, shown in Figure 4.14. This shows a trend
in more mistakes due to intensity compared to direction (especially in lower levels): It was
observed that many participants discovered that they could use the robot’s motion inside
the small operational area (10 mm diameter circle in the center of each visual area) while
lightly grasping it and letting it move to observe the direction of the force, suggesting why less
direction mistakes may have been made.
Moreover, as mentioned in the task description, the audible noise generated by the motors
is potentially indicative of the applied force. On one hand, this modality complements the
haptic feedback and may enhance the force perception. On the other hand, it may be unusable
or inaccessible in the presence of many robots or a noisy environment. From a success
perspective, Figure 4.14 also shows the distribution to the number of participants who reached
each level, revealing a spectrum of perception resolution. All but 4 participants completed
at least level 5, denoting a capability in differentiating at least 17.7 % intensity (compared to
3This participant was observed to show exceptional reluctance to the device at first (as this was the first task)
but then overcame this reluctance and reached level 7 in Find Position.
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Figure 4.15 – Number of participants that completed each level as their last in Find Shape.
maximum output) and 72.3° orientation. For these few participants who did not perform as
well, more training than what was available in the experiment may be necessary to improve
perception performance. However, when the median of this distribution is considered, we
see that the majority of the participants completed at least level 9, denoting 8.53 % intensity
(compared to maximum output) and 34.9° orientation differentiation capability.
The Find Shape task had participants discover which of the five shapes was hidden on the
paper sheet using tactile feedback given at the contour of the shape. We found that participants
were generally not performant: Figure 4.15 shows that a significant number of participants
did not progress further than level 0 where there was no limit in the number of attempts.
It was observed that casually exploring the activity sheet did not reveal the shape for most
participants, and that it was necessary to develop systematic scan strategies that was achieved
by only few participants during the short duration they spent in the activity. This may indicate
that a continuous long-distance rendering of the border (force towards/away from the border)
may be a better approach to expressing 2D curves than a binary (tactile feedback on/off)
border exploration method. Due to this impairment in the design of the task, we do not draw
further conclusions on the contour-rendering capabilities of our robots.
4.3.4 Conclusion
In this section, we presented the self-contained evaluation of the haptics subsystem of our
robots that was designed as a task-based experiment. This design was done with the Cellulo
workflow in mind, where the integration of haptic interaction into activities must be easy,
natural and efficient; the reasons for which include maximizing the benefit from the (essential)
active participation of teachers in this design process, who do not necessarily possess technical
skills. For this reason, we designed our tasks in the form of “atoms” (built around the basic
DOF found in our interaction space) that can be used as on-demand building blocks. Although
this may not be the optimal approach to benefit all HCI applications in general, we believe it
is favorable for facilitating developer-designer-teacher communication in order to improve
the co-design process of activities.
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The results that were achieved in this study have several implications for this co-design process,
in addition to revealing the technical capabilities of our platform within the atomic tasks that
were chosen. For one, designers may choose to use the activity itself to guide first-time users of
the platform into familiarizing with the interaction featured in the activity, effectively avoiding
dedicated tutorials only to show the use of the device. Furthermore, in addition to utilizing
printed graphics to imply and guide the motion as shown in the previous studies, we have
now shown in this study that the robot’s motion itself can be recognized on simple trajectories
without any visual component; activities involving motion perception can now be designed
with both tools in mind (visual and non-visual), using one or the other depending on need
and other factors. When the motion is to be provided by the user on graphical trajectories,
measurements of fidelity to the path must take the best possible accuracy performable by
regular users into account, shown to be on the sub-centimeter level in this study. However, we
have also shown that it is not feasible to provide the motion entirely by the robot under all
circumstances (as previously predicted, mentioned briefly in Section 4.2.2); in other words,
a single robot is not powerful enough to dictate the motion if the user does not allow it. If
such behaviors are to be designed, the user must be informed (or ensured) to grasp the robot
loosely in a manner that allows it to move on its own.
4.4 Ecological Validation
4.4.1 Overview
Following the development and supervised validation phases presented in the previous sec-
tions, we reach again the ecological validation phase of our design iteration. Now, with our
robots featuring validated haptic feedback capabilities in addition to autonomous locomotion
and localization, we move towards a more realistic testing scenario compared to previous
chapters. In this instance, we will focus more on learning with haptic-enhanced activities
rather than focusing solely on haptics that is the theme of this chapter. Our motivation is that
at this point, it is not clear whether it is feasible or meaningful to integrate robots such as ours
(namely tool-like tangible robots) into the curricular learning and teaching environment.
Therefore, we will now aim to build a complete lesson incorporating tangible and haptic ele-
ments where we are thoroughly inside the target application area of our platform. To achieve
this, we will build upon the same Windfield activity of the previous chapter’s ecological valida-
tion phase (built around the topic of atmospheric pressure and wind creation mechanism that
is in the standard curriculum) to obtain a didactic sequence. With this sequence, we will build
a lesson plan tailored for small groups of learners, intended to require minimal effort to setup
and run during the actual lesson time in a given middle school. Instead of the “in-the-wild”
approach adopted in the previous chapter where participants were free to engage in and with-
draw from our activity at any time, we will now aim to have a controlled lesson through our
activity that is run for the entirety of the predetermined period with all participants. Finally,
at the end of this period, we will subject the participants to a brief examination in order to
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(a) Screenshot from Feel the Wind. Among the two pressure points given,
the low pressure point is found and the high pressure point is yet to be
discovered. Three robots belonging to three learners are depicted with hot
air balloons in their respective positions. The vector field representation of
wind intensities and directions are not normally shown to the group unless
they are observed to be stuck or are nearing the time limit.
(b) Screenshot from Control the Wind. This hypothetical solution uses all
6 available points in different intensities. The balloon follows the dashed
trajectory (not shown to the learners) and collects 26 points. The locations
of the cities letting learners earn points were intentionally chosen such that
collecting all the available 31 points is impossible to prevent a ceiling effect.
Figure 4.16 – Screenshots from the application hosting Feel the Wind and Control the Wind.
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illuminate, for the first time, whether learning is actually possible through a lesson designed
with our platform. The work done by others than the author of this thesis throughout the
development process that expands the previously presented Windfield activity, as well as the
lesson and experiment design process, is attributed to the same persons as described in the
overview of the previous chapter’s ecological validation section. We further acknowledge that
the development and evaluation described in this section was previously presented in [191].
4.4.2 Activity Design
We start with the same Windfield activity where learners probed the wind forces over a geo-
graphical map with their robots introduced as “hot air balloons” in order to discover how the
atmospheric pressure mechanism functions, using the same playground seen in Figure 3.13.
Again, high and low pressure points of various intensities create outwards and inwards winds
respectively at a distance. Instead of the previously developed FEA-like method, we opted
for a simpler and computationally less expensive vectorial sum of wind forces created by all
pressure points that are decayed with squared distance. Other factors that affect realistic
winds such as the Coriolis effect are again not considered. With these mechanics as basis, we
developed two distinct phases to our activity:
Feel the Wind: The first phase of the activity is very similar to the one previously developed
(see Figure 3.14) where the pressure points are hidden and the robots are used to
explore desired locations on the playground with the goal of discovering the pressure
points. Learners are allocated one robot each and place their guesses as a team on the
tablet’s graphical display where the entire playground and each robot’s hot air balloon is
displayed in real time; a screenshot from the application displaying this interaction can
be seen in Figure 4.16a. The robots (i.e. tangibles) are intended to be visually mapped by
the learners onto their hot air balloon counterparts on the tablet display via graphical
landmarks found on the playground (e.g. cities, mountain ranges, clouds, boats, flock of
birds, dolphins). This allows reasoning as to whether the particular forces applied to the
robots are meaningful upon placing pressure point guesses on the display, since they
are visible on the tablet but not on the paper playground.
Each robot in the activity self-localizes as soon as it is placed on the playground and
sends its global position to the tablet application. Upon receiving a position, the tablet
application calculates the virtual wind force at that position and sends back a force
output command to the robot, effectively resulting in a remote control loop that de-
pends on the configuration of the pressure points creating these winds. This output is
effectuated as long as the learner’s grasp is detected via the touch keys on top of the
robot, resulting in a force feedback that represents the wind force. Throughout this
phase, casual backdrive assist is enabled for manipulation comfort.
Control the Wind: The second phase of the activity lets learners control the positions and
strengths of the pressure points to create the necessary winds to bring one hot air
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Phase Goals Time (min)
IN. Introduction
Introduction to platform and lesson,
assessment of pre-knowledge by
discussion on weather forecast video
5
F2.
Feel the Wind with
2 pressure points
Exploration of wind and
pressure mechanism with robots
10
IV. Informative video
Comprehension of wind mechanism
and mid-term synthesis
5
F4.
Feel the Wind with
4 pressure points
Application of wind mechanism knowledge 15
CW. Control the Wind Transfer of knowledge into constructive use 10-20
PT. Closing & post-test Measurement of knowledge gain 5
Total: 50-60
Table 4.1 – Windfield lesson plan and didactic sequence.
balloon from the start position to the finish line, stopping by as many cities as possible
to collect the most points without leaving the playground. Learners place the pressure
points, choose their intensities and start the simulation through the tablet; a screenshot
from the application displaying this interaction can be seen in Figure 4.16b. One robot
(now functioning as a mobile robot and not a haptic device) enacts the simulation with
a simple pose tracking motion controller whose target is commanded by the tablet
application upon receiving the poses periodically sent by the robot.
In addition to improving the previously developed activity with a proper haptics and motion
controller and a better Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the tablet application to obtain Feel
the Wind, Control the Wind was developed to give a didactic flow to the activity that lets the
learners discover the effects of atmospheric pressure points at their discretion and then lets
them transfer this knowledge and use it constructively in a game.
4.4.3 Lesson Design
A lesson taking between 50 and 60 minutes was designed with the above activity components;
its plan and didactic sequence can be seen in Table 4.1. During the lesson, the experimenters
act only as observers and facilitators; the learners are left to interact with the system by
themselves during each phase, with the tablet providing enough information for them to be
autonomous. All phases in the lesson are explained below.
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IN - Introduction
The group of learners are first greeted and shown a 1 minute video clip of a television news
weather broadcast where the meteorology reporter gives the current atmospheric pressure sta-
tus. They are asked whether they are already familiar with the concepts used in the broadcast
to verify the absence of pre-knowledge on the subject. They are then explained the subject of
the lesson they are about to experience and how it is connected to this everyday occurrence
whose underlying principle possibly evades their attention. They are explained that the high
and low pressure points blow air outwards and absorb air inwards respectively and that they
have effects at a distance that diminish when moved away. These facts are explained in the
presence of brief slides that show the same icons used in the activity for high and low pressure
points for easier retention.
F2 - Feel the Wind with 2 pressure points
The team of three learners are then invited over to the activity sheet and are given one robot
each. They are told to put the robots on the map to feel the wind at desired locations; they are
made aware of the depictions of hot air balloons that are continuously displayed on the tablet
screen. They are also shown how to drag and drop the pressure points on the tablet to make
guesses. At this point, the experimenters completely stop interacting with the group and let
them do the activity on their own.
One high and one low pressure point (same intensity and opposite directionality) are hidden
at random positions that are at least 200 mm apart from each other. The learners are not given
more information unless they are observed to be stuck or are nearing the 10 minute time limit.
If this occurs, they are shown the wind directions and strengths on the entire playground in
the form of a vector field display. If the pressure points are found with the help of this display,
the learners are invited to nevertheless feel around the newly discovered pressure points.
IV - Informative video
After the brief introduction to the activity, the learners are shown a 5 minutes informative video
from a television show called C’est pas Sorcier (English: It’s not Magic) aimed at explaining
scientific phenomena to young children. The short clip explains how hot and cold air loses
and gains density and therefore pressure with respect to its surroundings. It continues to
explain how masses of air displace between these areas, resulting in winds. In the video, the
same colors are used to depict high/low pressure points as in our activity.
F4 - Feel the Wind with 4 pressure points
After IV, the learners are invited to discover 2 high and 2 low pressure points (all having the
same intensity) positioned randomly that are again at least 200 mm apart from each other. If
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they are observed to be stuck or are nearing the 15 minute time limit, they are again shown
the wind vector field all over the playground on the tablet.
CW - Control the Wind
The learners are explained that in this next task, they are supposed to position 3 low and 3 high
pressure points themselves in order to move one balloon across the playground and collect
points by visiting cities. Points associated with cities were chosen according to how difficult
they are to visit, and the cities were distributed such that it is practically possible to visit only a
subset of them. They are shown how to modify the intensity of the pressure points and how to
start and reset the simulation and are not aided further.
They are not given the ability to modify the directionality of the pressure points in order to
encourage them to use both high and low pressure dynamics in different situations. They do
this task as a team as there is a single simulation to be optimized. The progress of the group is
monitored and the task is allowed to continue up to 20 minutes if room for more progress is
clearly observed. Otherwise, it is finished at the 10 minute limit.
PT - Closing & Post-test
Finally, each individual member of the group is subjected to a post test composed of 4 ques-
tions (with roughly increasing difficulty) that assess different aspects of the wind formation
mechanism that should have been understood as the result of the lesson. Each question
displays a number of pressure points on the playground and asks the learner to draw an arrow
depicting the blow of the wind in that hypothetical scenario. Screenshots depicting each
question is given in 4.17; they are the following, with the aspect that must be understood to
answer correctly given in quotes:
Q1. Two pressure points – “Wind blows from high to low pressure”
Q2. Three pressure points – “Identical pressures have similar effect at similar distance”
Q3. Two pressure points, wind in a specific area is asked – “At similar distance, opposite
pressures’ vectoral effects combine to result in winds parallel to the line that connects
them, i.e. orthogonal to the weather front”
Q4. Three pressure points, wind in a specific area is asked – “At dissimilar distances, pressure
that is closer has a larger vectoral effect; the resulting wind is the sum of these vectors”
Two variants for each question were carefully and deterministically prepared, each learner is
asked one of the two variants chosen randomly. During the post-test, learners are prevented
from sharing any information. After the post-test, the learners are asked their general opinions
about the lesson and are thanked for their participation.
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(a) Q1: 2 pressure points
(b) Q2: 3 pressure points
(c) Q3: 2 pressure points; draw in the box
(d) Q4: 3 pressure points; draw in the box
Figure 4.17 – Post-test questions, each with two variants. Each learner was asked one randomly
selected variant of each question. Roughly correct answers drawn on each question.
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Figure 4.18 – Sample scene from Windfield where the team of 3 learners is carrying out a Feel
the Wind phase.
4.4.4 Participants & Data Collection
24 learners (12M, 12F, 11.9 ± 0.900 years-old, min. 10, max. 13) participated in the experiment
in 8 groups of 3 learners during 2 days. It was verified through the age group selection (i.e.
younger than when this subject is taught at school) and through the brief discussion in the
IN phase that no formal pre-knowledge existed about the subject for any participant. The
groups were formed randomly and treated separately. Each group was observed for behaviors
that may explain findings later on. Poses of all robots used by all learners in all groups were
recorded with maximum framerate as long as on the playground. In addition, all grasp and
release events, all kidnap and return to playground events and all GUI events (such as button
click, drag and drop positions etc.) were recorded. A sample scene from the experiment can
be seen in Figure 4.18.
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4.4.5 Calculated Metrics
In addition to task completion times, CW scores and accuracy of given answers to correct
answers in PT, a number of other more complex metrics were calculated from the robot
position sequences obtained from F4. These are given below.
Similarity of exploration across entire F4
We build the (per learner) 2D histogram of all visited positions where each bin is 20 mm ×
20 mm and contains the total time spent by the robot at that location. Then, we calculate the
soft cosine similarity ([192]) across all pairs of learners within groups, defined as:
S(t a , t b)=
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(4.9)
where N is the number of bins, t ai and t
b
i are the times spent at bin i by learner a and b
respectively, and si j is the similarity index between bin i and bin j , which is calculated as:
si j =

D−di j
D , if di j <D
0, otherwise
(4.10)
where di j is the physical distance between the centers of bins i and j . D is the maximum
distance to be considered for similarity, which is chosen as the maximum size of one robot
(corner to corner, 85 mm).
The similarity measure indicates the likeness of spatial coverage between two learners, and
may provide insights on collaboration quality within a group. High similarity may indicate
redundancy of exploration (implying low collaboration quality), but may also indicate co-
exploration (and not necessarily low quality collaboration) if leader-follower effects are present.
On the other hand, low similarity may indicate efficient exploration by division of labor,
indicating high collaboration quality, if enough communication is present within the group.
Entropy of exploration across entire F4
With the same histograms as above, as well as with the overall histograms per group, we
calculate the normalized Shannon entropy as follows:
H(t )=− 1
log2 N
∑N
i tˆi log2 tˆi (4.11)
where N is the number of bins and tˆi is the time spent at bin i , normalized by the total
time spent over all bins. Entropy measures the “disorder” of exploration; higher entropy
corresponds to more equal distribution of time spent across the explored area (and not the
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entire playground area), while low entropy corresponds to less equal time distribution, possibly
due to time spent around focal points. Therefore, lower entropy may indicate “getting stuck
at” or returning to certain points rather than exploring the map without revisiting previous
locations.
Cross recurrence of exploration in F4
To extract temporal information, robot positions of each learner were resampled at 1 Hz
(averaging all available positions closest in time) starting at the same instance to obtain
synchronized positions within groups, since current robot hardware does not offer this syn-
chronization mechanism across multiple robots. With these synchronized positions, cross
recurrences between all pairs in each group were calculated with (inspired by [193] in the eye
tracking literature):
Rab(ti , t j )=

1, if d ab(ti , t j )<Dmin
Dmax−d ab (ti ,t j )
Dmax−Dmin , if Dmin ≤ d ab(ti , t j )≤Dmax
0, otherwise
(4.12)
where d ab(ti , t j ) is the distance between learner a’s robot position at time ti and learner b’s
robot position at time t j , Dmin is the distance below which there is full recurrence (chosen as
one robot width, i.e. 85 mm, since two robots cannot occupy the same space at the same time)
and Dmax is the maximum allowed distance for recurrence (chosen as two robot widths, i.e.
170 mm). With this, we measure the normalized leader-follower index, calculated as:
Lab =
∑
0≤t j−ti≤S R
ab(ti , t j )∑
0≤t j−ti≤S Aa(ti )Ab(t j )
(4.13)
where S is the maximum time difference to consider (chosen as 10 seconds) and Aa(t ) equals
1 if learner a’s robot is on the playground and is being grasped at time t (i.e. active), and equals
0 otherwise; the same is valid for Ab(t ). By definition, Lab is between 0 (no leadership) and 1
(a leads b 100 % of the time).
4.4.6 Results & Discussion
Feel the Wind
We measured the time to find the first pressure point in F2 and F4 (time for each group
presented in Figure 4.19a) to determine the effect of midterm synthesis with the informative
video. Comparison was done after artificially doubling the time in F4 to accommodate twice
the density of points on the playground. A within-group paired t-test showed significant
decrease (t(7)= 3.9773, p = 0.005) from F2 (205±144s) to F4 (97±93s). This improvement
hints at the effect of the informative video, but it should be noted that it may also have occurred
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(a) Time to find the first pressure point in F2 and
F4 (Feel the Wind with 2 and 4 pressure points). F4
times are artificially doubled to accommodate twice
the point density in F4.
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(b) Time to find the first high pressure point
in F4 (Feel the Wind with 4 pressure points).
Figure 4.19 – Time to find the first pressure point(s) for each group in Feel the Wind phases.
due to natural habituation to the platform, as all participants interacted with our robots for
the very first time in F2.
During F2 and F4, all groups were observed to find a low pressure point first as these points
naturally act as “sinkholes” and lead the robots to themselves when they are allowed to move.
This behavior may in theory damage the quality of exploration if it is allowed to emerge at
all times (i.e. robot moving alone) and is not complemented by learners driving the robot
where they wish to explore (i.e. robot being moved). Our observation on this is that moving did
not occur at all times and was complemented to some degree by being moved: In F4, some
groups eventually found all pressure points while the rest found at least one high pressure
point (times to find the first one shown in Figure 4.19b) before being shown the visual vector
field representation of winds, at which point they found the final point within a few seconds.
On the other hand, the randomized initialization of pressure points meant that groups re-
ceived randomized situations and some groups were thus observed to struggle due to the
circumstantial difficulty of the specific distribution of points. To mitigate this problem and to
obtain better pedagogical scenarios, we believe that such situations (e.g. point distribution
in the case of Windfield) must be designed by hand in the future to subject the learners to
specific situations where their exploration will be more guided and may be more fruitful in
terms of learning. Then, a catalog of such situations may be presented to the learner, who can
then be guided into discovering the desired aspects of the topic one by one.
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(a) Two learners in group B. Top and bottom learners approach the same
point from 3 and 6 different angles respectively.
(b) Two learners in group F. Top and bottom learners approach the same
high pressure point from 6 and 4 different angles respectively.
Figure 4.20 – Similar “approach” patterns towards high pressure points (marked with the
blue dots) found in two different groups. Low pressure points also clearly visible in group F
as the two high density areas towards the east that acted as “sinkholes”. Some focal points
and traversals are visible over Mediterranean islands, boats and flocks of birds, assumed by
learners to host pressure points, which was not necessarily the case.
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Figure 4.21 – Maximum score obtained by each group in CW. 31 points are available in total,
intentionally made impossible to fully obtain.
Furthermore, positional densities of individual robots over the entire playground revealed
certain patterns of interaction, seen in Figure 4.20. In certain groups, learners developed
the strategy where they “approach” suspected high pressure points from different angles. In
almost all groups, focal points of high density coinciding with low pressure points are observed
due to the aforementioned “sinkhole” effect. More interestingly, focal points and traversals
are observed over graphical items found on the playground sheet (e.g. boats, islands, cities)
some of which can be seen in Figure 4.20. While not intentional by design, this phenomenon
agrees with our observations of the dialogue within most groups; learners often thought
that pressure points should be located on such graphics and conveyed this towards their
groupmates. This observation, along with those made in the ecological validation phases of
the previous chapters, implies that printed graphics may intentionally be designed to benefit
the activity, although this was not exploited in this specific study.
Control the Wind
Figure 4.21 illustrates the maximum scores attained by groups during the entire CW. The max-
imum scores are observed to be widely varying across groups (14.88±6.64,min= 5,max= 24),
but were not found to be correlated with the number of attempts (45±36.2,min= 17,max=
123). Furthermore, the scores were not found to be correlated with any metric from Sec-
tion 4.4.5, preventing us from drawing conclusions about the transfer of knowledge. This was
likely due to the trial-and-error natured approach observed from most groups allowed by the
design of the activity, which is acknowledged as a shortcoming.
This approach adopted by most groups, especially towards the late stages of the activity, was
observed to rely mainly on microscopic adjustments to already placed pressure points in order
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to repeatedly fine-tune the trajectory of their balloons to visit more cities. We believe that
the continuous nature of the workspace may be unsuitable to CW, and the future design of
such an activity should combine a discrete space (i.e. a grid where pressure points can only
be placed in the center of each cell) with a time interval that must be waited (such as tens
of seconds) before being able to retry solutions. This approach may succeed in obliging the
learners to reason about their choices instead of fine-tuning them without direction.
Post-test
The accuracy of the answers given to the post-test questions were measured by computing the
angle difference between the answer and the actual wind direction, considering answers with
less than 30° difference correct. This revealed three distinct categories of answers: Correct
ones, incorrect ones and ones that are exactly the opposite of correct answers. We interpreted
this latter type as the learner failing to recall the correct association between push/pull and
the depictions of high/low pressure points, but otherwise showing correct understanding of
that particular wind formation aspect. Therefore, we labeled these answers as semi-correct
(again with 30° tolerance).
Figure 4.22 shows the distribution of each answer type for each group and each question.
Scores for Q1 (75 % correct and 21 % semi-correct) and Q2 (67 % correct and 25 % semi-correct)
indicate that almost all learners understood the directionality and symmetry of wind at central
locations. Scores for Q3 (50 % correct and 8 % semi-correct) and Q4 (42 % correct) show a clear
drop in performance, as these questions were more complex and required the understanding
of diminishing wind intensity with distance and asymmetrical vector summation. When
correctness and semi-correctness of individual scores are considered among all learners,
it is seen that 33 % of them are 50 % successful, 46 % of them are 75 % successful, and the
remaining 21 % are 100 % successful. This implies that all learners are at least 50 % correct or
semi-correct. On the overall, 58 % of answers are correct, 14 % of the answers are semi-correct
and 28 % of answers are incorrect.
Finally, the correlation between metrics described in Section 4.4.5 and post test scores were
investigated. The absolute raw differences between correct answers and given answers were
found to fall just short of being significantly inversely correlated with total group entropies
(Pearson’s r =−0.678,n = 6, p = 0.065); further studies with more participants may discover
that learners that “do not get stuck in focal points” tend to gain more understanding of the
subject phenomenon and perform better in such an activity. This is also suggested by our
observations of certain groups where the “sinkhole” effect mentioned previously inadvertently
pulled the robots into the (already correctly found) low pressure points and the learners
visited the same location repeatedly, decreasing entropy and exploration quality. No other
correlation was found between the post test scores and other measures, direct (time to find
low/high pressure points, CW scores, number of trials in CW) or calculated (mean S and L
within groups). This may imply that such collaboration metrics in their aggregated form may
be inappropriate for predicting learning gains, or simply that there is need for more data.
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Figure 4.22 – Distribution of answers for each group and post-test question. Correct: answers
with 30° accuracy. Semi-correct: answers with 30° accuracy in the complete opposite direction.
Incorrect: any other answer.
4.4.7 Conclusion
This section introduced the first rigorously designed and studied learning activity using Cellulo,
the subject of which was selected from within the actual school curriculum. We presented
a lesson designed with the activity and its didactic sequence to let learners explore, apply
and transfer the knowledge of simple wind meteorology using our robots. Vastly different
interaction modalities that incorporate these handheld robots were used during this sequence,
such as haptic and paper-based tangible interaction. These were all easily understood and
effectively used: All groups found a significant portion of pressure points within time in F2 and
F4, most groups earned a significant portion of the total score (intentionally made impossible
to fully obtain) in CW. Almost all learners showed learning of symmetric aspects of wind
formation while about half showed learning of more complex, asymmetric vectorial aspects.
In this chapter, we designed and implemented a hybrid haptics and motion controller into our
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accurately localized mobile tangible robots, which we then validated under both controlled
and ecological conditions, effectively obtaining haptic-enabled handheld robots. Moreover, we
showed concrete learning gains for the very first time through an activity built around Cellulo,
demonstrating that Cellulo is indeed usable as a “tool” to teach an actual curricular subject.
While we clarified the interaction between a learner and a Cellulo robot, it is still not clear
how the interaction between a learner (or a group of learners) and more than one robot works,
where the robots do not necessarily “belong” to specific learners. Therefore, in the following
chapter, we will aim to open up this final perspective where we will exploit the multiplicity
of the Cellulo robots, which we believe will augment the power of our platform one last time.
Using this ultimate form, we will present the co-design and real-world execution of a novel
learning activity where the teacher is fully integrated in the loop.
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5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Background
Following the three design, prototyping and testing iterations presented in the previous three
chapters, the Cellulo platform is now composed of well-localized, tangible handheld robots
capable of complex motion and haptic feedback. Used primarily individually up to now,
our robots embody the spatial presence and motion of point-like objects and the forces
externally acting on them or originating from them, as well as the user interface to each of
these properties. When we consider learning within teams of learners, for whom we provided
a shared and scalable workspace up to now, an evidently promising research direction is to
clarify the gain from the extrapolation of the aforementioned capabilities of singular robots
to teams (or possibly “swarms”) composed of multiple robots, given that they are built to be
low-cost and simple. Therefore, in this chapter, we will begin the final phase of this thesis
where we explore the human interaction and learning prospects of exploiting and coordinating
many robots within the same activity.
Swarm Robotics is a sub-field of Multi-Robot Systems (MRS) research where typically a large
number of homogeneous robots are dealt with, and historically draws inspiration from bio-
logical societies such as ants, bees and birds ([194]). Similar to their biological counterparts,
swarm robots are often designed to have minimal capabilities and only local knowledge and
awareness of the global world state and the state of other swarm elements in order to remain
simple in their underlying hardware and software. Through distributed intelligence, emer-
gent cooperation and the achievement of team-level tasks (that are normally not available to
individual elements) are often studied where “the whole is bigger than the sum of its parts”.
Swarm robot systems are classically built and evaluated with a task-oriented approach where
prominent tasks up to now have been foraging/coverage (for e.g. waste cleanup, search and
rescue), formation control, object manipulation/transportation (for e.g. warehouse stock-
ing/destocking, industrial transportation and structure assembly), multi-target observation
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(for e.g. security, surveillance), exploration (for e.g. mapping unknown environments), and
surprisingly, playing football. When the core field (i.e. MRS) is considered, distinct constraints
that guide the system design and implementation are encountered, similar to those that
guided the development efforts in the previous chapters:
• The nature and number of tasks or goals to be achieved, some of which are given above
• Dimensionality of the environment to be covered (i.e. the workspace):
– 2D such as a tabletop or floor, covered by wheeled or legged swarm elements
– 3D such as the entire inner volume of a building, covered by flying swarm elements
• Motion requirements of robots relative to other robots, relative to the environment and
relative to external agents (e.g. human operators or users)
• Hardware and software complexity, directly affecting design and implementation costs
• Number of robots, scalability
• Composition of robots, i.e. homogeneity
• Coordination and organization, entailing communication and/or sensing requirements
• Human user/operator interaction (that leads to more novel requirements such as the
ones discussed in this thesis)
5.1.2 Problem Statement
The constraints shaping our work, that is framed within the classroom environment, are al-
ready mostly determined as a result of the design iterations done in the previous chapters: Our
robots work on large tabletop workspaces, are open to and actively promote tangible and/or
haptic interaction and serve the purpose of human learning through carefully constructed
activities. A central, non-robotic controller (e.g. tablet or computer) coordinates the robots
(and the activity) through a star network composed of point-to-point Bluetooth SPP links.
Therefore, according to the characterization given in [195], our platform is a cooperative, aware,
strongly coordinated and strongly centralized MRS and not exactly a swarm robot platform
by the strictest sense, since from the hardware design point of view, ours does not exhibit a
distributed nature. However, we choose to use “swarm robot platform” as an umbrella term
throughout this thesis in order to emphasize the “swarm-ness” not from the developer’s point
of view, who attempts to design and employ the robots to achieve a task, but from the user’s
point of view who, in our case, interacts with the robots that are built and programmed for
the sole purpose of making this interaction possible. Here, the collection of robots can be
intentionally made to appear as if behaving like a swarm depending on the purposes of the
activity employing the robots; such an activity is proposed later in this chapter where robots
playing the role of “particles” (i.e. atomic particles as understood in Physics) are affected by
forces arising from “local interactions” between other particles and elements in the system
(that are in reality described globally by the central controller), leading to a collective, tangibly
interactive and realistic display of “matter” composed of these particles.
While we acknowledge that in certain scenarios, distributedness may be unavoidable (due to
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e.g. scalability or cost issues) and would certainly impose strong restrictions on human inter-
action, we will not focus on exploring human interaction in the presence of such limitations.
Instead, in this chapter, the problem we will address is the viability of providing “physically
distributed” human interaction using the perfect knowledge of the global world state and the
collective state of the swarm robots, for the sake of maximizing the window of opportunities
within the design space of user interaction with such objects as our robots. In doing so, we will
attempt to shed light on the highly novel problem of human learning with tangible swarms,
whose literary background, both from the perspective of human interaction with swarms and
from the perspective of learning with swarms, will be given in the following section.
Following this, we will present our software framework which extends an existing swarm
control approach with tangibility, and present our last learning activity that strongly benefits
from this framework. Finally, using this swarm robot-enhanced activity, we will validate our
learning tool with experimental studies with human learners as in the previous chapters.
However, differently from the validation approach we adopted before (i.e. supervised “labo-
ratory condition” validation followed by a real-world “ecological” validation), we will adopt
an approach where we first validate our activity within an “in-the-wild” scenario with many
learners where we will focus on reaching statistical results with quantitative data, and then
within a concentrated “in-classroom” scenario where will will focus qualitatively on a smaller
number of learners together with a teacher, as we find this entirely ecological approach more
meaningful at this stage of design and development. In realizing these, we acknowledge the
practical help by Dr. Wafa Johal, Arzu Güneysu Özgür who helped conduct the experiments
and Julien Calabro who helped mass manufacture robots.
5.1.3 Related Work
Human-Swarm Interaction
Human-Swarm Interaction (HSI) is a particularly recent discipline concerned with the op-
eration and maintenance of swarms that started gathering attention in the last few years;
[196] gives the first literature review on this topic. Thus far, the research in HSI almost exclu-
sively focused on regarding the human interacting with the swarm as an operator, possibly
part of the team, commanding the robots to achieve a specific, well-defined task. Under
this “operator control of swarm for task accomplishment” focus, notable examples include
[197, 198, 199] that discuss methodologies, [200, 201] that propose visualization techniques,
[202] that proposes performance metrics and [203, 204] that present applications.
From this operator-centric perspective, the interaction between the human and the swarm of
robots is modeled with 4 key components: (i) The operator who controls the swarm through
cognitive effort, whose complexity must be minimized similarly to computational complexity;
(ii) State estimation & visualization that lets the operator observe the current state and predict
the future state of the swarm; (iii) Control methods that convey the operator’s intent to the
swarm through various types of inputs, that may be direct or indirect, and; (iv) The swarm
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of robots themselves carrying out the task itself. Here, state estimation & visualization and
control methods come together to form a single interface entity, separate from the swarm of
robots. The majority of such interfaces in the literature are remote where the operator controls
the swarm from a terminal, in a physically separate workspace. The justifications for designing
such interfaces include the requirement of operation in inaccessible or dangerous areas.
The remaining state-of-the-art interfaces are proximal where the operator and the swarm
share the same physical workspace. Here, the operator observes and commands the swarm
directly through active engagement using e.g. speech or gestures. Therefore, the majority
of research on proximal interaction is concerned with enabling this interaction via gesture
recognition, face/gaze engagement detection and speech recognition; notable examples in
this research direction are [205, 206, 207, 208, 209]. Apart from these, [210] proposed a Brain-
Computer Interface (BCI) for relatively more implicit proximal selection of swarm elements.
Tangible Swarm Interaction
Our approach of tangible interaction partially falls under the category of proximal operator
interaction, thus enjoying the prospect of many humans interacting with the same swarm
in a significantly more straightforward manner compared to remote interfaces, but with a
distinct emphasis on user interaction rather than operator interaction. Namely, our goal
is that the users (in this case, a team of learners) undergo certain cognitive experiences
as opposed to completing a given task using the swarm. Moreover, this physical, innate
means of interaction lets us conceptually combine the interface entity and the swarm entity
into one single, embodied tangible swarm entity. This way, the interaction from the user’s
perspective is potentially more natural and usable by virtue of its “What-You-See-Is-What-
You-Get (WYSIWYG)” disposition; this is the reason why this type of interaction has also been
called world-embodied interaction ([208]).
The roots of this tangible, world-embodied interaction were first described in [211] where the
transition from “painted bits” in GUIs on computer screens towards “tangible bits” embedded
in the physical world was envisioned. These tangible bits were conceptualized to yield better,
more seamless coupling between the “cyberspace” that hosts digital media and the physical
space through taking better advantage of the human senses and manual dexterity with richer
affordances within the physical space that humans are accustomed to. [212] takes this vision
further, into dynamic, malleable materials made up of “radical atoms” that enable bidirectional
communication between the physical world and the digital, computational models. To afford
the realization of such materials that change dynamically, the key capability that these building
blocks must exhibit is actuation, which will let the tangibles they make up become active and
kinetic where they would otherwise remain static and inert.
These building blocks are of course imaginary as the technology required to build them does
not fully exist yet. The tangible swarms that started emerging in the last few years may be an
advance towards attaining this fictional vision but there are indeed very few implementations
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to date. Stemming from the active tabletop tangible interfaces (see Active Tangible Interfaces
in Section 4.1.3), [213] proposes the design of a lightweight tabletop micro-robot swarm called
Zooids where the design space of tangible interaction with such a large number of robots is
explored, perhaps for the first time in the literature. Along many dimensions of this interaction
design space, Cellulo exists at a similar point as Zooids: They both feature a possibly variable
number (through e.g. kidnapping and returning robots from/to the workspace) of mobile
and movable elements with possibly non-interchangeable identities through programmable
colors or physical labels attached to the robots. However, with Cellulo we aim to have stronger
representations of singular objects (“things”), particularly their physical properties and forces
that act on them, with singular robots rather than aggregating robots as atoms to represent
reshapable materials (“stuff”).
Finally, beyond tabletop tangibles, [214] presents a tangible micro-drone swarm where the
interface is cast into 3D space. This self-levitating world-embedded programmable matter
concept is certainly interesting in the long run (where it may replace tabletop interfaces
with sufficient improvements), but currently presents considerable challenges to practicality
and ubiquity due to various hardware constraints. The most crucial of these include rotor
turbulence, resulting in flight clearance requirements and limiting some formations, and short
autonomy (on the order of tens of minutes at best) due to the inefficient nature of drone flight.
Swarm Robots for Learning
The fundamental idea of swarm robotics, namely designing robots in a low-cost, simple and
replaceable way in order to exploit their collective capabilities, has found its way into education
over the years through a multitude of small tabletop robots designed for robotics education
(and explicitly swarm robotics education later on) in the undergraduate curriculum, as well as
for scientific research in general. Two of the earliest such platforms are Khepera ([215]) and
Alice ([216]), developed for research and education with a strong commercialization focus. A
later instance with more modern hardware is e-puck ([26]) which extended the educational
potential of such robots from serving only robotics and software engineering towards being
useful for a broader inventory of engineering disciplines, such as embedded systems, signal
processing and computer vision.
The aforementioned robots were innovative in opening new educational perspectives with
MRS and swarm robot systems, but their cost was nevertheless somewhat prohibitive. In the
last few years, there has been a particular regrowth in interest to address this cost problem.
[217, 218] are some notable published examples in the literature, and there have been released
many others including commercially available ones; virtually all such robots feature a small
body (on the order of some tens of millimeters), wireless connectivity and a differential
drive, while some feature omnidirectionality through omni-wheels instead (e.g. [219, 220]).
Another innovation towards this goal came from [171] where the robot was ultra-miniaturized
and simplified through an omnidirectional vibration drive and a very limited set of sensors,
decreasing one robot’s cost down to $14 and enabling access to a truly large number of robots.
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Despite these advances resulting in widely available and affordable multi-robot and swarm
robot platforms, there was a distinct shortage of educational designs and applications em-
ploying these technologies. Essentially all such applications were targeted towards teaching
aspects of robotics (or a wider spectrum of engineering-related subjects at best) mostly in
higher education, and in some instances, in basic education. To date and the best of our
knowledge, the only instance of teaching non-engineering matter using many robots with
collective behaviors is proposed by [74] which uses the Droplets platform (itself unpublished
at the time of writing) that improves upon [171] through more lightweight and scalable power
management and more user-friendly appearance. In this very recent work, the robots are used
as tangible representations of various elemental atoms (such as carbon, oxygen and hydrogen)
to obtain a proof-of-concept simulation of chemical reactions but concrete learning gains
were not yet shown using this simulation as part of a lesson.
For our vision of physically enhanced learning through handheld robot swarms, it is both
remarkable and encouraging to witness the emergence of tangibility and world-embodiment
in this very first non-engineering educational application of swarm robots outside of our own
project, where bidirectional interaction is exploited for displaying how chemical reactions
occur, instead of providing a classical unidirectional display. We believe that there is consider-
ably more room for exploration in this research direction that we find exceptionally promising,
and we aim to show the contributions of such interactions to learning in this chapter.
5.2 Development - Tangible Swarms
5.2.1 Overview
As mentioned before, we are interested in the prospect of treating tangible human interaction
with our robots under centralized instead of distributed control to circumvent typical problems
that may require solving, such as latency and synchronization among the robots, and to enable
the exploration of the entire design space of tangible HSI in our scenario. Given that our robots
feature a basic hardware means of recognizing grasps (i.e. circular array of capacitive sensors
on the top surface) and wireless communication with the central controller, we proceed in
this section to design a software framework that will permit the application developer to
implement swarm applications in a fast, efficient and elegant manner. Following this, we will
present the design of our final learning activity that readily employs the control and interaction
facilities enabled by this software framework.
5.2.2 Wireless Communication Considerations
Prior to the design of our swarm application framework, we will address the local network size
problem of Bluetooth that prevents a large number of robots from connecting to the same
activity. Bluetooth version 2.1, that was initially selected as the main means of communica-
tion for readiness of connectivity with consumer devices that are likely to be present in the
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classroom, only allows a maximum of 8 devices in one local network (also called a piconet)
where 7 point-to-point links exist between one of the devices and each of the remaining 7. In
other words, one device can only connect to 7 other devices. Technical documents detailing
the means of interconnecting more devices using Bluetooth are scarce (possibly due to the
lack of the need for communicating with such a number of devices in any given consumer
network), and we will therefore now explore how controlling swarms using Bluetooth could be
achieved under practical conditions.
A potential solution is to implement a scatternet, namely connecting the central controller to a
number of robots, all of which are in turn connected to other robots, and so on, resulting in a
tree structure (also called a hierarchical star network). To achieve this, the central controller
must be able to control the dynamic formation of this network as well (transparently to the
user), requiring connection establishment and termination calls in the robot API, as well as
packet relay facilities, for example with a protocol such as the one in [221]. To circumvent
the dynamic formation of this network, the non-leaf internal robot nodes in this tree can
prospectively be replaced by other consumer devices that remain connected to the non-robot
subnetwork (which includes the central controller) and that implement a relay application
in software that is only tasked with connection establishment, termination and packet relay.
A problem that arises in this scenario is that each point-to-point link within the non-robot
network must carry all of the robot communication bandwidth that ultimately passes through
itself. In the simplest case (7 internal nodes, each of which connect to the central controller
and 7−1= 6 unique robots, resulting in 7×6= 42 robots in the network), this amounts to the
total bandwidth of 6 robots1. Other topologies, such as a chain network, will suffer from the
same problem (as well as from possibly increased latency due to higher number of hops) as
long as the maximum active connection limit stands.
Our approach to mitigate this problem is to employ more than one Bluetooth connection point
(also called an adapter) on the central controller device and to not use devices as relay nodes.
This approach will replace the wireless Bluetooth links, that would normally tasked to carry
the bandwidth of more than one robot, with wired links that typically support significantly
higher bandwidth and provide lossless transactions naturally more easily. This way, we can
not only use additional Universal Serial Bus (USB) adapters that are abundant and obtainable
with low cost (on the order of ¤10 per adapter) but we can still use the internal Bluetooth
adapter present in virtually all consumer devices, as we did in the previous chapters in a
practical manner, even in the absence of additional external adapters. Additionally, we choose
to implement a separate software module than the activity applications, to which we delegate
the task of managing the controller-robot Bluetooth sockets in software. This module is in the
form of a long-lived daemon that communicates with the activity application through a local
software socket (or with possibly any inter-process communication method) and provides it a
“robot pool” API. The final software architecture that is composed of these modules is given in
Figure 5.1.
1Empirical tests resulted in the saturation, and thus constant intermission in packets, of a network with only a
single internal node and 5 robots, each part of a 10 Hz motion control loop running on the central controller.
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Figure 5.1 – Cellulo version 4 software architecture. As before, diagonally lined boxes represent software components within the robot firmware
or within the activity application as part of custom reusable QtQuick plug-ins where possible. Direct communication with the internal
Bluetooth adapter from the QtQuick application is replaced by a long-lived daemon that communicates with the internal Bluetooth adapter,
as well as external adapters through USB. Bluetooth SPP software sockets are kept open within this daemon that acts as a “pool” of robots
from the application’s perspective, which “requests” and “releases” robots from and to this pool.
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Bluetooth 2.1 standard defines 79 non-shareable channels where communication through a
single point-to-point link hops over these channels in a pseudo-random fashion up to 1600
times a second in order to reduce interference. This implies that in the best case (no collisions
and external interference whatsoever), a maximum of 79 Bluetooth links may coexist. Under
more realistic conditions, however, it is reasonable to expect more interference and fewer
devices to effectively be able to coexist. We successfully tested 16 robots connected over 3
adapters, communicating simultaneously and continuously with the 10 Hz remote controllers
running in the activity application. Connection with even more robots may be possible but
must be tested. Moreover, we observed that when more than 5 robots are connected to a
single adapter and are continuously communicating with 10 Hz, the entire piconet saturates;
this was observed to be the case for some adapters (and not necessarily for all of them) and is
likely to be a limitation of the specific adapter implementation, which implies that 5 robots
connected to one adapter instead of 7 is a more realistic and practical limit to be adopted by
the swarm application developer.
Finally, it must be noted that at the time of writing, most Bluetooth stacks found in consumer
devices do not support or even enumerate more than one Bluetooth adapter; the operating
systems featuring these stacks include Android (up to version 6.0), iOS (up to version 10),
Windows (up to version 10) and OS X (up to version 10.12). The only Bluetooth stack capable
of operating multiple Bluetooth adapters at the time of writing is BlueZ (version 5.43), which
is commonly found in most Linux distributions. This limitation is purely conventional and
not due to hardware or software limitations; in other words, the support for multiple adapters
in the stack is simply not implemented due to lack of common need. For this reason, all of
the experiments presented in this chapter were obligatorily conducted on a laptop running
Linux and not on a tablet. This limitation may be lifted in the future through the official
implementation of this support within the aforementioned operating systems, or through
the introduction of a custom Bluetooth stack built for each of these systems that has this
support. A relatively simpler solution would be a custom device with multiple Bluetooth
adapter modules, hosting the aforementioned robot pool daemon which communicates with
the activity application that resides on the consumer device through e.g. USB.
5.2.3 Application Framework Design
Programming Language & Paradigms
At this point, the framework to develop Cellulo applications consists of custom modules that
provide the Cellulo robot API, as well as some utility functions and objects, built within the
QtQuick platform ([222]) which was initially conceived for rapid GUI development. Within this
framework, the developer can either: (i) Write low-level native code in C++ for components that
presumably need more efficiency and optimization, performing tasks such as computational
algebra or image processing; (ii) Write high-level declarative code in Qt Modeling Language
(QML); (iii) Use a combination of both with QML wrappers for the native components.
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QML, used for the entirety of our application development, is a primarily declarative (and
secondarily procedural), object-oriented programming language with three main constructs:
Objects: These components allow the user to simply declare objects, their behaviors and the
behaviors of their attributes without being concerned about their creation, destruction,
allocation or concurrent operation. From a MRS perspective, this presents interesting
opportunities such as being able to more easily define how robots behave individually, as
well as collectively in groups; this idea was previously probed in e.g. [223, 224] within the
functional programming domain. In our case, an example object is CelluloBluetooth
which represents the API and connection to one Cellulo robot.
Objects are declared as part of a tree hierarchy where simply declaring an object inside
another object will make the outer object the parent of the inner one; this can be used
organizationally, as well as functionally for some objects. Creating a new .qml file will
create a new reusable class of object where it extends the root object declared within
the file, inheriting the properties as well. For example, CelluloRobot inherits from
CelluloBluetooth (acquiring all of the regular API) and exposes the velocity of the
robot (among other properties), that is not transmitted by the robot but calculated
locally, as a readable property. In addition, classes written in C++ can be exported easily
as such QML objects if desired.
Properties: These can be understood as variables belonging to objects, whose types range from
boolean to integer, floating point, arrays, generic objects, as well as others. Differently
from classical variables, these can be bound to other properties, formulas depending
on other properties and even other declared objects (thus acting as pointers). These
bindings are automatically and transparently calculated as the depending properties
change; the user may work with these properties as if they were updating instantly,
as if writing mathematical equations on paper. For example, CelluloRobot’s built-in
macAddr property can be bound to the output choice of a drop-down box containing
many robot addresses. In addition to the built-in and inherited properties, custom
properties can be declared while declaring the object itself.
Signals & Slots: Signals can be understood as events belonging to objects, whereas slots can
be understood as internal procedures of objects. Each signal has an associated auto-
generated slot where inline procedural JavaScript code is written that is run when the
event occurs (marking the procedural part of the language); through this mechanism,
event-based architectures may be built similarly to [225]. In our case, for example,
CelluloRobot has a built-in keyTouched signal that triggers the onKeyTouched slot
with an argument called index denoting which key was touched. An example stan-
dalone slot is setGoalPose(x, y, theta, v, w) and similar slots exist for each robot
command. Additionally, custom signals describing custom events and custom slots
describing custom procedures may be declared while declaring the object itself. More-
over, given signals can be connected to given slots, ensuring that the procedures are run
whenever each event occurs.
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1 import QtQuick 2.2
2 import Cellulo 1.0
3
4 ApplicationWindow{
5 ComboBox{
6 id: macAddrSelector
7 model: ["00:11:22:33:44:55", ..., "66:77:88:99:AA:BB"]
8 }
9 CelluloRobot{
10 macAddr: macAddrSelector.currentText
11 onConnectionStatusChanged: {
12 if(connectionStatus == Cellulo.ConnectionStatusConnected)
13 setVisualEffect(Cellulo.VisualEffectConstAll, "white");
14 }
15 onKeyPressed: setVisualEffect(Cellulo.VisualEffectConstAll, "green")
16 onKeyReleased: {
17 if(!keys[0] && !keys[1] && !keys[2] && !keys[3] && !keys[4] && !keys[5])
18 setVisualEffect(Cellulo.VisualEffectConstAll, "white");
19 }
20 }
21 }
Listing 5.1 – Declarative “Hello World” program written in QML. Here, the robot (object
CelluloRobot that has no GUI component within the ApplicationWindow) is lit green (via
local slot setVisualEffect(...)) when any key touch event occurs and is lit white when
all keys (exposed via local property keys[]) are released. The address of the robot (macAddr)
is effectively always equal (i.e. bound) to the chosen address from a drop-down box (the
ComboBox named macAddrSelector) where the opening and closing of the Bluetooth socket
is handled transparently in the native Cellulo module as the desired address changes.
Given these language constructs, a sample “Hello World” program that may be written with
Cellulo (that does not use the aforementioned robot pool daemon facility) is given in Listing 5.1.
With these functionalities, it is straightforward to declaratively describe behaviors of individual
robots within the activity through their properties, events and commands in an explicit
manner; the Treasure Hunt activity presented in Section 2.6 and the Windfield activities
presented in sections 3.5 and 4.4 were rapidly implemented using such descriptions. However,
it is not entirely clear how collective behaviors or interaction could be implemented with such
descriptions; in theory, using only the functionalities at hand that cater to individual robots,
the relationships between all pairs of robots must be explicitly described.
The next step to obtaining rapid swarm application development is to combine these per-
pair descriptions into collective interaction descriptions and encapsulate these collective
descriptions inside reusable objects. This will result in a “toolbox” of behaviors (described
by these reusable objects) that concern either individual robots or many (possibly all) robots
collectively. The application developer can choose to reuse components from this toolbox
or create custom behaviors by extending the base behavior objects. However, providing the
developer a “free-to-use” behavior toolbox introduces the following problem whose solution
is certainly not trivial: How should the effects of many behaviors be combined meaningfully?
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Physicomimetic Swarm Control
The swarm behavior arbitration problem has an elegant solution in the literature, called Physi-
comimetics, that represents the robots as point-like particles with mass affected by external
virtual forces (see [226] for an overview and [227] for a more detailed account, including its
applications to classical tasks such as formation control, surveillance and chemical source
localization). These virtual forces, the behavior of which is to be designed by the application
developer, are not necessarily required to conform to real-world forces that govern the behav-
ior of physical particles, and are thus more flexible. The robots enact the motions of these
particles (henceforth called elements to emphasize the distinction with real-world particles)
and the resulting system is therefore essentially a physics simulation. In other words, for all
swarm elements e, the following is simply simulated in discrete time:
~ae = 1
me
∑
~Fe , ~Ve =
∫
~ae dt , ~Xe =
∫
~Ve dt (5.1)
where me denotes the virtual mass/moment of inertia of e, ~Fe denotes the virtual forces/torques
acting on e, ~Ve denotes the linear/angular velocities of e and ~Xe denotes the pose of e. The
aforementioned forces can depend on the world description, the discrete or continuous
states of the element, as well as the collective states of other elements. By thinking of robots
in terms of these elements and designing the simple forces that affect them, the developer
aims to achieve complex, scalable control over the swarm. In the context of this approach,
the combination of many dissimilar forces (that can be understood as behaviors) does not
necessarily yield optimal results but is well-defined (as simply the vectorial sum of all forces)
and straightforward to comprehend and consider during design.
Within the frame of Cellulo, our first contribution is to integrate physicomimetic swarm control
to our declarative framework. We achieve this by designing base behavior objects where the
actual, usable behaviors that extend these base behaviors may simply declare the parametric
description of the behavior (e.g. the reusable mathematical formula of the virtual force)
and implement the procedural application of the behavior (e.g. accumulate the reciprocal
forces between each element pair, calculated by the reusable formula declared earlier, onto
the private sum of forces belonging to each element within the pair)2. Such behaviors may
be developed according to need and redistributed as part of the aforementioned “toolbox”
approach. When designing the swarm, the developer may simply declare the desired collective
behaviors that affect the swarm within the prospective Swarm object, as well as the behaviors
that affect individual elements within the relevant prospective SwarmElement objects. While
declaring these behaviors, their parameters (exported as QML properties) may be declared
such that they depend on the properties of other behaviors or other objects outside the swarm,
obtaining a truly WYSIWYG description of the swarm.
Our second contribution is the extension of physicomimetic swarm control descriptions
2The graph-based declarative representation proposed in [228] is a promising alternative to this mostly proce-
dural method of defining virtual forces. The exploration of this representation is left as future work.
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towards supporting tangible swarm elements. For this, it is fundamental to consider individual
elements as well as groups, as a given user will likely grab few swarm elements, possibly as
few as one, as a frequent method of interaction with individual elements or with groups.
Furthermore, it is essential to expand the design toolbox with other object types than virtual
forces, in order to implement a versatile, tangible swarm. Two such object types that we
find useful to isolate are phenomena, that are used to produce different consequences than
virtual forces that modify the motion, and detectors, that are used to detect desired user
interaction patterns. Using these design considerations, as well as others gathered from
empirical observations, we define the set of abstract base objects that capture the various
aspects of tangible swarm behavior, given below:
Force: Describes the aforementioned virtual forces that affect the velocity and pose of swarm
elements over time. Has IndividualForce and CollectiveForce variants that affect
one selected swarm element and the entire swarm (in a way that likely depends on
inter-elemental relationships) respectively. We further define that the resulting actual
forces may be hidden or visible (F hidden and F visible); these equally affect the physics of
the elements but one is haptically visible when an element is grasped while the other is
not, to prevent utility forces from reaching the user. Examples of forces are:
EnforceLinearVelocity (extends IndividualForce): Applies (visible) force towards
the element traveling direction until a given velocity is reached.
RobotPositionCatchUp (extends IndividualForce): Applies (hidden) force towards
the associated robot’s pose if element falls back for longer than a time interval.
Exclusion (extends CollectiveForce): Applies increasingly stronger (visible) repul-
sive force to each pair of elements below a distance threshold.
PotentialWell (extends CollectiveForce): Applies a short-range (visible) repulsive
or attractive force to keep each pair of elements at a distance.
Phenomenon: Describes arbitrary phenomena that affect arbitrary properties of swarm ele-
ments; it is up to the developer to ensure that these objects operate correctly on the
target properties. Has IndividualPhenomenon and CollectivePhenomenon variants
that work similarly to the variants of Force. Examples of phenomena are:
ColorOutput (extends IndividualPhenomenon): Lights the associated robot’s LEDs
with a given color and effect on a given event or state.
HeatTransfer (extends CollectivePhenomenon): Transfers “heat” (a custom prop-
erty that must be declared by the developer at each element) between any element
pair with different heats; transfer occurs faster with closer distance.
Rule: Describes limits or system laws that cannot be violated; if violation occurs, the Rule is
tasked to bring back violating values within acceptable ranges. Has IndividualRule
and CollectiveRule variants that work similarly to the variants of Force; collective
rules can also be understood as global rules if they describe limits that do not depend
on the inter-elemental interactions. Examples of rules are:
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RobotPositionHardSync (extends IndividualRule): Resets the element’s pose to the
associated robot’s pose if robot falls back for longer than a given time interval.
StrictContainer (extends CollectiveRule): Describes a zone whose borders can-
not be exited with motion.
Calculator: Are utility objects where costly calculations, whose results are shared among
other objects, are delegated to prevent repetition. Has IndividualCalculator and
CollectiveCalculator variants that work similarly to the variants of Force. Examples
of calculators are:
ZoneEntryCalculator (extends IndividualCalculator): Calculates the entry vec-
tor of an element to a zone (i.e. vector from the closest point on the zone border to
the element); can be reused to calculate e.g. haptic feedback or bouncing.
KineticEnergyCalculator (extends CollectiveCalculator): Calculates the total
kinetic energy of the swarm for e.g. display purposes.
Detector: Describes signal generators or property describers that depend on detected user
interaction patterns. Has IndividualDetector and CollectiveDetector variants
that work similarly to the variants of Force. Examples of detectors are:
LaunchDetector (extends IndividualDetector): Emits a signal when the robot is
grabbed, moved and then released, with the mean velocity vector during this
motion as parameter.
PinchZoomDetector (extends CollectiveDetector): Emits a signal when exactly two
robots/elements are grasped and moved, with the two elements as parameters.
Motion: Describes “extra” motions that are overlaid on top of the physics simulation which
do not affect it; they are developed as convenience objects to supply the developer with
physics-transparent motions that would otherwise break the simulation. Consequently,
it is not trivial to design such objects that result in collective motions, since the very
mechanism that makes collectivity possible (i.e. physics) is neglected. For this reason,
only IndividualMotions exist, whose examples are:
IndependentOscillation: Oscillates the element with given period and amplitude.
DeltaPoseVelocity: Adds a given pose and/or velocity to the element pose and/or
velocity, for e.g. rotating the element transparently based on a calculator’s output.
Here, the given examples of functional objects consist of those independent of the learning
activity or domain (such as RobotPositionCatchUp), as well as those that are dependent
(such as HeatTransfer). Given these, the application developer must either declare existing
behaviors or define new ones that do not yet exist. These behaviors are then declared within
the swarm declaration, with proper connections among them that ensure the desired swarm
operation (as property-property connections or signal-slot connections). When these declara-
tions are made, the swarm and element objects automatically detect these behaviors and their
types in order to enumerate them in appropriate sets. Then, the swarm operation is handled
transparently to the developer and the user through Algorithm 5.1.
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Input: Global swarm update period ∆T , swarm S, all elements e ∈ S
1: procedure SWARM UPDATE
2: repeat
3: for all elements e ∈ S do
4: ~F hiddene ←~0; ~F visiblee ←~0; ~X individuale ←~0; ~V individuale ←~0
5: end for
6: for all collective calculators ccollective ∈ S do
7: call UPDATE of ccollective . Does not modify any element
8: end for
9: for all collective phenomena pcollective ∈ S do
10: call UPDATE of pcollective . May modify any custom property in all elements
11: end for
12: for all collective forces f collective ∈ S do
13: call UPDATE of f collective . Accumulates to ~F hidden and/or ~F visible in all elements
14: end for
15: for all elements e ∈ S do
16: for all individual calculators c individuale ∈ e do
17: call UPDATE of c individuale . Does not modify any property of e
18: end for
19: for all individual phenomena p individuale ∈ e do
20: call UPDATE of pindividual . May modify any custom property in e
21: end for
22: for all individual forces f individuale ∈ e do
23: call UPDATE of f individuale . Accumulates to ~F
hidden
e and/or ~F
visible
e
24: end for
25: for all individual motions mindividuale ∈ e do
26: call UPDATE of mindividuale . Accumulates to ~X
individual
e and/or ~V
individual
e
27: end for
28: end for
29: every ∆T milliseconds
30: end procedure
31: on event NEW ROBOT POSE AVAILABLE(∆t ) of e
32: if statee is “Moving” then
33: ~Ve ← ~Ve + (~F hiddene +~F visiblee )∆t . Mass m in ~a = ~F /m omitted for practicality
34: ~Xe ← ~Xe +~Ve∆t
35: for all collective rules r collective ∈ S do
36: call UNVIOLATE(e) of r collective . Modifies ~Ve and/or ~Xe if they violate the rule
37: end for
38: for all individual rules r individuale ∈ e do
39: call UNVIOLATE of r individuale . Modifies ~Ve and/or ~Xe if they violate the rule
40: end for
41: call SET GOAL POSE & VELOCITY(~Xe +~X INDIVIDUALe ,~Ve +~V INDIVIDUALe ) of robote
42: else if statee is “Moved” then
43: ~Ve ← ~Vrobote
44: ~Xe ← ~Xrobote
45: call SET GOAL FORCE & TORQUE(~F VISIBLEe ) of robote
46: end if
47: end event
Algorithm 5.1 – Physicomimetic swarm control algorithm. Physics update is done per-element
at every new robot pose (on NEW ROBOT POSE AVAILABLE(e,∆t )) to better synchronize with
the robot. Forces and phenomena that affect these swarm elements are updated regularly (in
SWARM UPDATE), with preferably lower period ∆T than the per-element physics update.
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In this section, we presented our software framework that lets us rapidly program tangible
swarms. Our approach brings together three powerful programming techniques, namely
declarative programming, event-based control and physicomimetics, the combination of which,
in our opinion, will speed up the development and boost the legibility, succinctness and
reusability of code that describe behaviors of swarms, especially novel tangible ones. In List-
ing 5.2, we provide such an example program that implements an orthogonal (i.e. square)
grid that can be freely manipulated (i.e. moved and rotated), resized (i.e. inter-elemental dis-
tance changed) and restructured (i.e. connections of elements broken/remade and elements
added/removed during runtime) through naturally manipulating one or many elements. Here,
CelluloRobotPoolClient transparently provides access to many CelluloRobots that stay
connected to the robot pool daemon. Another GUI tool is used briefly before the actual
application to set up the connections between the daemon and actual robots.
Such interactions are by definition based on a particle physics simulation where changes
to the system do not instantaneously result in motion; elements move from one place to
another through acceleration and deceleration, spreading motions over time. In addition,
the force-based description of behaviors may result in less efficient executions compared to
near-optimal executions, achieving the requested outcomes after possibly spending more
time or energy. The result is that the user must adjust to this slower, inexact but more natural
interaction in order to convey desired commands to the swarm resulting in correct executions.
If such executions are not acceptable in a given application, the developer may choose to
leave out physicomimetics in order to develop declarative and/or event-based behaviors
(through our aforementioned robot API that provides objects such as CelluloRobot that
can explicitly control every aspect of a given Cellulo robot) that operate on strict definitions.
Finally, through QML’s tight integration with JavaScript, any amount of procedural code can
be integrated, if desired, into the declarative framework to obtain a traditional robot control
implementation. This integration can reach up to 100 % through an implementation such
as ApplicationWindow{ Component.onCompleted: { /* JavaScript code */ }} that
lets the given procedural code run once at application launch where normally declarative
QML objects may be dynamically created and used as JavaScript objects.
While we believe that this framework is useful for the aforementioned style of swarm de-
velopment, it has a number of shortcomings. We acknowledge that the current state of the
framework does not easily allow the definition of heterogeneous sub-groups within the swarm,
nor does it provide a clear mechanism to dynamically create these groups, to transfer elements
from one to the other and to merge or split them. This could be solved by another object
called SwarmGroup that exists between Swarm and SwarmElement and that defines a concept
of “membership” for SwarmElements, which is left as future work. Furthermore, it may not be
straightforward for robot application developers to think in terms of physics-based behaviors
instead of the usual method of listing a sequence of commands given to each robot. What is
more crucial is that physicomimetics is not necessarily universal; some behaviors may require
such sequences of commands given to individual robots. In this case, the developers may
revert to traditional techniques, still easily within their reach using our framework.
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1 CelluloRobotPoolClient{ id: client } //Interface to the robot pool daemon in Figure 5.1
2
3 Swarm{ //Implements SWARM UPDATE from Algorithm 5.1
4 property real gridSize: 100 //Inter-elemental distance, initially 100 mm
5
6 RepeaterList{ //Extends the built-in Repeater, expects count and provides index
7 count: client.robots.length //Number of elements, as many as robots
8
9 SwarmElement{ //Implements NEW ROBOT POSE AVAILABLE( e,∆t) from Algorithm 5.1
10 id: element
11 robot: client.robots[index] //Associated robot to this element
12
13 /* Individual phenomena */
14 ConstantColorOutput{ activeState: "Moving"; color: "#808080" }
15 ConstantColorOutput{ activeState: "Moved"; color: "#80FF80" }
16
17 /* Individual detectors */
18 GrabDetector{ //Grab/release detector
19 onGrabbed: element.setState("Moved")
20 onReleased: element.setState("Moving")
21 }
22 }
23 }
24
25 /* Collective (possibly global) rules */
26 MaxLinearVelocity{ maxVelocity: 185 } //Hard limit in mm/s
27 MaxAngularVelocity{ maxVelocity: 7.5 } //Hard limit in rad/s
28 StrictContainer{ //Container borders, strictly uncrossable as long as on paper
29 paper: CelluloZones.loadZone(":/containerPaper.json") //Border of whole paper
30 zone: CelluloZones.loadZone(":/containerZone.json") //Actual usable zone
31 }
32
33 /* Collective detectors */
34 PinchZoomDetector{ //Detects when exactly two elements are grasped and moved around
35 onPinchZoomed: { //Has arguments element1 and element2 denoting grasped elements
36 if(priv_connectedCalculator.isConnected(element1, element2))
37 gridSize = element1.position.minus(element2.position).length();
38 }
39 }
40
41 /* Collective calculators */
42 ConnectedCalculator{ //Whether each pair is connected, i.e closer than maxDistance
43 id: priv_connectedCalculator
44 maxDistance: gridSize*(Math.sqrt(2) + 1)/2
45 }
46
47 /* Collective forces */
48 GlobalViscousDamping{ c: 3.0 } //Damping that prevents excessive movement
49 Exclusion{ separation: gridSize } //Repulsion keeping all elements apart
50 AttractionFirstDegree{ //Attraction pulling only connected elements together
51 separation: gridSize
52 connectedCalculator: priv_connectedCalculator
53 }
54 ExclusionSecondDegree{ //Repulsion between elements connected to the same element
55 separation: gridSize*Math.sqrt(2) //Will create square grid with enough elements
56 connectedCalculator: priv_connectedCalculator
57 }
58 }
Listing 5.2 – Declarative physicomimetic swarm program that implements an orthogonal “grid”
of robots (irrelevant code omitted). Manipulating one robot tangibly displaces the grid while
manipulating two connected robots (“pinch-zoom”) rotates, displaces and resizes the grid.
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t = 0 t = 1 t = 2
(a) Solid matter in high temperature, just before melting. Without user interaction, the crystal structure
is preserved, but can be broken and reformed by strong enough tangible manipulation. With weak
enough manipulation, particles(s) may be manipulated to move the entire crystal. Particles oscillate in
their place; amplitude and frequency, as well as inter-particle distance, are higher compared to solids
in lower temperatures. Forces that keep these structures together, as well as the force that oscillates the
particles, can be haptically felt when grasping the robots.
t = 0 t = 1 t = 2
(b) Liquid matter in high temperature, just before evaporating. Without user interaction, the overall
“blob” structure is not preserved; the particles flow around each other without stopping where the
speed is faster compared to lower temperature liquids. Like solids, blobs can be tangibly divided and
combined. With weak enough (weaker than required for solids) manipulation, particle(s) may be
manipulated to move the entire blob. Lone particles oscillate in place, similar to solids.
t = 0 t = 1 t = 2
(c) Gaseous matter in high temperature. Particles “fly around” without stopping to fill the volume of the
container over time; velocity is higher compared to gases in lower temperatures. Particles bounce off of
each other and container borders. Even if a group of particles are tangibly brought together (where the
repulsive force can be haptically felt), they do not stay together as a group when released.
Figure 5.2 – Particles in Matter - The behaviors of solid, liquid and gas states, denoted by blue,
green and red colored robots respectively. Time flows from left to right.
5.2.4 Learning Activity Design - Particles in Matter
Using our declarative physicomimetic software framework, we proceed in this section to
design a learning activity that benefits from swarm behaviors of our tangible robots, that also
highlights the capabilities of our framework. To achieve this, strong topic candidates are ones
where the behaviors and interactions of many similar elements are prevalently taught. Such
topics are commonly found in physics and chemistry where the activity relies on simulating
these behaviors and interactions; examples of such activities are:
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• Building molecules with atoms, bonding
• Molecule polarity and behaviors of polar molecule collections
• Charged particles in electric and magnetic fields
• Basics of electronics and circuits
• Particle-like behaviors of light
• Micro-structures of solutions
• Particles in different states of matter
Among these topics, we opted to develop an activity to demonstrate the behaviors of particles
in different states of matter, hereafter called Particles in Matter, by virtue of its richer learning
content compared to other topics. Furthermore, for practical reasons (such as the age group of
available participants for experiments), we limit our activity to provide an entry-level exposure
to the micro-structures of three states of matter, i.e. solids, liquids and gases, where the various
aspects of their behaviors are clearly conveyed through easily understandable (sometimes
exaggerated) abstractions without regard to numerical or physical accuracy. Therefore, mathe-
matical formulas, numerical values with units and the availability of calculation tasks based
on these are not included in the design of our activity.
Given its context and philosophy, ours is a similar endeavor to [229] where macroscopic and
microscopic behaviors and representations of objects in chemistry are bridged through en-
gaging interactive computer simulations3. Similarly, the added values of our robot-enhanced
learning activities include making invisible visible, as well as making intangible tangible,
which is not found in computer simulations. On the other hand, simulations done solely in
software are potentially more flexible, possessing the opportunity to present any number of
elements represented and enhanced by any given graphic, compared to using robots with
unchanging hardware, such as ours.
To design the actual content of our activity, we followed a rapid iterative design process where
we collaborated with a middle-high school physics teacher to obtain an activity that can
be used as part of a standard lesson. In the first iteration, we began by implementing and
demonstrating a solid state simulation (a simplified version of Figure 5.2a without the dynamic
reformation of the crystal structure) to the teacher as a means of communicating the abilities
of our robotic platform and the design space of our activities. The following set of desired
features resulted from the discussions with the teacher:
• Particles may be found in solid, liquid or gaseous state, whose behaviors reflect the
high-level attributes of real materials in those states and are shown in Figure 5.2.
• Particles may transition smoothly from solid to liquid, as well as from liquid to gas,
through increase in energy, and thus can be found in those intermediate states. This
increase may be provided by the tangible “shake” interaction, seen in Figure 5.3.
• Particles can be moved around, even through kidnapping; contacting particles will
transfer their energy (i.e. heat) in real time, as seen in Figure 5.4.
3Within this family of simulations, [230] presents the simulation of states of matter.
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t = 0 t = 1 t = 2
t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
t = 6 t = 7 t = 8
Figure 5.3 – Particles in Matter - Tangible “shake” interaction giving grasped particles oscilla-
tory energy in the form of heat, which then dissipates throughout the solid (denoted by blue
color) to raise the temperature and melt the material into a liquid (denoted by green color).
t = 0 t = 1 t = 2
t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
Figure 5.4 – Particles in Matter - Tangible “launch” interaction giving a grasped high-
temperature gas particle (in red color) velocity. Upon contact with the high-temperature
solid particles (in blue color), heat transfer occurs in real time from high heat to low heat.
Finally, the solid particles melt while the single gas particle condenses to reach equilibrium in
the liquid state (in green color).
With these features implemented, as the second iteration, a pilot experiment was carried out
with 6 learners (in groups of 3, each group spending about 10 minutes with the activity) in
order to validate the functionality of the existing features and observe what other features
may be missing. For this pilot, a manual switch that enabled a global cooling effect was built
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and given to the control of the teacher, since the particles tend to saturate with energy over
time in the absence of any other heat loss mechanism. The group of learners were observed to
quickly reach this saturation, going through solid, liquid and reaching a high-temperature gas,
at which point the switch was enabled until the particles dropped down to the lowest energy
state (the learners were explained that the container’s cooler functionalities were enabled for
the time being), in order to let the group interact with the lower energy states again.
Instead of this ad-hoc mechanism, it was decided to provide the learners an additional A4
sheet marked with “Cooler”, which provides heat loss for all particles placed within. This
choice was made to let learners choose which group of particles to cool at their discretion.
Through this mechanism, the teacher was enabled to encourage the learners to tangibly
conduct heat transfer experiments between particle groups in different states or possessing
different levels of energy. Additionally, a mechanism was implemented that synchronizes
the virtual element to the robot in case the robot falls behind, in the form of an individual
rule and an individual force. This brought the activity closer to being entirely physical and
tangible from the learner’s and teacher’s perspective, i.e. where the underlying hidden virtual
simulation is indistinguishable from its robotic enactment. Finally, some colors and parameter
values were tweaked for better legibility and performance.
The resulting activity was used for the experiments presented in the following sections within
this chapter, whose main goal is to perform its real-world validation. These experiments,
along with their discussions, are also collectively regarded as the third design iteration, whose
resulting improvements to the activity are left as future work. For reference and completeness,
the source code of the activity at this stage is provided in Appendix B.
5.3 Quantitative Validation
5.3.1 Overview
In this section, we present the first study conducted as an initial validation to our swarm-
enhanced learning activity, in the form of an “in-the-wild” experiment. Before introducing our
activity to the classroom through the teacher, we wish to obtain information on which aspects
of our selected topic can be better taught by our activity, and how learning is actually affected
by interacting with the tangible swarm. Our intention is to observe these effects quantitatively
on a large number of learners in order to statistically confirm them, hence the examination
will be more controlled even though the study is conducted in an authentic context.
5.3.2 Activity & Test Design
The learning activity to be used within this study is designed as an initial exposure to the basic
states of matter where the interaction time is bounded to around 10 minutes. It was designed
to accommodate a team of 2-3 learners with 6-7 robots where the learners were encouraged to
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Question Available answers Type
Do solids have fixed form? (a) Yes (b) No (c) I don’t know Pick one
Do liquids have fixed form? (a) Yes (b) No (c) I don’t know Pick one
Do gases have fixed form? (a) Yes (b) No (c) I don’t know Pick one
Are solids compressible? (a) Yes (b) No (c) I don’t know Pick one
Are liquids compressible? (a) Yes (b) No (c) I don’t know Pick one
Are gases compressible? (a) Yes (b) No (c) I don’t know Pick one
Which state has
the most energy?
The least energy?
(a) Solid> Liquid>Gas (b) Solid>Gas> Liquid
(c) Liquid> Solid>Gas (d) Liquid>Gas> Solid
(e) Gas> Liquid> Solid (f) Gas> Solid> Liquid
(g) I don’t know
Pick one
Which state has
the strongest bonding?
The weakest bonding?
(a) Solid> Liquid>Gas (b) Solid>Gas> Liquid
(c) Liquid> Solid>Gas (d) Liquid>Gas> Solid
(e) Gas> Liquid> Solid (f) Gas> Solid> Liquid
(g) I don’t know
Pick one
Which group of particles have
the highest temperature?
(a) Figure 5.5b (b) Figure 5.5e (c) Figure 5.5a
(d) Figure 5.5f (e) Figure 5.5c (f) Figure 5.5d
(g) I don’t know
Pick one
Which group of particles have
the lowest temperature?
(a) Figure 5.5b (b) Figure 5.5e (c) Figure 5.5a
(d) Figure 5.5f (e) Figure 5.5c (f) Figure 5.5d
(g) I don’t know
Pick one
Which group of particles
are a solid?
(a) Figure 5.5f (b) Figure 5.5d (c) Figure 5.5b Pick one
or more
Which group of particles
are a liquid?
(a) Figure 5.5f (b) Figure 5.5d (c) Figure 5.5b Pick one
or more
Which group of particles
are a gas?
(a) Figure 5.5f (b) Figure 5.5d (c) Figure 5.5b Pick one
or more
Which state has the
most ordered particles?
(a) Solid (b) Liquid (c) Gas (d) I don’t know Pick one
Whan can happen if the given
material Figure 5.5a is heated?
(a) Some particles can eventually
evaporate and escape
(b) Material can melt
(c) Material can freeze
(d) Material can condense
(e) Particles can just accelerate
without changing state
(f) Particles themselves can get bigger
Pick one
or more
Table 5.1 – Particles in Matter pre-test & post-test questions. A maximum of 10 minutes were
allowed for each test. Correct answers (worth +1 marks), incorrect answers (worth −1 marks)
and neutral answers (worth 0 marks) are denoted with green, red and gray respectively. Ani-
mations in the real tests are marked here with “ Figure ∗ ”. Answers consisting of animations
that are to be given to the “highest/lowest temperature” questions are in the exact order given
above, i.e. shuffled, so that they are not ordered in terms of increasing or decreasing energy.
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(a) Cold solid (b) Hot solid
(c) Cold liquid (d) Hot liquid
(e) Cold gas (f) Hot gas
Figure 5.5 – Animations shown in the pre/post-test of the quantitative Particles in Matter
study, generated using a modified version of [230]. See Table 5.1 for the questions employing
these animations. Motion blur effects are provided here to give the impression of how the
actual animations appear and move. Colors used on the robots to code the three states are
deliberately avoided to prevent color matching instead of behavior matching. One cold and
one hot version of each state is included to test energy ranking within states as well as across
states. Within each state, hotter particles move faster compared to the colder ones.
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discuss among themselves as to what behaviors and phenomena were being observed, as well
as to argue which actions caused those results. A desktop computer (not related to the activity
from the learners’ perspectives) was used to host the application software.
Resulting from the discussions held with the teacher during the previous iterations, the peda-
gogical scenario was chosen as a semi-guided self-discovery sequence. In other words, the
learners are pushed towards the path of discovering the system laws and particle behaviors
through their own interactions with the swarm. For this reason, the experimenter only in-
troduced the kinds of interactions that the learners may want to test, asked questions that
are beneficial to be answered, and otherwise interacted very little with the learners. Again,
resulting from the discussions held with the teacher, the association of the swarm states (color
coded with blue, green and red) with the actual labeled states of matter, i.e. solid, liquid and
gas, was not readily made; after interacting with all swarm states, the learners were encour-
aged to match these states to real-world solid, liquid and gas states. It was further introduced
that the particles gain the energy that is given by the motion of their arms during the shake
interaction. However, the facts that this energy is transfered between close particles, that the
particles change state through the increase in this energy and that states are distinctly ordered
in terms of increasing energy, were left to be discovered independently.
Due to the brief nature of the experiment and the time needed for tests, each learner was
subjected to a short pre-test and a post-test exactly before and after interacting with the
swarm. These tests consisted of the same set of multiple-choice questions given in Table 5.1,
for which a maximum of 10 minutes were allowed each. To better convey questions relying on
the behaviors of particles, the animations shown in Figure 5.5, which depict the behaviors of
each state in low and high energy, were prepared and displayed within the questions where
appropriate. To enable this moving display, the learners were subjected to the tests on tablets,
which also facilitated the automated collection of results.
5.3.3 Participants & Data Collection
86 learners, 11.6±0.725 years old and without formal pre-knowledge about the topic, expe-
rienced the activity within the context of another edition of Journée des Classes (collective
school excursion explained in Section 2.6.3 where we hosted Treasure Hunt in a previous
edition). The participants were treated in teams of 2-3 where two independent teams worked
in parallel (and up to 14 robots co-existed) at a time in the same room. This way, 4-6 learners
were accommodated in total at a time, which are referred to as groups. 31 such teams within
16 such groups (one group consisting of only one team) were treated where test results were
gathered collectively for each group (and not for each team due to the organization of the
event). The teams interacted with the swarm for 9.08±1.18minutes, during which the poses
of all robots, states of the swarm, as well as all user interaction events (e.g. kidnaps, grasps)
were recorded using only the desktop computer running the application software and the
robots. As in the studies presented in the previous chapters, no other device was added to this
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Figure 5.6 – Scene from quantitative Particles in Matter study. Team of 3 learners trying out the
tangible placement interaction in order to put one particle in the cooler (A4 sheet on the right),
which they will then place back in the main container next to the higher-energy particles to
run a high-level heat transfer experiment.
lightweight setup such as cameras or microphones. For this reason, when swarm interaction
is concerned, we extracted data on the team level (and compared with the test results gathered
on the group level) and did not discern precisely which learner performed which interaction.
A sample scene from the experiment can be seen in Figure 5.6.
5.3.4 Swarm Interaction Metrics
In the emerging field of HSI, interaction metrics are not yet well known. The very few efforts so
far in the literature to define such metrics are mission-centric, and naturally focus on results
such as task performance. Two such works are [231, 232] that both consider bio-inspired
swarms and metrics. In our case, we are interested in how swarm interaction affects learning,
as opposed to the performance on some task that the swarm accomplishes. For this, we focus
on how much the learners tangibly interact with the swarm, and how much they are exposed
to the relevant phenomena that occur within the swarm, through the following metrics (where
H denotes lower level metrics related to usability and N denotes higher level metrics related to
the specific learning context of the activity):
H Number of grabs: Total number of times when any particle is grabbed; a higher number
of particle grabs implies that the group initiated more tangible interactions.
H Total grab time: Total time interval of grabbing particles; longer particle grabs implies
that the group spent more time on tangible interactions.
H Number of returns to paper: Total number of times when any robot was returned to
paper, including the times when a container change does not occur; a higher number of
returns to paper implies that the group intentionally moved particles from one place to
another more within the activity, potentially leading to more experimentation involving
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multiple particles, such as dividing and joining collections.
N Number of container changes: Total number of times when any particle is placed in the
cooler from the main container or vice versa; a higher number of container changes
implies that the group experimented using the cooler more and was possibly exposed
more to the heat transfer mechanism.
N Number of state changes: Total number of times when any particle changes state; a
higher number of state changes implies that the group was exposed more to the state
transition mechanism, without implying any tangible interaction necessary to do so.
Most of these metrics carry similar connotations to operator intervention measures within
classical HSI; in other words, they measure how much the learners decided to initiate modifica-
tions on certain aspects of the swarm instead of only observing how they behave or simply not
paying attention. In our case, these interventions are tangible by design and are to be made
with the intentions of discovering the phenomena within states of matter, of which the learners
are given leads. By exploring the effect of these metrics (with the said implications on learners’
discovery) on learning, we expect to gain an insight as to whether tangible interaction with the
swarm may lead to more overall learning gain within our particular application scenario.
5.3.5 Results & Discussion
Performance on Individual Aspects of the Subject
Initially, we examine which aspects of the states of matter were prevalently learned and which
aspects were misunderstood, by measuring the improvement/deterioration from pre-test to
post-test scores on individual questions across all learners. The results, given in Figure 5.7,
show that in most aspects (14 out of 20), there were more participants who gained learning
(cleared wrong knowledge or gained correct knowledge) than those who lost learning (cleared
correct knowledge or gained wrong knowledge).
First aspect to be clearly misunderstood more is the recognition of solids from the behaviors
of particles. Here, we observe that 76 out of 86 learners were able to correctly identify the solid
state before the activity, and therefore a pre-ceiling effect was present where there was no
room for improvement for most participants (i.e. a misconception was more likely when all
participants are considered). This is not the case for liquids and gases, where liquids were
confused more with gases and vice versa, before the activity.
Second notable aspect is seen in identifying whether a heated solid can perform certain state
transitions. Here, it was observed that a considerable portion of the learners did not exactly
know the real-world labels of these transitions (e.g. “evaporation” and “condensation”, none of
which were introduced during the activity), indicated by their questions to the experimenters
during pre-test and post-test. In a similar line, the “compressibility” label was not well known
(again, not introduced during the activity and was questioned during pre-test and post-test)
and the corresponding questions yielded poor results.
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Figure 5.7 – Learning gain/loss from pre-test to post-test in the quantitative Particles in Matter study. Each circle denotes one aspect of the
subject that can be learned, see Table 5.1 for the questions probing these. The radii of the red wedges denote the number of participants who
lost correct knowledge or gained incorrect knowledge, whereas the radii of the green wedges denote the number of participants who gained
correct knowledge or cleared an incorrect knowledge. Participants who did not gain or lose knowledge are omitted in each unit of knowledge.
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Figure 5.8 – Mean positive learning gains (i.e. improvements, given in green), mean negative
learning gains (i.e. built misconceptions, given in red) and mean net learning gain (i.e. sum
of mean improvements and mean misconceptions, given with triangular markers) across all
groups in the quantitative Particles in Matter study.
Finally, a striking number of participants were observed to build misconceptions in the
energy ranking of states. For this question, the answers from most of the participants who
misconceived were “Solid> Liquid>Gas” which is the exact opposite of the correct answer.
This implies that in the learners’ cognition, the label “energy” may have been linked to a
notion of the “needing energy to break its bonds apart” variety, instead of the correct notion of
“having stored energy”. While the exact nature of this misconception needs more exploration,
it is certain that extra care must be taken in this and the other aforementioned aspects of this
subject when using a swarm-enhanced activity such as ours.
Overall Performance
Next, we examine the per-learner and per-group learning, in order to evaluate the overall
success of our activity in producing learning gain and also to gain an impression of the amount
of negative learning produced. In Figure 5.8, the positive, negative and net learning obtained
by each group (normalized by the number of learners in groups) is given. It is evident that
there is no group where only positive or only negative learning was present; all groups learn
and misunderstand some amount of knowledge. However, the 4 groups that show negative
net learning (groups A, B, C and D) seem to belong to two categories: Either they have low
positive and low negative learning (groups C and D, net learning close to zero), or they have
moderate positive learning and an excessive amount of negative learning (groups A and B).
These may imply that the groups belonging to the first category interact less with the activity
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Figure 5.9 – Net learning across all participants in the quantitative Particles in Matter study,
on the left, where positive and negative learning are denoted with green and red respectively.
The histogram and estimated distribution of learning across all participants is given on the
right, showing a slight but clear skew towards the positive end. The mean learning across all
participants is measured to be significantly larger than zero (one-sample t(85) = 2.00, p =
0.0489, CI95% = [0.00607,2.39]).
or that they are uninterested so that they gain neither positive nor negative input, and that
the groups belonging to the second category simply need more teacher intervention to clear
the possible buildup of misconceptions during the activity. Naturally, the verification of these
claims requires further research.
When we abandon groups and examine the learning across all individual learners (given in
Figure 5.9), we observe the distribution of net learning where a skew towards the positive
end is present. However, more importantly, the distribution clearly resembles a bell-shaped
distribution where most participants are close to the mean, which is itself close to zero. Ideally,
even if the distribution is bell-shaped, it would be desirable to have the mean larger than zero,
so that there is little overall negative learning. The current performance implies too short
activity duration, too little guidance, the lack of a necessary teaching tool or simply unideal
testing conditions. More discussion on this issue is provided at the end of this section.
Effect of Swarm Interaction on Learning
Lastly, we examine the effect of swarm interaction on learning with the aforementioned
metrics where we examined the effect on negative, positive and net learning. No significant
relationship was found between learning and number of state changes, number of grabs and
total grab time, further research may conclude whether these metrics are irrelevant to the
learning of our subject or not; it may be revealed that inexact measures such as the number of
grasps, or observation-oriented measures such as the number of state changes, do not imply
useful interaction with the meaningful phenomena available in the activity.
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Figure 5.10 – Relationship between learning and swarm interaction measures in the quan-
titative Particles in Matter study. Each data point represents the mean learning and mean
swarm interaction measure within a group (normalized by the number of participants in the
group), whose label is given next to the data point. Left (in red), middle (in gray) and right
(in green) columns depict the relationships concerning negative learning gain (i.e. only built
misconceptions), net learning gain (i.e. sum of negative and positive learning gains) and
positive learning gain (i.e. only improvements) respectively. Top and bottom rows depict the
relationships concerning the mean number of times when some robot is returned to paper and
the mean number of times when some robot is placed in the other container, respectively. For
all pairings, Pearson’s correlation test results are given on top, all of which have n = 14. When
negative learning is considered, no significant increasing relationship between either measure
was found; however, the confidence intervals suggest that decreasing relationships likely do
not exist, meaning that more interaction with the swarm presumably does not lead to more
misconceptions being built in this scenario. Considering positive learning, significant increas-
ing relationships with both measures were found. A final significant increasing relationship
was found between net learning gain and returning to paper whereas an almost significant
increasing relationship between net learning and container changing was also found. For
the increasing relationships, linear least absolute residuals (minimizing the L1 norm) fits are
given. These relationships suggest that more interaction with the swarm may lead to more
learning gain in this scenario.
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However, significant relationships concerning the number of container changes and the num-
ber of returns to paper were found, which are summarized in Figure 5.10. These relationships
imply that groups that tangibly moved the particles around more tended to gain more positive
learning, and have likely not gained more negative learning (whereas comparatively little
can be said about gaining less negative learning). These findings may further imply that said
elementary interactions, and possibly more complex ones allowed by these interactions such
as the division and merging of particle collections that have different energies, are linked more
to the core understanding of the activity, and should be encouraged. On the other hand, it
may also be revealed that more interested learners simply interact more with the activity and
observe more carefully, which leads to better learning performance; here, interest would be
the third factor causing increase in both interaction and learning.
5.3.6 Conclusion
In this study, we performed the first step towards validating our swarm-enhanced learning
activity in the form of an “in-the-wild” experiment where the interaction allowed for each
participant was very brief. In addition to correct knowledge, a considerable amount of miscon-
ceptions were built, for which this brevity may be the culprit. However, it is also likely that the
testing conditions were unideal, since the experiment context was essentially a collective field
trip for classrooms from local schools where the learners were eager to “play with the next
robotic demonstration” after finishing with our activity, of which there were many. Instead, we
were obliged to make them undergo a test for the purposes of our own research, which may
have affected the results.
However, in any case, we showed that significant positive learning can be generated with
our activity, which we find promising. To amplify this gain, as well as to reduce the buildup
of misconceptions, we propose in the following section to complement our activity with a
classical practical activity commonly used in classrooms. By combining both activities within
a planned lesson, we will aim to demonstrate the integration and added value of our swarm-
enhanced learning activities to realistic classroom ecosystems. Furthermore, we will compare
and contrast the nature of the learning gain provided by our activity and the classical activity,
clearly showing the role and advantage of each within our planned lesson.
5.4 Qualitative Validation
5.4.1 Overview
The next step in validating our swarm-enhanced learning activity, which is simultaneously the
final step in validating the robotic learning platform proposed in this thesis, is to integrate
it into a lesson where the teacher actively uses the robots as a teaching tool, unlike the
previously built lesson (in Section 4.4) where the lesson plan tolerates the absence of the
teacher. Furthermore, in this validation step, the lesson plan and the didactic sequence is
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Phase Goals Time (min)
PRE. Pre-Test Assessment of pre-knowledge 20
INT. Introduction Introduction to platform and lesson 5
ACT1.
Robotic Activity
or
Practical Activity
Discovery of micro-behaviors of matter
or
Investigation of macro-behaviors of matter
15
MID. Mid-Test Measurement of learning gain from ACT1 10
ACT2.
Practical Activity
or
Robotic Activity
Investigation of macro-behaviors of matter
or
Discovery of micro-behaviors of matter
15
POST.
Post-Test &
Closing
Measurement of learning gain from ACT2
Farewell & opinions
10
Total: 55
Table 5.2 – Particles in Matter lesson plan and didactic sequence used in both experiments.
Pre-Test is conducted the day before the lesson. Participants are divided into two groups
where one goes through the robotic activity first and the practical activity second, while the
other goes through them in the reverse order.
built in collaboration with the teacher who will use our platform in their lesson, through
discussions involving the design. After designing this lesson, we will test it with two different
classrooms and teachers in two different schools, resulting in two different experiments. The
second experiment will feature a teacher initially unfamiliar to our platform and activity, which
will provide a second “layer” of usability validation, implying easy integration into existing
classrooms. Compared to the quantitative validation phase, we will give more freedom to
the learners during testing in both experiments in order to capture learning resulting from
“out-of-the-box” and creative thinking, as well as resulting from pre-knowledge that may not
be possible to capture through fixed-answer questions. Not only will we attempt to discover
the learning gain we are able to produce with this improved lesson through learner-testing,
we will also interview the teacher to discover opinions, perceived performance and future
prospects from the perspective of another essential stakeholder of our endeavor.
5.4.2 Lesson Design
Using the same swarm-enhanced robotic activity (see Section 5.2.4), we designed a lesson that
takes around 55 minutes. The key characteristic of this lesson is that it features both robotic
and classical activities: The role of the robotic activity is to open a tangible perspective towards
the microscopic behaviors of matter whereas the role of the classical activity (of the practical
“laboratory experiments” type that is already commonly used in classrooms for this subject) is
to demonstrate the macroscopic behaviors of matter. The conventional, real-world behaviors
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are challenging to demonstrate using particle simulations while the microscopic behaviors of
particles are difficult to demonstrate using practical activities; our aim in using both activities
is to compensate these shortcomings and obtain a lesson that provides a complete and global
view of the subject. We believe that this approach will also address the shortcomings of the
quantitative validation (through real-world grounding of commonly misunderstood concepts
such as energy), as well as demonstrate our platform’s readiness of integrability into common
classroom practices.
In this composite lesson structure, it is not clear how these microscopic and macroscopic
views should be combined effectively; the microscopic view can follow the macroscopic view
in order to provide a “zoom-in” methodology of understanding while the reverse can also
be done to provide a “zoom-out” methodology. Furthermore, strategies interleaving the two
views may also be conceived where exercises composed of microscopic and macroscopic
views of the same phenomena (e.g. melting of a liquid into a solid) are sequenced. For the
purposes of our experiments, we chose to sequence the entire activities (robots after practical
or practical after robots) instead of sequencing sub-parts in order to increase the utilization of
our robots for the entire classroom; in this way, the classroom can be divided into two groups
that use the robots in turns. Naturally, this approach will require an assistant to the teacher
who will conduct one of the two activities in parallel; the experimenter undertakes this task in
our experiments. However, with enough robots, the classroom could prospectively be divided
into teams, each with a dedicated set of robots and laboratory equipment used to perform
exercises simultaneously, where the teacher assists teams in sequence.
This approach narrows the lesson plans down to two movements, namely “zoom-in” and
“zoom-out”, both of which we seek to evaluate. Furthermore, in addition to performing a
pre-test to assess pre-knowledge and a post-test to assess the learning gain from the lesson,
we choose to perform a mid-test in between the two activities to clearly determine the nature
of the learning gains provided by each type of activity. These tests are mostly of an open
writing nature, with short questions and blank space provided for the learner answer texts
(and possibly drawings), in order to push the learners in the right subject direction (to discover
whether they gained the target knowledge that we are interested in) but otherwise not limit
them. The lesson plan that results from these considerations is given in Table 5.2 and the
details of each phase is given below.
PRE - Pre-Test
Learners did a pre-test one day before the actual lesson in order to not consume time and to
not cause fatigue before the lesson, as well as to reduce the priming effect caused by questions.
The test consists solely of open writing questions that ask the properties and the essential
characteristics of solids, liquids and gases in an undetailed fashion. Since this phase is not
bounded by the lesson time, an ample 20 minutes are allowed where any and all knowledge
that fits the question is promoted (i.e. “There is no wrong answer to these questions.” is
explicitly stated to the learners).
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INT - Introduction
Before the start of the lesson, the learners are greeted and briefly introduced to the experi-
menters, the research project conducted by the experimenters and the subject of the lesson
they are about the experience. They are then divided into two separate groups where one is
guided towards the robotic activity (to be conducted by the experimenter according to the
script designed in collaboration with the teacher) and the other is guided towards the practical
activity (to be conducted by the teacher) to begin the lesson.
ACT1/ACT2 - Robotic Activity
Similar to the previously designed activity during quantitative validation, the robotic activity
used here is in the form of a semi-guided self-discovery sequence where the team of learners
are encouraged to discover the system laws and particle behaviors through their own inter-
actions with the swarm. The assistant (i.e. the experimenter in this case) conducting the
activity only introduces the kinds of interactions that the learners should test (such as the
shake interaction that provides input energy and later the cooler area that freely depletes
energy) and asks questions that they should preferably answer (such as which color coded
behavior corresponds to which state of matter, not readily answered by the assistant). The
first group interacts with the swarm in this way for up to 15 minutes while the second group
attends the practical activity, which is described below.
MID - Mid-Test
At the end of the first activity (robotic for the first group and practical for the second group),
learners are assembled and are subjected to the same mid-test that lasts up to 10 minutes.
It is composed mainly of open writing questions with some multiple choice questions that
target ranking among the properties of different states, similar to the related questions in the
previously conducted quantitative validation tests. The expected answer content is naturally
less than the pre-test due to more limited time, but the learners are reminded that they are
not required to re-write content that they have written before in the pre-test, as we are only
interested in the learning gain difference compared to the knowledge state before the lesson. It
was stressed that “This is not a test to grade you and we are only interested in what you think.”.
Afterwards, the groups are swapped and directed to the activities they did not experience yet.
ACT2/ACT1 - Practical Activity
The practical activity is designed in the form of a set of “laboratory experiments” that are
normally commonly used as part of states of matter lessons. These conventional materials
and processes are intended to provide real-world, macroscopic grounding to the microscopic
phenomena observed with the swarm of robots, which are explained to be programmed by us
to behave as particles in these materials do. The set of experiments made available are:
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• Three syringes with air (gas), water (liquid) and pen cap (solid) inside where the ends
of syringes are blocked with glue tack. The learners are encouraged to try to compress
each state of matter and see if they are indeed successful.
• A candle is lit, then put out after a while. The learners are encouraged to tangibly verify
that the partly melted candle (now about 60 ◦C) is warmer. Then, they are encouraged to
see that they can indeed pass their hand over a flame (about 600 ◦C) very quickly without
burning. They are introduced the concept of “temperature” (and indirectly its transfer
through the transfer of energy/heat) and encouraged to discuss what it is, corrected by
the teacher if they focus on wrong statements.
• A volumetric flask with very thin neck, filled with air, is introduced and the learners are
asked how they can bring colored liquid into the thin neck. Then, it is put into boiling
water to warm up, removed after sufficiently long and the thin neck is plunged into a
colored liquid. The cooling air inside the flask contracts and pulls the colored liquid
visibly inside the thin neck. The learners are encouraged to discuss why this happens,
where does the cooling effect comes from, and repeat the experiment if they wish.
• A volumetric flask with very thin neck, filled with colored liquid, is put into ice water.
After cooling down, it is put into boiling hot water where the colored liquid inside visibly
rises within the neck due to expansion. The learners are encouraged to discuss why this
happens, repeat the experiment or cool the heated flask again in ice water to see the
contraction if they wish.
• A bolt is heated on a flame until glowing hot, then tightly fastened with a metal clamp
and immediately put in water. The rapidly cooling bolt contracts and releases itself from
the clamp, and the learners are encouraged to discuss why this happens and repeat the
experiment if they wish.
• A volumetric flask with thin neck is filled a small amount of water, then heated directly
on top of a hot plate. When the water boils and turns into steam, it visibly exits the thin
neck. The learners are encouraged to discuss on this energetic behavior and expansion
of the hotter matter that is steam.
A portion of these experiments were chosen in order to rectify a number of the common mis-
conceptions observed during the quantitative validation; a larger set of experiments can also
be imagined depending on the availability of time. During this activity, the learners are again
encouraged to discuss as to why the demonstrated processes occur through questions that
trigger these discussions. Similar to the robotic activity, they are not readily given answers. Up
to 15 minutes are allocated to interact with these experiments with the help of the teacher who
facilitates and guides these interactions, as well as ask questions and encourage discussions.
POST - Post-test & Closing
Finally, at the end of the second activity (practical for the first group and robotic for the second
group), learners are assembled again and are subjected to the same post-test that lasts up to
10 minutes. Same questions as the mid-test are asked, except for additional two questions in
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(a) Robot-assisted discovery activity. Team of 4 learners (one not visible) tangibly
preparing the particles for a heat transfer experiment.
(b) Practical activity. Same team of learners experimenting with states of real-world
matter using common laboratory equipment. On the left, learner attempting to
compress the liquid in a syringe, which is not possible. In the middle, learner
heating a bolt on the Bunsen burner, to later tightly clamp it and rapidly cool it (via
soaking it in water) in order to observe contraction through changing temperature
which will release it from the clamp.
Figure 5.11 – Scenes from both activities in the qualitative Particles in Matter experiments.
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one of the experiments, which is detailed below. Again, as we are only interested in the learning
gain difference compared to before the second activity, the learners are encouraged to write
only what they freshly learned, on top of the previous activity. After the test, the learners are
thanked for their participation and asked their opinions and specifically what they appreciated
and did not appreciate with our robots.
5.4.3 Participants, Testing & Data Collection
Our lesson was tested with two different classrooms and teachers in two schools, Leysin
American School and Ecole Internationale de Genève; an example scene is given in Figure 5.11.
The first classroom consisted of the teacher whom we collaborated with to design the lesson
and 8 learners (in 8th grade i.e. final year of middle school, around 13 years old, exact age
information not collected) which were treated in two groups of 4 learners with 7-8 robots each
during the robotic activity; none of the learners had any prior experience with our robots.
The experiment conducted with this classroom in Leysin American School was labeled E1.
Afterwards, an arranged one-to-one interview with the teacher was also conducted for his
opinion, ideas and feedback for the future.
The second classroom consisted of a physics teacher initially unfamiliar with our platform
and 23 learners (in 6th grade, 10.9±0.458 years old) who were treated in two lesson iterations
(approximately two hours) due to high number of learners. Similar to the teacher, none of the
learners had any experience with our robots. In each of these iterations, consisting of 11 and
12 learners, two groups were formed that each consist of 6 learners (5 learners in one instance).
The groups that interacted with the swarm of robots were further divided into two teams of
three learners (only two learners in one instance) with 6-7 robots each in two independent
activities. This way, similar to the quantitative experiment, up to 14 robots coexisted at a given
time. The experiment conducted with this classroom in Ecole Internationale de Genève was
labeled E2. Afterwards, a brief discussion with the teacher was held for his opinion and ideas.
In both experiments, written answers to each test (given fully in Table 5.3) were collected on
paper. E1 was conducted in English whereas E2 was conducted in the local language (French)
and the results of its tests were translated to English afterwards for analysis. Due to the older
age group among the participants in E1 compared to E2, two additional questions were asked
in both tests and two more were asked only in the post-test. In the open writing questions,
answers of learners were analyzed for the correct descriptions of units of knowledge without
the existence of a predetermined set of correct units. This set was built through the answers of
learners where any and every unit of correct knowledge related to the subject was awarded to
the learner and then added to the set. Below, the results of these tests, as well as the interview
and discussions with the teachers are discussed. The quotes from the learner answers given
below have their grammar corrected, their underlying sentence structure adapted but their
content and meaning otherwise not modified.
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Question Available answers Pre? Mid? Post?
Describe the properties of solids. Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
What makes a solid a solid? Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
Describe the properties of liquids. Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
What makes a liquid a liquid? Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
Describe the properties of gases. Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
What makes a gas a gas? Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
What happens to a solid when heated? Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
What happens to a liquid when heated? Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
Describe the properties of solids, liquids & gases.
What are their differences?
Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
Describe the motions of particles in solids, liq-
uids & gases.
Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
How do particles gain energy? Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
Which state has the most energy? The least en-
ergy?
(a) Solid> Liquid>Gas
(b) Solid>Gas> Liquid
(c) Liquid> Solid>Gas
(d) Liquid>Gas> Solid
(e) Gas> Liquid> Solid
(f) Gas> Solid> Liquid
(g) I don’t know
E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
Which state has the strongest bonding? The
weakest bonding?
(a) Solid> Liquid>Gas
(b) Solid>Gas> Liquid
(c) Liquid> Solid>Gas
(d) Liquid>Gas> Solid
(e) Gas> Liquid> Solid
(f) Gas> Solid> Liquid
(g) I don’t know
E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
What is the relationship between bond strength,
density and volume?
Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
Under same conditions, which state has the
biggest volume? The smallest volume?
(a) Solid> Liquid>Gas
(b) Solid>Gas> Liquid
(c) Liquid> Solid>Gas
(d) Liquid>Gas> Solid
(e) Gas> Liquid> Solid
(f) Gas> Solid> Liquid
(g) I don’t know
E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
Under same conditions, which state is the most
dense? The least dense?
(a) Solid> Liquid>Gas
(b) Solid>Gas> Liquid
(c) Liquid> Solid>Gas
(d) Liquid>Gas> Solid
(e) Gas> Liquid> Solid
(f) Gas> Solid> Liquid
(g) I don’t know
E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
If you put ice cubes in your drink, they eventually
disappear. What happens to them?
Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
When you take a cold beverage from the fridge,
water droplets appear outside the bottle. Why?
Open writing E1E2 E1E2 E1E2
Table 5.3 – Pre-test, mid-test & post-test questions for the qualitative Particles in Matter
experiments. For fixed-answer questions, correct, incorrect and neutral answers are denoted
with green, red and gray respectively. E1 and E2 denote whether the question is used in the
first and the second experiment respectively.
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Symbol Label Knowledge
Bg Buoyancy Gases are lighter, will go up against gravity.
Cs ,Cl ,Cg Compressibility
Solid and liquids can’t be compressed but gases
can.
D Difference
Particles move differently in different states (no
more details on specific states).
E f Energy (friction) Energy (heat) can be gained by friction.
Eh Energy (heating) Energy (heat) can be increased by outside sources.
Ek Energy (kinetic) Energy (heat) can be gained kinetically.
Et Energy (transfer) Energy (heat) is transferred between particles.
Fs ,Fl ,Fg Form
Solids have form, liquids and gases don’t.
Liquids and gases take shape of container.
Liquids flow.
Solids are tangible.
Can’t pass hand through solid but can pass through
liquid and gas.
Ls ,Ll ,Lg Light
Solids don’t usually pass light, liquids and gases
usually do.
Og Odor Gases may have odors.
Ss ,Sl ,Sg Spacing
Solids have little space between particles, liquids
have more space, gases have considerably more
space.
Te Transition (evaporation) Evaporation i.e. change between liquid and gas.
Tm Transition (melting) Melting, i.e. change between solid and liquid.
Tu Transition (sublimation)
Sublimation, i.e. occasional change between solid
and gas.
Ve Velocity (energy)
Particles move faster with increased energy (no
more details on specific states).
Vs ,Vl ,Vg Velocity
Solid moves very little, liquid moves faster (always
in motion), gas moves even faster (still always in
motion).
Xs , Xl , Xg Expansion Volume expands with increasing temperature.
Table 5.4 – Legend for the units of knowledge discovered in Particles in Matter qualitative
experiments. The subscripts s, l and g stand for solid, liquid and gas respectively. See Tables 5.5
and 5.6 for the results using these notations. The units marked with gray do not appear in any
learner’s answer but were added here for the completeness of the full set of states related to
the unit.
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Table 5.5 – Results from the Particles in Matter qualitative experiment 1 (denoted with E1). Ai and Bi denote the learners while Fs , Vs etc.
denote the units of knowledge, see Table 5.4 for the full legend. Only the additional gains compared to the previous state are noted in the
learning gain columns. +1 denotes a correct answer given to a fixed-answer question, −1 denotes an incorrect answer given later in the
post-test and +0.5 denotes a partially correct answer. Robot-enhanced and practical activities are marked with blue and orange respectively.
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Table 5.6 – Results from the Particles in Matter qualitative experiment 2 (denoted with E2). Ai and Bi denote the learners while Fs , Vs etc.
denote the units of knowledge, see Table 5.4 for the full legend. Only the additional gains compared to the previous state are noted in the
learning gain columns. +1 denotes a correct answer given to a fixed-answer question, −1 denotes an incorrect answer given later and +0.5
denotes a partially correct answer. Robot-enhanced and practical activities are marked with blue and orange respectively.169
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5.4.4 Results & Discussion - Learners’ Perspective
The answers given to each test in both E1 and E2 were qualitatively analyzed for pre-knowledge
and learning patterns specific to the robotic and the practical activities. In the open writing
questions, the set of all units of knowledge that appear in the answers was manually extracted
and is given in Table 5.4. This way, in addition to explicitly taught and expected units of
knowledge such as V∗ (velocity characteristics of particles in each state), interesting and
unexpected units of knowledge were discovered such as Og (gases may have odors) and L∗
(transparency characteristics of particles in each state). In the fixed-answer questions, correct
answers, partially correct answers, as well as learning losses revealed in the post-test were
marked. The results characterized this way for E1 and E2 are given in Tables 5.5 and 5.6
respectively. Below, in appropriate categories, we present our findings and commentaries
resulting from the analysis of these results.
Nature of the Pre-Knowledge
In both E1 and E2, almost all learners show pre-knowledge about the macroscopic, physical
forms of matter (indicated by F∗) in most states which constitutes the majority of their writing.
This finding is intuitive as conventional real-world interaction with matter will likely build this
information in daily life and questioning done internally by the learner will presumably reveal
this information. Some common answers in this category are:
Solids: “You can touch/feel/see them. They are usually hard and dense. You cannot pass your
hand through them.”
Liquids: “You can change their form/they are unshapen. They are usually not hard. You can
pass your hand through them. They take the shape of the container they are put in.”
Gases: “You can’t touch/hold them. You can’t usually see them. They move/fly in the air.”
Here, common quotidian approaches of “touching with hand, seeing” to characterize the
macroscopic behaviors are found. Furthermore, in both experiments, almost all learners
are seen to know that solids can melt (Tm) and liquids can evaporate (Te ) when heated,
presumably due to a similar way of thinking. When unexpected knowledge is considered,
about half of the learners can state that gases tend to pass light more easily (Lg ) and a fewer
but considerable number of learners can state that gases may have odors (Og ), both of which
we again interpret as relating to the same learner approach of remembering commonplace
occurrences. Other than these, no unexpected pre-knowledge was encountered.
Aside from quotidian knowledge leading to macroscopic view elements, more than half of
the learners in E1 showed pre-knowledge on some aspect of the microscopic views, mainly of
the S∗ type that describe particle spacing within each state and less commonly of the V∗ type
describing motions of particles; common answers revealing this fact are:
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Solids: “They are made up of particles/molecules/atoms tightly packed/very close together.”
Liquids: “Their particles are tightly packed together/a bit more spread out so they can move
around.”
Gases: “Their particles/molecules are very dispersed/spread out/not near each other and
move around a lot.”
This pre-knowledge is seldom encountered in E2 where the only exception is some learners
mentioning that “Liquids are always in motion.” (Vl ). This evidences that the learners in
E1 likely received some formal education on the microscopic views of matter before our
experiment as opposed to learners in E2, as there is no means of obtaining this information
through quotidian interaction with matter. For this reason, the lesson is experienced as a
tangible demonstration, experimentation and reinforcement of previously seen subjects by
the learners in E1 and a truly initial exposure to the subject matter by the learners in E2 as
intended.
Learning of Macroscopic and Microscopic Views
Answers given in the mid-test and post-test interventions are analyzed to reveal the patterns
in the learning of microscopic and macroscopic views of matter. In both E1 and E2, there is
learning gain observed concerning the motions of the particles (V∗) which is not unforeseen as
this question was explicitly asked. In addition, knowledge concerning particle spacing in each
state (S∗) stands out, however less than the knowledge concerning particle motion. Common
answers related to this body of microscopic knowledge are:
Solids: “Their atoms/particles are close to each other/stay together/are difficult to separate.
They don’t move much.”
Liquids: “Their atoms/particles are close to each other a little bit but not all the time. There is
space between particles, they can move. ”
Gases: “Their atoms/particles are far away from each other/don’t get close to each other. They
have a lot of energy/can move a lot/very fast.”
Naturally, the gain of this body of knowledge is more evident in E2 compared to E1 where
there was pre-knowledge present. What is more interesting is that the answers built with the
help of our lesson resemble closely the pre-knowledge answers built in regular lessons (given
above) beforehand by the learners in E2. Apart from V∗ and S∗, very little learning gain on
other microscopic properties were able to be observed, such as particle bonding force. This
may imply that even though this knowledge was learned, our specific questions fell short of
drawing them out. Moreover, it is clearly observed (more so in E2 than in E1) that the learning
of these microscopic aspects occurs more by virtue of the robotic activity than the practical
activity, which is again intuitive as this activity explicitly depicts such behaviors of particles.
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When macroscopic behaviors are concerned, no additional significant learning gain (com-
pared to the quotidian knowledge encountered in the pre-test) was observed as an answer
to the “Describe the properties of solids, liquids and gases.” question, given as a result of
the practical activity in neither E1 nor E2. However, the practical activity is seen to be more
effective in helping the learners answer the “Ice cube” and “Moisture” questions, both related
to macroscopic phase change behaviors; the learners that follow the practical activity after
the robotic activity give significantly better answers compared to the learners who follow
the robotic activity last. Unfortunately, as these questions were not asked in E2, there is no
observation on the knowledge of this macroscopic behavior aspect taken from this group
of younger learners. Following these lines, in a situation with more sufficient time spent on
testing, properties such as volume, pressure, expansion and compressibility could possibly
be questioned explicitly in order to improve the recognition of macroscopic learning gain.
Another method could be to explicitly mention “macroscopic” and “microscopic” views and
use these terms when asking questions.
Finally, in no learner’s answers were encountered mentions about robots or artificial colors
coding the different states of matter; the elements were always referred to as “particles”, “atoms”
or “molecules”. This implies that the abstraction of particles in matter using robots was well
understood, and justifies our endeavor of building a ubiquitous tool that does not in fact
resemble a robot.
Ranking the States of Matter
The results of fixed-answer questions were used to gather insights about how correctly learners
are able to rank the stored energies and bond strengths of the different states, in the same way
as the quantitative experiment. Additionally in E1, volume and density ranking was further
investigated. In all questions, learners in E1 show more success compared to learners in E2
presumably due to pre-knowledge or simply due to their older age group. However, learners
in E1 show better learning gain from the practical activity compared to the robotic activity; the
results suggest that the practical activity is more successful in teaching these rankings from
scratch (or have it readily available due to undetected pre-knowledge), as well as in teaching
them to learners who could not grasp it after the robotic activity. However, this is not seen
to be the case in E2; the practical activity seems to outperform the robotic activity (when
misconceptions are also considered) when it comes before, whereas the robotic activity seems
to outperform the practical activity when it comes before. Here, a fatigue effect may have
played a role, see below for a discussion on this topic. Finally, more than half of the learners in
E1 showed correct understanding of the increasing/decreasing relationship between volume,
density and bond strength. No understanding whatsoever (even partial) related to these
relationships was seen in E2, showing that concepts such as volume and density must be
introduced independently, which was not the case in this lesson.
In the previously conducted quantitative study, a considerable amount of misconceptions
(more than the correct learning gain) were built around the energy ranking of states where
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the reverse of the correct ranking was learned. This was not seen to be the case in E1. In E2,
this phenomenon was again observed in the final answers of the learners who experienced
the robotic activity last, where half of the learners gave the reverse answer and a quarter of
the learners gave the correct answer. However, when the practical activity is done last, only
about a third of the final answers are reverse, which may suggest the preventive effect of the
practical activity on building this particular misconception.
Sources of Energy
The learners were questioned on which sources provide energy that can be gained by matter.
In E1, significantly more learning on energy gain via heating by outside sources (Eh) is encoun-
tered as a result of the practical activity compared to the robotic activity; the use of an open
flame within the practical activity is likely to have had a considerable effect. Conversely, other
sources of energy gain, such as kinetic (Ek ) and more interestingly energy transfer between
particles (Et ), are almost exclusively encountered as a result of the robotic activity. Learning of
this matter is more sparse but present in E2, where Ek is abundant after the robotic activity but
others are rare. These findings imply the effectiveness of the tangible interaction methodology
(i.e. “shake” to give energy) to demonstrate this specific manner of energy gain. Notable
answers revealing these learning gains are:
Et : “Particles gain energy by colliding with other particles that have more energy/when they
touch other particles.”
Ek : “Particles gain energy by moving around/by moving them around faster.”
Eh : “Particles gain energy by heating them up/by fire which heats them up.”
Quantity of Learner Output
Finally, the free writing questions let us observe the amount of output the learners are willing
or able to produce. When the total number of words written (for E2, counted directly in
French without translation to English) after the first activity (E1 = 59.8± 20.3 words, E2 =
38.2±21.7 words) and after the second activity (E1 = 28.5±26.2 words, E2 = 28.2±13.8 words)
are compared, a significant decrease is observed for both experiments, regardless of the order
of robotic and practical activities:
E1: Paired t (7)= 3.47, p = 0.0104, CI95% = [9.94,52.56]
E2: Paired t (22)= 2.65, p = 0.0148, CI95% = [2.15,17.76]
These findings hint at a fatigue effect where learners may be more tired and/or less interested
towards the end of the lesson. Another cause may be that the post-test is an extra examination
in addition to the mid-test and the learners may have been “bothered” by the obligation to
undergo a second test in the same lesson.
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From another perspective, when the total number of words written after the robotics activity
(E1 = 42.9±34.7 words, E2 = 38.9±18.8 words) and after the practical activity (E1 = 45.4±21.2
words, E2 = 27.5±17.0 words) are compared, an interesting result is found where the robotic
activity results in more output in E2 but not in E1:
E1: Paired t (7)= 0.169, p = 0.871, CI95% = [−37.6,32.6]
E2: Paired t (22)= 3.17, p = 0.00443, CI95% = [3.92,18.8]
These imply that the robotic activity may have inspired more interest in the younger learners
when compared to the practical activity, without implying answer correctness or quality.
5.4.5 Results & Discussion - Teacher’s Perspective
The teacher of the classroom in E1, who is an elementary and middle school physics teacher,
was interviewed for his opinion and ideas about the use of our platform in his lesson, as well
as about the platform in general. He drew attention to the brevity of the effort for our activity
to be integrated into his lesson and stated this as a source of potential. When asked about the
added value of Cellulo, he stated:
“Any tool that provides a practical example is an advantage. [...] Learners become
more familiar with demonstrations directly on their computer, but it’s always
entirely imaginary. A practical tool used in the classroom, even if it’s just for a few
minutes, moves the topic into the physical realm.”
Upon this, he was asked whether, in his opinion, Cellulo would benefit learners who tend to
learn better with physical examples more than learners who tend to learn better with abstract
examples (i.e. “on paper”). He responded:
“I would say that it benefits both. [...] Learners who like to learn on paper very
often do so because there is usually not a right or wrong answer immediately in
practical experiences; whereas on paper, you can have a correct solution. So for
them, it is very important that they engage in a practical activity, just as much as
those who engage better with practical tools because they like using their hands.”
When asked what is the most useful features of Cellulo, he responded:
“I think the most useful feature is that you can touch them, and you can receive
haptic feedback so you can feel the forces that they are modeling.”
These illustrate that, from this teacher’s perspective, the key value of Cellulo is its tangibility,
and through that, the ability to provide physically interactive examples of models that may
otherwise be difficult to provide, or too specific or simplistic (in order to ultimately “have an
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exact solution”) when provided by conventional means. When asked whether Cellulo could
result in more orchestration load (by theoretically disturbing standard practices) despite these
benefits and how exactly he would use it in the classroom, he stated:
“I would use it in two different ways: It would be used by me in front of the whole
class where I would be controlling the discussion, or it would be used by small
groups within the class. It is the same as any classroom activity, you have to
control it so that small groups can use it whilst other learners engage in something
else, and that’s just standard management practice. I don’t see it as a distraction.
In fact, it is probably the opposite because [Cellulo] is the sort of tool that drives
people to focus on what they are going to engage in.”
Here, the teacher’s one envisioned use of Cellulo in general is, from a certain perspective, as a
“shared service” used by multiple teams of learners in sequence, which aligns with our use of
Cellulo up to now. The other envisioned use of Cellulo is as a non-interactive demonstration
performed by the teacher, where the tangibility is dropped but the increased engagement pro-
vided by simply employing robots instead of conventional tools is still presumably exploited.
Finally, the teacher was asked about more practical aspects of the development and use of
activities built for our platform; more specifically, he was asked whether he would like to be
able to program Cellulo or otherwise use existing activities:
“I would like to have the ability to have a quick start-up, with a control panel
where I could click and go if the class walked in, but I would like the ability to
modify the parameters within each model. This would be a control panel that
has different types of models set up, and that displays the parameters that I can
change with dragging sliders for instance. [...] What I would like most would be
the ability to have a simple interface to define what the robots are doing.”
In this final part of the discussion, the trade-off between giving more control of the activity to
the teacher while providing more freedom as to what the activity can offer, and the workload of
programming the functionalities that offer this freedom, is encountered. Clearly, the teacher
does not envision software development or graphics design as a content creation tool, but a
simpler, “control panel-like” software, which presents a challenge.
In addition to this interview, a more brief discussion was held with the teacher of the classroom
in E2, where he stated his appreciation of using Cellulo as a practical demonstration in his
lesson, and noted that the age group of the learners in his classroom is younger than ideal
for this particular subject, and this may have affected the results. Indeed, the answers are
simpler and show less mastery in general compared to E2. However, since almost no formal
pre-knowledge about the subject was present, the overall learning gain was more compared to
E1 where such knowledge was present before the lesson. In this sense, for learners in E2, it can
be said that our lesson acted as a “trailer” for the states of matter subject.
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5.4.6 Conclusion
In this section, we presented the design, execution and results of our final validation effort
to assess the ecological performance of our platform. The teaching equipment that was
developed throughout this thesis, described in detail in the past 4 chapters, was used to
its full potential with its complete set of features: Localization module that lets each robot
know where they are in the activity without any limitation to tangible interaction, locomotion
module that lets robots move themselves and allows learners move them without concern
to damage, haptic feedback module that lets learners feel the modeled forces and finally the
swarm platform module that lets us synchronize many robots in the same activity and lets
them operate in concert meaningfully.
Using the learning activity that opens up a tangible view into the microscopic structure of
matter, designed with the collaboration of a teacher and utilizing this full set of features, we
designed a lesson that was built to blend seamlessly with standard practices. We tested this
lesson with two classrooms of 31 learners in total where the resulting learning gains were
qualitatively assessed in order to reveal the strengths, weaknesses and added value of both
robots and standard practices in such a lesson. Finally, we interviewed the teacher that we
collaborated with, in order to reveal his view of this integration and validation effort in order
to obtain insights that will let us communicate and collaborate more effectively with teachers
in the future. In the following chapter, we will return to the global perspective of our project
in order to review what we applied, learned and contributed. We will discuss more plainly
and mention more practical perspectives, in order to assess the real-world applicability of
the advances presented previously in the thesis. We will then conclude with future prospects
related to these advances and the outlook enabled by our overall vision and effort.
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6.1 Overview
In this thesis, we presented the design, development and outcomes of the Cellulo project, in
the form of a novel robotic platform that was designed and built from scratch, the supervised
validations of its subsystems and the user studies that provide insights and results on how this
novel platform performs in the real world. When realizing this novel platform we followed an
iterative approach where we interleaved design, development and testing throughout four
Phases. This approach, which we believe have fit our exploratory effort exceptionally well,
allowed us to adapt ourselves to the most fruitful plan of research at each step, leading to
both technological and conceptual contributions to areas ranging from positioning systems,
robotic mechanism design, haptic interface design, swarm robot systems and finally R4L.
In order to realize our effort, we began with an examination of the history and state-of-the-art
of R4L where we determined the main branches of current research, namely buildable and/or
programmable tool-like robots and embodied agent robots with social competencies. We then
stated our observations of the characteristics of these approaches regarding what they believed
is the added value of robotics to learning, philosophy of how learning works, formal curricula,
as well as their positioning with respect to informal learning opportunities. We also argued
on how they agree, how they contrast and how other approaches may be useful to explore in
order to expand R4L with possibly a third branch of research. We then framed our effort in
this thesis, namely what we envisioned to contribute to R4L, as part of this novel, unfamiliar
branch that we believe holds untapped potential for learning. We summarized the reasoning
behind this belief as the likely existence of potential learning situations and disciplines that
would benefit from direct, hands-on interaction with readily available, physical models of
objects and phenomena within the related curricula where it is not certain whether building
robots or socially interacting with robotic entities would result in a clear advantage.
Moreover, we enhanced this approach with other design principles that we believed would
boost acceptance of robots by professionals in real-world environments, which we listed as
ubiquity, practicality, versatility, tangibility and multiplicity. In other words, we stated that the
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robotic platform we build should blend into the classroom ecosystem, should not incur extra
workload during runtime, should be easy to grasp and apply to a wide variety of situations,
should be attractive to the touch and promote physical manipulation, and finally, should be
inherently flexible in terms of serving individual learners, multi-learner teams, as well as many
of these teams in parallel.
Following the determination of our design directions, Phase I saw the building of an initial
version of our platform, namely the hardware and the low-level firmware for 20 robots capable
of localization (but not yet mobile), the high-level software means to produce the activity
applications and the paper supports, and the testing of the produced platform both in the
laboratory and through a playful activity with child learners in a realistic setting. Phase II
continued to integrate locomotion capabilities to our robots, while ensuring mechanical
robustness against user manipulation, through upgrades to the hardware and the firmware,
which we tested again both in the laboratory and with child learners in realistic and arguably
harsher conditions. We continued to improve our robots in Phase III with haptic feedback
capabilities by upgrading the low-level firmware, as well as the high-level API that enables the
useful integration of these features into activities, which we tested through studies conducted
both in controlled and realistic conditions, with real users of our system. Finally, in Phase IV,
we built a software framework with the aim of easily building tangible swarm activities with
our existing robots, through which we implemented a learning activity that was further tested
both in classrooms and in the wild, with learners and teachers.
The rest of this chapter is dedicated to discussing the outcomes that we achieved at the end of
this exploratory journey, as well as discussing the future directions that other researchers may
take, both inside and outside the realm of education. Therefore, following the enumeration
of our scientific contributions, we will critically asses the work done until now, point out its
various shortcomings and state how we believe future work should mitigate these. We will then
revisit our initial research goals and discuss how much our developments and findings have
addressed them, as well as propose additional future work that may provide more. Finally, we
will state what we believe are the new perspectives we exposed for research and beyond.
6.2 Scientific Contributions
The entirety of the contributions presented in this thesis up to the end of Phase III were
previously published in five scientific papers ([114, 140, 142, 117, 191] in chronological order),
whereas the contributions in Phase IV are published for the first time in this thesis, all of
which we compile below. However, given the large scope and variety of disciplines that we
contributed to, both technical and non-technical, we find it beneficial to divide our contri-
butions into two when summarizing them: We will first list our technological contributions,
namely those that we believe will benefit entirely different lines of research than R4L as well.
We will then list our conceptual contributions, namely those that directly impact R4L through
validating our conceptual ideas and philosophy of how robots should enter classrooms.
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6.2.1 Technological Contributions
For the purpose of localizing many of our robots within our envisioned activities, we intro-
duced a technique used primarily for commercial smart pens (by brands such as Anoto) into
the scientific realm of robotic positioning. Given the state-of-the-art methods, this technique
allowed unparalleled robustness against occlusions, required for unrestricted tangible in-
teraction, within an exceptionally lightweight, low-cost setup with a thin form factor. We
detailed our implementation of this technique and provided an open source, reusable release
of the software pipeline and tools to generate printable documents augmented with localiza-
tion. Even though these development efforts brought little scientific novelty, we conducted a
baseline performance analysis study as a novel contribution that clarified the limits of this
technique’s accuracy and precision that were not previously documented. We believe many
other robotics projects would potentially benefit from this technique, such as ones concerned
with localizing a large number of swarm robots without additional communication load.
As part of the next step in our development, we contributed the design of a novel omnidirec-
tional ball drive mechanism, as well as its performance analysis with comparison to a common
omnidirectional locomotion mechanism with similar cost and manufacturing precision. Our
innovation allowed practically unlimited human manipulation with our palm-sized robots
with few, low-cost, off-the-shelf components. Not only did we bring a fresh perspective on ball
drives, we believe we improved low cost omnidirectional locomotion prospects and facilitated
the integration of such systems into small-sized consumer level robots. This will allow larger
freedom on the motion capabilities of such devices that otherwise commonly feature two
wheeled differential drive systems for their simplicity, robustness and low cost.
Consecutive to the design and implementation of the locomotion system, we enabled haptic
feedback capabilities on our robots that utilized the locomotion mechanism and no other
hardware as the source of actuation. We then quantitatively characterized our robot’s overall
usability in terms of haptics through a user study conducted in controlled conditions. With
this effort, we did not intend to obtain high fidelity, wide range haptics, but to demonstrate
the novel accomplishment of utilizing a large number of low cost, lightweight, consumer-
level devices capable of kinesthetic feedback in workspaces of sizes never before seen for
such devices. We believe that this emergent property of our robots will be useful for HCI
applications concerned with investigating the added value of haptics in active multi-point
tabletop interactions, regardless of the particular area they are found in.
Finally, we presented novel contributions that addressed tangibility and allowed declarative
programming on a little-known software framework that we believe holds potential in building
novel swarm robot applications targeted to end users and raising the popularity of such
emerging applications. From another perspective, our platform achieved the status of being
one of the first tangible swarm robot platforms, featuring exceptional degree of accurate
localization, as well as haptic output capacity at each swarm element. From yet another
perspective, we presented one of the few documented instances of a large number of Bluetooth
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devices (more than what can be connected to a single adapter) actively used in the same
application, which we believe will be useful for research and applications on networked
consumer devices, especially within the scope of the new Internet of Things (IoT) trend.
6.2.2 Conceptual Contributions
First and foremost, we presented the conceptual design of a novel approach for R4L where
robots are envisioned neither as social agents nor as buildable/programmable machines, but
as hands-on representers of phenomena, which is the main contribution of this thesis. To
realize this approach, through our design principles, we built a robotic platform that allows
many learners to come together in a single workspace and collaboratively discover the goal
phenomena through activities that are easy to set up and orchestrate. As an initial experiment
to test these aspects that embody our ideas, we explored how effectively teams of child learners
interact with our robots within a playful activity. We conducted this experiment intentionally
under the conditions of a school excursion featuring 85 learners from actual classrooms, where
they (typically more energetic and less concentrated than usual due to them being away from
the everyday classroom environment) successfully interacted with our activity, in the presence
of other exciting scientific and robotic demonstrations.
Following this initial exploratory study featuring a playful activity, we began focusing on activi-
ties that target learning gains. We conducted a second experiment, again with an exploratory
and qualitative nature, using an activity built to teach a curricular subject intentionally chosen
from a discipline not particularly popular within R4L. In this experiment that took place as
part of a large science festival, we observed how child learners interact with our novel robots
that can both move and be moved, which was used as the main feature defining the semantics
of the learning activity. Our experiment served about 150 learners and was conducted in even
more difficult and less well-defined conditions where participants were free to approach our
activity and leave as they wished. By this, we looked briefly for the first time into the learner
interaction with such robots that combine physical input and output.
We then continued on to designing a complete lesson with this activity, which we further
equipped with a gamified exploitary component that complemented the already existing
exploratory component. In yet another experiment, designed to test the effectiveness of this
lesson, we measured concrete, quantitative learning gains for the first time with our platform
from 24 learners. We conducted this experiment in a more controlled scenario that was more
similar to realistic classroom conditions to approach the real world circumstances where our
platform would be used. Besides showing that the interaction with our robots within our
sub-activities was effectively handled by all learners in the appointed time and measuring the
learning that was gained during this limited time, we also investigated learners’ exploration
patterns when approaching the problem we presented to them, through data collected with
no additional equipment or processing than provided by our platform’s own hardware and
software capabilities.
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Finally, we designed a learning activity that highlights the swarm capabilities of our robots
where again we chose a curricular subject, making our swarm robot-enhanced activity one
of the very few such instances that does not aim to teach swarm robotics or distributed
systems. We first tested our activity with 86 learners through an in-the-wild experiment
where we showed clear, quantitative learning gains for the majority of learners despite the
very limited amount of time that they spent with our activity under similar conditions to
the first experiment, where considerable “noise” was present due to the school excursion
conditions where learners were eager to follow other exciting demonstrations. Moreover, we
quantitatively showed how aspects of tangible swarm interaction affects learning for the first
time. We then continued on to designing a lesson through collaboration with a teacher (who
had no prior experience with our platform) where common classroom practices were blended
into the lesson together with our activity as a teaching resource. In our final experiment, in
real classrooms and in the presence of the teacher, we qualitatively measured learning gains
from 31 learners which revealed aspects about the nature of knowledge gained with our robots
compared to knowledge gained from traditional practices.
In total with all our experiments combined, this thesis involves the participation of more
than 370 unique child learners who had the opportunity to have hands-on, experiential
interaction with our novel technology. Using these experiments, we observed both qualitatively
and quantitatively, in both controlled and unconstrained environments, the nature of these
interactions and the learning allowed by them, which we believe forms the initial set of lessons
learned from this novel R4L avenue.
6.3 Shortcomings & Future Work
Here, we discuss the shortcomings of the various submodules of our platform, as well as more
broad shortcomings that concern R4L, which was intentionally omitted from the relevant
chapters until now for the purpose of a more uninterrupted read. Moreover, we discuss short
term future work that we believe would address these shortcomings, as well as longer term
future work that we believe would be beneficial from other perspectives.
6.3.1 Localization
One of the most immediate shortcomings of our optical localization system is the limitations
on the graphics that can be printed alongside the dot pattern that must be clearly perceived
by the robots’ cameras in order to be decoded. Currently, we rely on high contrast between
each black dot and its surroundings so that the dots can be extracted using computationally
inexpensive global thresholding. This prevents darker colors near the color of the dots, as well
as other colors that appear as black (such as green) to the monochrome image sensor, to be
used within the graphics on any paper that is part of our activities, except e.g. very thin printed
text that may be tolerated by the error correction mechanism within decoding.
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A rapid solution that would respect the currently available low cost consumer printing methods
would be to color each dot separately with the most contrasting color with its surroundings
and implement a form of local thresholding. This method would certainly incur higher
computational cost, but the difference may indeed be marginal which would justify its use.
Beyond the capabilities of widespread consumer printers, other solutions could be to print
the dots with ink that is only visible in a disjoint spectrum with the printed graphics, and to
equip the robot cameras with filters that allow only this spectrum. Another similar solution
could be to print the dots with a reflective ink so that higher exposure intensity may be used
to drown out the visible graphics but not the dots.
Currently, our decoding pipeline works on the assumption that the imaging plane is exactly
parallel to the paper plane, which implies that there is no perspective tilt on the perceived
imaginary grid that the dots are placed on. If this assumption is removed, and these tilt angles
(two exist, one around each of the u and v axes) could be estimated, we could in theory further
estimate the extra distance that the robot is lifted from the paper given that the grid distance
is fixed. This would allow 6DOF localization in the vicinity of the paper as long as the camera
focus is not lost, which would open new interaction possibilities and add extra robustness to
both localization and locomotion whose dynamics change when the robot is tilted.
6.3.2 Locomotion
Perhaps the most critical technical shortcoming of our robots is that the low cost bearings in
our ball drive implementation are not robust enough against external contaminants such as
dust and rubber shards from the ball wheels that accumulate in the bearing and decrease the
performance drastically. It is clear that for long term use, high performance bearings that are
robust against contamination should be preferred over our solution. These high performance
bearings should include, per ball wheel, at least two 1DOF bearings (e.g. ball bearings) that
contact the ball wheel around its great circle in order to enclose it, as well as a 2DOF bearing
(e.g. ball transfer units) that contacts the ball wheel on top, carrying the weight of the robot.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the manufacturing of the ball wheel itself is not trivial,
and the misalignment of the ferromagnetic core with respect to the center of the entire
wheel caused by manufacturing defects significantly affects performance. Given a 1 mm
rubber coating thickness, the most extreme state of misalignment implies 0 mm thickness
non-ferromagnetic coating on one point on the surface of the wheel and 2 mm on the opposite
point, causing magnet-wheel contact force anisotropy as the wheel rotates, leading to the
occasional loss of traction. This problem could be mitigated by removing the ball wheel
coating in order to make it drastically more isotropic (which would also lead to different
dynamics at the magnet-wheel contact that must be investigated) and coating the paper with
a high-friction material in order to ensure robot traction on the support surface.
The dynamics analysis of locomotion was made with certain simplifications, such as the
assumption that the mass of the robot is negligible, in order to accommodate the asymmetric
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force output of the wheels due to the asymmetric nature of the drive and internal frictions. In
a better implementation, these frictions would be less pronounced and a better analysis can
be made that takes into account the phases where the robot accelerates and decelerates.
6.3.3 Haptics
The haptics module of our robot is not ideal from various perspectives. For one, tactile feed-
back capabilities are fairly limited with the modules readily implemented on the robot. Besides
tactile feedback, arbitrary complex motion and kinesthetic feedback requires running custom
controllers in the application on the master side, which directly controls the robot velocities
and force outputs. What would be interesting to explore is the ability to computationally and
concisely describe haptic outputs, as well as motion outputs, in the form of code that depend
on the kinematics of the robot, as well as externally applied forces, and that can be just-in-time
compiled and communicated to the robot for execution. While this would allow the execution
of such haptics and motion controllers to operate with the maximally available frequency
(about 93 Hz at the time of writing, possibly higher with further optimizations), dynamically
changing controllers such as those who depend on the collective states of multiple robots
would still be fundamentally out of reach.
From another perspective, any amount or type of haptic feedback we are currently able to
generate from our robots is controlled in an open loop. Ideally, our robots require a means
of measuring the forces and torque that is output to the outside world, most importantly to
the user’s grasp. For making these measurements, novel and interesting transducers were
recently designed that would aid in obtaining a lower cost than traditional strain gauge-based
techniques while also adding other benefits such as compliance; see [233] for such a transducer
design that relies on low cost barometric sensors encased in flexible rubber-like materials.
Regardless of the sensing mechanism, the ability to measure output forces and torque would
allow us to close the haptic feedback loop and ensure a considerably higher degree of fidelity.
6.3.4 Swarm
We designed our declarative physicomimetic robot control framework in order to ease tan-
gible swarm robot application development. While this method does not directly support
distributed (i.e. “true”) swarm applications that allow very large number of agents, it is only
our intuition and initial observation that the development of the supported type of applica-
tions would be facilitated. To quantify this hypothetical improvement, code produced by our
framework should be compared to those produced by other methods and baselines where
metrics such as the number of lines of code, legibility, modularity and reusability should be
compared. Moreover, ideally, a number of professional developers should be recruited to test
the development of a range of real world applications where our framework should again be
compared to others in terms of code production and verification efficiency.
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Furthermore, we did not quantify the limits of connectivity, the most important of which is
the limit on the number of robots robustly supported within a single activity, due to the lack of
sufficiently many robots in our possession to conduct this experiment. While the theoretical
limit for this exists, the practical limit (expected to be much lower) must be measured by
incrementally varying the number of continuously communicating robots within the same
activity and measuring the maximum useful bandwidth (i.e. maximum control frequency on
each robot), after which the network saturates.
A related problem is connection establishment to desired robots, which is currently handled
by performing a scan of all nearby devices, filtering on the physical addresses that are collected
in order to obtain only our robots and no other devices, and attempting to connect to the
desired list of robots among the visible ones in the scan. This method does not guarantee
the discovery of all robots in the scan in the presence of noise, and does not allow selective
connection to groups of robots, for easily setting up more than one activity with a single set of
robots in the same environment, simply because all nearby idle robots appear in the scan. A
more scalable method would be to rely on the emerging Near-Field Communication (NFC)
technology to physically bring the desired robots close to the master device, at which point
the connection attempt is automatically started on both devices. Another solution would be
to visually encode the physical addresses of the robots (through e.g. LED patterns or exclusive
fiducial markers on the bottom of the robots), which would then be mass-decoded in camera
images of the master device in order to obtain the desired list of robots to connect to.
6.3.5 Robots for Learning
Considering the main contribution of this thesis, the most crucial shortcomings are related
to its R4L aspects. For one, we did not conceivably have enough time within the frame of
this thesis to conduct longer term studies with our robots. An important prospect for future
research is to conduct these studies in order to reveal important acceptability and performance
measures free of the novelty effect. Furthermore, longer term studies would also be valuable to
probe the effectiveness of our robots on subjects or collections of interconnected subjects that
can only practically be taught over many lessons that possibly take weeks to all execute. Such
studies would also be useful to test our approach against robotic and non-robotic baselines
where applicable, in order to compare and contrast the added value, strengths and weaknesses
of other approaches to those associated with our approach.
While we tested our robots with hundreds of learners, we closely collaborated with only a few
teachers. While we followed rational design principles to boost our platform’s acceptability
in real environments by real professionals, it is essential that future work introduces our
platform to more teachers in order to gain more insights on its actual perception and its
true performance in their hands. A related shortcoming is that with the current state of our
development tools, it is impractical for teachers to be any part of activity software development,
which we acknowledged and addressed up to now with the inclusion of professional software
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developers in this process. However, letting teachers author content is certainly a valuable
prospect for the creation of teacher communities around our platform. It is clearly non-
trivial how this would be achieved, but we believe an object-oriented visual programming
language may be an advantageous start. Related to this, enabling the programmability of our
robots by learners is also a valuable asset, as previously mentioned, for applications such as
computational thinking.
Finally, we acknowledge the limitations on the applicability of our robot to the spectrum
of learner ages. It is certainly intuitive and qualitatively observable that our platform is
better suited for younger ages, preferably up to the end of middle school, with which we
conducted the majority of our experiments. After this age, our platform and method of
tangibly representing phenomena risks performing in too much of a simplistic manner for
learning where more complex and realistic models may be required. While the validity of this
claim may not be entirely clear for high school ages and curricula, it is certainly reasonable
to assume that this would be the case for higher education where our robots would not be
applicable in their current state. However, all of these assertions naturally need scientific
validation which we did not provide in this thesis.
6.4 Research Goals Revisited
Our contributions to R4L were made with directions that come from a number of research
goals that we envisioned would let us explore previously unimagined ways to teach and learn
with robots. We conceptualized a number of design principles that we envisioned would let
us more concretely implement technology and end user devices that would address these
research goals. Here, we discuss how much of our research goals were achieved through our
design principles, developments and findings, and how future work may achieve more:
Build and effectively use robots for learning that are perceived as everyday objects rather
than robots by both learners and teachers. – As per our ubiquity principle, we built our robots
as unimpressive, “white boxes” and merged them with familiar objects both old and
new, namely pieces of paper and commonplace mobile computers. We spent significant
effort to make our devices as easy and straightforward to use as possible, ever so often
sacrificing capacities found typically in robots, to improve the user experience and
ensure that our robots are perceived solely as end user devices. As a result of these
efforts, we observed that unfamiliar teachers and learners can quickly approach our
platform and start using it effectively. While we observed this phenomenon subjectively,
user studies may be performed in the future that objectively probe how the components
of our platform are exactly perceived by these end users.
Build simple robots for learning, perceived as tools, that promote other uses than building
or programming. – Contrary to the current expectation that a small, mobile robot for learning
should be programmable or buildable in some way, we designed our robots to serve
the completely different role of interaction device and representer. This allowed us to
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imagine different ways that robots could be used for learning, as well as applications to
various unpopular subjects. We implemented two activities on atmospheric pressure
and states of matter, both of which did not previously contain clear added values
from robots for learning, as opposed to more popular subjects from e.g. mathematics
and geometry which did. Naturally, future work should further expand this versatility
portfolio through exploring other added values and building more educational content
on our R4L approach.
Build robots for learning enriched with previously unpopular affordances andmaterials. –
Instead of exploiting previously studied affordances and materials, we pursued other
less examined affordances in our robots and synergies with a well known material,
namely paper, as they emerged. We thus explored tangible interaction, namely the
physical placement and manipulation of robots on one or more sheets of paper; haptic
interaction, namely conveying information to the learners via mechanical forces; and
swarm interaction, namely exploiting the collective behaviors of many robots for better
communicating the core ideas. A reasonable direction for future work is to quantify the
added value of these affordances against more commonly used baselines.
Build robots that are part of social interactions among learners and teachers without nec-
essarily being social agents. – Even though we did not build our robots with social compe-
tencies, we built them with the prospect of letting learners and teachers easily work
together. We designed our platform in a scalable manner, with particular focus on
making our activities easy to reproduce and/or grow in capacity. In almost all of our
experiments, we exploited these capabilities to run multiple activities in parallel, each
of which contained collaboration within the teams of learners. Beyond this multiplicity
prospect, our platform enabled accessibility to the teacher, letting them easily intervene
and physically manipulate the activity components in order to orchestrate. Future
studies may consider varying the number of parallel activities, as well as the number of
robots and learners in the activities, to probe their effect on collaboration measured by
ground truth methods outside the capabilities of our platform alone.
Build tool-like robots whose added value to curricular learning is easier to imagine by
teachers. – To address this goal which is indeed tightly connected with the goals of making our
robots appear non-robot-like and opening up a rich set of affordances, we attempted to
apply our robots to learning in an arguably simpler manner than what is available, as
the direct representation of objects and phenomena. We collaborated with a teacher
to probe how he imagined the integration of our robots into his lesson, which was
achieved in a short amount of time. In the future, as mentioned before, more teachers
(who are not necessarily technophiles) must be introduced to our platform with the aim
of developing the added values to more diverse curricula.
Use existing classroommaterials andpractices to improve the integration of our robots into
formal education. – In order to facilitate the prospective acceptance of our platform in the
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classroom as part of the daily learning routine, we aimed to use paper, which is one of
the most pervasive, easily understood and integral parts of formal education as of now,
as also an integral part of activity building and execution with our platform. Moreover,
we built our platform to be easy to launch and put away, and imagined that it should be
used only when necessary, allowing common practices to coexist harmoniously with
our robots. A valuable prospect for the future is to deploy our platform in schools and
measure its use in the presence of learners and teachers in their natural environment,
and particularly in the absence of researchers who are familiar with the platform.
6.5 Impact and New Perspectives
As we conclude this thesis, we wish to revisit our idea that sparked the Cellulo project, bringing
on the developments that led to its current state. Namely, we set out to explore new avenues
in which robots could be useful for learning in ways never imagined before, with the hopes of
contributing new outlook to the emerging research field that is R4L. Importantly, we did not
design a new robotic platform as an improvement on the state-of-the-art that would surpass
other platforms in term of teaching efficacy, but as a new tool in the arsenal of researchers and
educators. We are continuing to expand Cellulo for education within our own group (e.g. [234]
at the time of writing) but it is our sincere desire that more researchers explore and exploit
what was or can be done with our platform after the publication of this thesis.
We have identified and are currently working on other prospects than education with Cellulo.
For one, we are exploring tangible interfaces for visually impaired people, including children,
that can potentially highlight the motion and haptics capabilities of Cellulo; an example case
would augment an interface such as [235] with mobility and improve the simplicity of its
setup. Another application is tangible gaming and gamified activities that serve other main
purposes than gaming, where we believe Cellulo’s capacity to bring together many tangible
robots effortlessly in the same activity may lead to new and exciting opportunities. A related
application where we see a strong focus for such ideas is gamified upper arm rehabilitation.
Here, we would improve current strategies that rely on heavier setups, cost higher, or provide
less entertainment than Cellulo, as well as bridge the gap between rehabilitation in therapy
centers and at-home rehabilitation by virtue of our platform’s minimal setup requirements; see
[236] for our latest efforts. Beyond these, we believe other exciting and creative applications
can be found as well with the inspiration we believe we provided in this thesis.
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A Anoto Number Sequences
Here, for completeness and reproducibility, we provide the actual Anoto number sequences
used in our algorithms, given as examples in the original patent ([113]). The main number
sequence used is:
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
0
5
1
6
0
7
0
8
1
9
1
10
1
11
1
12
1
13
0
14
1
15
0
16
0
17
1
18
0
19
0
20
0
21
0
22
1
23
1
24
1
25
0
26
1
27
1
28
1
29
0
30
0
31
1
32
0
33
1
34
0
35
1
36
0
37
0
38
0
39
1
40
0
41
1
42
1
43
0
44
1
45
1
46
0
47
0
48
1
49
1
50
0
51
1
52
0
53
1
54
1
55
1
56
1
57
0
58
0
59
0
60
1
61
1
62
(A.1)
The secondary number sequences used are (note the extra symbol in the fourth sequence,
originally missing from the patent):
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
1
5
0
6
0
7
0
8
0
9
2
10
0
11
1
12
0
13
0
14
1
15
0
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1
17
0
18
0
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2
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0
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0
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0
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1
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1
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0
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0
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0
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1
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2
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0
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0
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1
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0
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2
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0
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2
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0
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2
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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0
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1
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2
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0
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1
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0
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2
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1
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1
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1
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0
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1
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1
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1
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1
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0
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2
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1
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0
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1
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0
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2
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1
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1
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0
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0
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1
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2
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1
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0
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1
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1
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2
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0
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0
91
0
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2
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1
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0
95
2
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2
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1
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1
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1
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0
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0
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2
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1
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2
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0
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1
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1
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1
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2
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0
112
2
113
0
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0
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1
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1
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2
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1
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0
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0
121
0
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2
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2
124
0
125
1
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0
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2
128
2
129
0
130
0
131
1
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2
133
2
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0
135
2
136
0
137
2
138
2
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1
140
0
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1
142
2
143
1
144
2
145
1
146
0
147
2
148
1
149
2
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1
151
1
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0
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2
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2
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1
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2
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1
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2
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0
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2
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2
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0
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2
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2
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2
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0
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1
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1
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2
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2
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1
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1
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0
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1
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2
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2
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2
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2
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1
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2
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0
182
0
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2
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2
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1
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1
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2
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1
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2
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2
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1
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0
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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0
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2
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1
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2
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2
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2
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1
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1
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1
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2
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1
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1
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2
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0
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1
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2
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2
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1
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2
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2
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0
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1
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2
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1
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1
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1
224
1
225
2
226
2
227
2
228
0
229
0
230
2
231
1
232
1
233
2
234
2
235
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0
0
0
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
1
5
0
6
0
7
0
8
0
9
2
10
0
11
1
12
0
13
0
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1
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0
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1
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0
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1
19
1
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0
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0
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0
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1
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1
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1
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1
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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2
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2
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2
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2
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1
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2
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1
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2
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2
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0
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1
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2
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2
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2
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2
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1
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1
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2
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2
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1
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0
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2
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2
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0
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2
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1
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2
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1
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1
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2
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0
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1
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2
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2
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1
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2
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2
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2
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1
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1
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2
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1
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2
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0
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2
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2
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2
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0
0
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0
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1
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1
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0
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1
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2
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2
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1
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1
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1*
240
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*This final symbol of the fourth secondary number sequence is missing in the original patent; only the first 240
symbols are given.
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Given in Listing B.1 is the Particles in Matter activity (presented in Section 5.2.4) source code
that utilizes the previously proposed declarative tangible swarm control framework (presented
in Section 5.2.3) to achieve a microscopically tangible simulation of solid, liquid and gaseous
matter. Transitions in between these states, as well as some other behaviors, are achieved by
modulating the behaviors through a weight property that varies between 0 and 1.
1 CelluloRobotPoolClient{ id: client } //Interface to the robot pool daemon in Figure 5.1
2
3 Swarm{ //Implements SWARM UPDATE from Algorithm 5.1
4 id: swarm
5
6 /* Swarm elements and associated individual behaviors */
7 RepeaterList{ //Extends the built-in Repeater, expects count and provides index
8 count: client.robots.length //Number of elements, as many as robots
9
10 SwarmElement{ //Implements NEW ROBOT POSE AVAILABLE( e,∆t) from Algorithm 5.1
11 id: element
12 robot: client.robots[index] //Associated robot to this element
13
14 /* Properties to export */
15 property ZoneEntryCalculator containerCalculator: priv_containerCalculator
16 property ZoneEntryCalculator coolerCalculator: priv_coolerCalculator
17 property ParticleState particleState: ParticleState{} //Simple object
holding the heat state of element, e.g solidToLiquidProgress = 0.5
means halfway between solid-liquid transition while liquidProgress =
0.5 means halfway between totally melting and starting evaporating
,→
,→
,→
18 property real halfCoverage:
priv_halfCoverageCalculator.halfCoverages.get(element) //This element's
"half-coverage", see halfCoverageCalculator
,→
,→
19 property bool isGrabbed: priv_grabDetector.isGrabbed
20 property bool isOnPaper: !priv_kidnapDetector.isKidnapped
Listing B.1 – Particles in Matter source code, part 1 of 5. Irrelevant parts such as GUI com-
ponents, as well as some implementation details, are removed; the actual source code corre-
sponding to this portion is about 230 lines long. Continued in the following pages.
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21 /* Robot-element emergency synchronizers */
22 RobotPositionCatchUp{ c: 10.0 } //Smoothly pulls the element to the robot
position if it can't catch up with the strength parameter c,→
23 RobotPositionHardSync{} //Immediately pulls the element to the robot
position if it couldn't catch up for too long,→
24
25 /* Color outputs per element state */
26 ConstantColorOutput{
27 activeState: "Out"
28 color: "#000000"
29 }
30 GradientColorOutput{
31 activeState: "Moving"
32 target: particleState.solidProgress +
particleState.solidToLiquidProgress + particleState.liquidProgress
+ particleState.liquidToGasProgress + particleState.gasProgress
,→
,→
33 targetsToColors: {
34 0.0 : "#000010", //Coldest solid color
35 1.0 : "#0000A0", //Warmest solid color
36 2.0 : "#001000", //Coldest liquid color
37 3.0 : "#00A000", //Warmest liquid color
38 4.0 : "#100000", //Coldest gas color
39 5.0 : "#A00000" //Warmest gas color
40 }
41 }
42 ConstantColorOutput{
43 activeState: "Moved"
44 color: "#A0A0A0"
45 outputEffect: Cellulo.VisualEffectBreathe
46 }
47
48 /* Individual motions and forces */
49 IndependentOscillation{ //Stored energy in solid and lonely liquid particles
50 property real solitudeWeight: Math.max(0.0, 1.0 - 5*halfCoverage)
51 weight: (1.0 - particleState.liquidToGasProgress)*((1.0 -
particleState.solidToLiquidProgress) +
particleState.solidToLiquidProgress*solitudeWeight)
,→
,→
52 amplitude: 5.0 + 10*particleState.solidProgress +
1*particleState.solidToLiquidProgress +
4*particleState.liquidProgress //In millimeters
,→
,→
53 period: 3000 - 1500*particleState.solidProgress -
100*particleState.solidToLiquidProgress -
400*particleState.liquidProgress //In milliseconds
,→
,→
54 }
55 IndividualViscousDamping{ //Reduce damping for more liquid and gas freedom
56 c: -2.75 //Viscous damping coefficient, i.e strength
57 weight: 0.25*particleState.solidToLiquidProgress +
0.75*particleState.liquidToGasProgress,→
58 }
59 EnforceLinearVelocity{ //Force gas particles to fly away
60 c: 1.0 //Force strength coefficient to enforce velocity
61 weight: 1.0*particleState.liquidToGasProgress
62 desiredVelocity: 50 + 130*particleState.gasProgress //In mm/s
63 }
Listing B.1 – Particles in Matter source code continued, part 2 of 5.
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64 /* Zone-specific logic */
65 ZoneEntryCalculator{ //Main container with A0 paper, calculates entry vector
66 id: priv_containerCalculator
67 paper: CelluloZones.loadZone(":/zones/containerPaper.json") //Polybézier
curve describing border of whole paper,→
68 zone: CelluloZones.loadZone(":/zones/containerZone.json") //Polybézier
curve describing actual usable zone,→
69 }
70 ZoneEntryCalculator{ //Cooler with A4 paper, calculates entry vector
71 id: priv_coolerCalculator
72 paper: CelluloZones.loadZones(":/zones/coolerPaper.json") //Polybézier
curve describing border of whole paper,→
73 zone: CelluloZones.loadZones(":/zones/coolerZone.json") //Polybézier
curve describing actual usable zone,→
74 }
75 IndividualHeatLoss{ //While inside cooler, apply individual heat loss
76 h: 5.0 //Strength of heat loss
77 weight: priv_coolerCalculator.insidePaper ? 1.0 : 0.0
78 }
79
80 /* User interaction detectors */
81 KidnapDetector{ //Kidnap from/return to paper detector
82 id: priv_kidnapDetector
83 onKidnapped: element.setState("Out")
84 onReturnedToPaper: element.setState(element.isGrabbed ? "Moved" :
"Moving"),→
85 }
86 GrabDetector{ //Grab/release detector
87 id: priv_grabDetector
88 onGrabbed: {
89 if(element.state == "Moving")
90 element.setState("Moved");
91 }
92 onReleased: {
93 if(element.state == "Moved")
94 element.setState(element.isOnPaper ? "Moving" : "Out");
95 }
96 }
97 LaunchDetector{ //"Launch motion" (grab, give velocity, release) detector
98 grabDetector: priv_grabDetector
99 historySize: 3 //Window size for averaging measured velocity
100 onLaunched: element.velocity = launchVelocity
101 }
102 IndividualEnergyDetector{ //Shake to give delta heat
103 grabDetector: priv_grabDetector
104 onEnergyAdded: particleState.changeHeat(energy/10000)
105 }
106 }
107 }
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108 /*
109 * Collective and global behaviors for the entire Swarm
110 */
111
112 /* Global rules for all particles */
113 MaxLinearVelocity{ maxVelocity: 185 } //Hard limit in mm/s
114 MaxAngularVelocity{ maxVelocity: 7.5 } //Hard limit in rad/s
115 GlobalViscousDamping{ c: 2.75 } //Damping that prevents excessive movement
116
117 /* Container and cooler borders */
118 BouncyContainer{ //Main container borders become bouncy by the exclusion amount
119 zoneEntryCalculator: function(element){ return element.containerCalculator; }
120 calculateExclusion: function(element){
121 return element.isGrabbed ? 0.0 : 10 + 50*element.particleState.gasProgress;
122 }
123 epsilon: 1000 //Bounciness force strength parameter
124 }
125 StrictContainer{ //Zone borders are strictly uncrossable as long as on paper
126 zoneEntryCalculator: function(element){ return element.containerCalculator; }
127 }
128 StrictContainer{ //Zone borders are strictly uncrossable as long as on paper
129 zoneEntryCalculator: function(element){ return element.coolerCalculator; }
130 }
131
132 /* Collective calculators to not repeat same calculations for each object */
133 HeatSeparationCalculator{ //For each pair of elements, calculates the ideal
separation in mm, that depends on average heat of the two,→
134 id: priv_idealSeparationCalculator
135 baseSeparation: 80 //In millimeters
136 solidExtraSeparation: 30 //In millimeters
137 solidToLiquidExtraSeparation: 10 //In millimeters
138 liquidExtraSeparation: 20 //In millimeters
139 liquidToGasExtraSeparation: 0 //In millimeters
140 gasExtraSeparation: 0 //In millimeters
141 }
142 HalfCoverageCalculator{ //For each element, calculates a value that is close to 1 if
it is half-surrounded by other elements (for maximum sliding force) but close
to 0 if not surrounded or fully surrounded (for no sliding force)
,→
,→
143 id: priv_halfCoverageCalculator
144 idealSeparationCalculator: priv_idealSeparationCalculator
145 }
146
147 /* Heat transfer mechanism between elements */
148 HeatTransfer{
149 h: 0.02 //Heat transfer strength parameter
150 idealSeparationCalculator: priv_idealSeparationCalculator
151 }
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152 /* Collective forces that depend on mutual relationships */
153 PotentialWell{ //Attraction that keeps particles together in solid and liquid
154 epsilon: 400 //Force strength parameter
155 weight: function(element){ return 1.0 -
0.5*element.particleState.solidToLiquidProgress -
0.5*element.particleState.liquidToGasProgress; }
,→
,→
156 idealSeparationCalculator: priv_idealSeparationCalculator
157 }
158 Exclusion{ //Repulsion that keeps particles strictly apart
159 epsilon: 500 //Force strength parameter
160 separation: function(element1, element2){
161 return 65 +
162 20*(element1.particleState.liquidToGasProgress +
element2.particleState.liquidToGasProgress)/2 +,→
163 110*(element1.particleState.gasProgress +
element2.particleState.gasProgress)/2;,→
164 }
165 }
166 SlidingForce{ //Force and that creates the signature sliding liquid motion
167 epsilon: 490 //Force strength parameter
168 weight: function(element){
169 return 0.45*element.particleState.solidToLiquidProgress
170 + 0.55*element.particleState.liquidProgress
171 - 1.0*element.particleState.liquidToGasProgress
172 }
173 halfCoverageCalculator: priv_halfCoverageCalculator
174 idealSeparationCalculator: priv_idealSeparationCalculator
175 }
176 }
Listing B.1 – Particles in Matter source code continued, part 5 of 5.
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Research Interests
My goal is to build robots that can function in the real world among humans rather than
structured laboratory/industrial settings. My vision is to bring together methodologies from
multiple disciplines such as mobile robotics, manipulators, human-robot interaction, com-
puter vision, tangible interfaces and haptics, among others. I completed my Ph.D. in the
Cellulo project where I designed and built paper-assisted swarm robots for learning.
Education
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland
CHILI Laboratory, Cellulo project 2014 - 2018
Computer, Communication and Information Sciences Ph.D. 2013 - 2018
Bog˘aziçi University, I˙stanbul, Turkey
Computer Engineering B.Sc. 2009 - 2013
* GPA: 3.91
* Participated in Robocup SPL with Cerberus in Mexico City June 2012
* Conducted robotics research in AILAB 2011 - 2013
* Membership in COMPEC (Bog˘aziçi University IT Club) 2009 - 2010
Lycée de Galatasaray, I˙stanbul, Turkey
High School Degree 2004 - 2009
Awards and Honors
• Best Human-Robot Interaction Design Paper award in HRI 2017 March 2017
• Best Paper award in RO-MAN 2014 August 2014
• Completed Bachelor studies with high honors, ranked 1st out of 56 graduates June 2013
• B.Sc. thesis “Tabletop Manipulation in Clutter with Affordable 5-DOF Manipulator”
received Best Departmental Undergraduate Thesis award June 2013
Publications
• A. Özgür, W. Johal, F. Mondada, P. Dillenbourg, “Haptic-Enabled Handheld Mobile
Robots: Design and Analysis”, In Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
(CHI), Denver. May 2017
• A. Özgür, S. Lemaignan, W. Johal, M. Beltran, M. Briod, L. Pereyre, F. Mondada and P.
Dillenbourg, “Cellulo: Versatile Handheld Robots for Education”, In 2017 ACM/IEEE
International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), Vienna. Best Human-
Robot Interaction Design Paper award. March 2017
• A. Özgür, W. Johal, F. Mondada and P. Dillenbourg, “Windfield: Learning Wind Meteo-
rology with Handheld Haptic Robots”, In 2017 ACM/IEEE International Conference on
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), Vienna. March 2017
• A. Özgür, W. Johal and P. Dillenbourg, “Permanent Magnet-Assisted Omnidirectional
Ball Drive”, In 2016 IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems
(IROS), Daejeon. October 2016
• L. Hostettler, A. Özgür, S. Lemaignan, P. Dillenbourg and F. Mondada, “Real-Time High-
Accuracy 2D Localization with Structured Patterns”, In 2016 IEEE International Confer-
ence on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), Stockholm. May 2016
• A. Özgür, S. Bonardi, M. Vespignani, R. Möckel and A. J. Ijspeert, “Natural User Interface
for Roombots”, In RO-MAN 2014, The 23rd IEEE International Symposium on Robot
and Human Interactive Communication, Edinburgh. Best Paper award. August 2014
Additional Skills
• Proficient in English and French
• Proficient in C, C++, QML, Java and LaTeX
• Skilled in ROS
• Skilled in QtQuick application development
• Skilled in Android application development
• Skilled Linux system administrator and web administrator
• Skilled in embedded systems design
• Skilled in Altium Designer
• Skilled in Solidworks
• Moderate in Matlab, Perl, Python, HTML, CSS, Javascript, Verilog, VHDL
Personal Interests
• Electronics design
• Mechanical design
• Robot design
• Software development
